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”

The substantial
reduction of disaster
losses, in lives and in
the social, economic
and environmental
assets of communities
and countries.

—Declared Aim of the World

Conference on Disaster Reduction,

Hyogo Framework for Action, 2005

“
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DISASTER
PREPAREDNESS

The word "disaster" is derived from the Greek pejorative prefix "dis-" (bad) and

"aster" (star). According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word's root in astrology

literally denotes an "ill-starred" event. (1) For many centuries people believed that

a catastrophic event resulted under a "bad star" – a dis-aster. But while natural

disasters have occurred throughout history, today we know that they occur not

as a result of a bad alignment of the stars, but when hazards and vulnerabilities

combine. Recent decades have seen a steep increase in natural disasters across

the world. While these events are largely unavoidable – and are projected to

increase as a result of climate change – their impacts can be lessened through

disaster "preparedness." Incidentally, the verb "prepare" is derived from the Latin

"prae" (before) and "parãre" (make ready). According to Chambers Dictionary

of Etymology, to "prepare" literally means to "make ready beforehand." (2) The

world needs to prepare for disasters before they occur, reducing risk, raising

resilience and promoting preparedness. The future of our planet lies not in the

stars. The future of our planet lies in our hands.
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“ For tomorrow belongs

to the people who

PREPARE for it today. ”

—African Proverb

This publication is dedicated

to the world's climate change refugees. (a)
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Executive Summary

“There is a window of opportunity for avoiding the most damaging climate change impacts, but that window is
closing: the world has less than a decade to change course. Actions taken – or not taken – ... will have a profound
bearing on the future ... The world lacks neither the financial resources nor the technological capabilities ... What is
missing is a sense of urgency, human solidarity and collective interest.” (2007/2008 Human Development Report) (4)

Planet Prepare: The negative effects of climate change
are becoming more and more evident not least for those
poor communities living in coastal areas across the Asia Pa-
cific Region. Poor communities are regularly forced to live
in the most inhospitable and marginalised locations which
are frequently in areas most vulnerable to natural disasters.
People in coastal zones in countries like Bangladesh are
increasingly experiencing the double impact of rising sea
levels compounded by more severe and frequent wind
storms and storm surges. The two recent devastating Cy-
clones Nargis in Myanmar and Sidr in Bangladesh highlight
the stark reality of this growing trend and the impact on
vulnerable coastal populations. The causes and symptoms
of climate change are well documented and rapidly gaining
international prominence in macro policy dialogue. How-
ever, the immediate and imminent implications for com-
munities World Vision works with in Asia Pacific are only

just starting to be realised. Even if greenhouse gases were
reduced to zero tomorrow, an unstoppable pattern of en-
vironmental degradation and negative climatic change has
been set in motion that is already severely eroding the se-
curity and livelihoods of millions of poor people across the
Asia Pacific Region. This pattern of change is rapidly undo-
ing years of development gains. Given the inertia of the
Earth's climate system, the coming decades will see the
climate crisis exacerbate to the detriment of poor commu-
nities. Unless there is an immediate political sea change to-
wards decarbonising the global economy, future genera-
tions will be impacted by climate change on an order of
magnitude not hereunto experienced by humanity. If de-
cades of development gains are not to be lost to future cli-
mate disasters, development agencies and donor govern-
ments need to urgently shift the emphasis of development
practice from disaster response to disaster preparedness,
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“Climate change is expected to cause more severe and more frequent

natural hazards. As our cities and coasts grow more vulnerable, these

hazards can lead to disasters that are far worse than those we have

seen to date. We have a moral, social and economic obligation to build

resilience by 2015. Implementing the Hyogo Framework for Action will

also help us reach the Millennium Development Goals.” (3)

—Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General of the United Nations, 2007

PLANET
PREPARE

Sundarbans, Bangladesh: The world's largest mangrove forest is threatened by climate change and rising sea levels Photo: Philip Gain



including vulnerability analysis, risk reduction and the
build-up of capacity and resilience at grassroots commu-
nity level. More flexible organisational systems and prac-
tices that enable rapid adaptation are urgently needed, as
are adaptive approaches to partnering with other organisa-
tions as co-implementers. Moreover, comprehensive di-
saster early warning mechanisms and long-term macro
policy instruments for controlled migratory adjustments
need to be innovated. Additionally, aid budgets must be
refocussed towards risk reduction initiatives. The present
global preparedness engagement of 4 percent (of an esti-
mated US$10 billion in annual humanitarian assistance)
falls far short of future adaptation and "climate proofing"
requirements.

Preparedness: As a joint publication by regional World
Vision stakeholders, Planet Prepare explores and highlights
opportunities to better protect development gains, re-
search priorities, empower communities, partner and net-
work together, advocate for justice, reinforce disaster
defences, and educate children to be better prepared for
an uncertain future. Acknowledging that as one of the
leading development agencies World Vision will likely be
needed more than ever before, Advocacy, Communica-
tions, Humanitarian and Emergency Affairs (HEA), and
World Vision Singapore are aiming to preposition the hu-
manitarian organisation of more than 31,000 employees in
98 nations (12) for heightened global disaster preparedness.
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Sundarbans, Bangladesh: Regular
low tide (top) and high tide (bottom)

Photo: Johannes Luetz

If a cyclonic surge hits at the time of a high
tide the effects are especially devastating

Fast Facts: Climate change is fast converging on an
unequal world. In the time it takes to read this publica-
tion – estimated at one hour – more than...

� 3.6 million barrels of oil will be consumed by the

world – the majority will be burned and absorbed by

the Earth's thin atmosphere (5)

� US$ 400 million in revenue will be generated from

the sale of this quantity of oil (6)

� 3.6 million metric tonnes of Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

will be emitted into the atmosphere (7)

� 44 million cubic metres of meltwater will flow into the

oceans from the melting of ice sheets in Greenland

and Antarctica (8)

� 8 square kilometres of forest will be cut down, slashed

or burned (9)

� 11 people in Bangladesh will lose their homes due to

the effects of intensifying river erosion from the glacial

meltdown in the Himalayas (10)

� 28,200 people will be affected by natural disasters (11)
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”

Climate change is fundamentally a de-

velopment problem, not simply an envi-

ronmental problem. The poor are

currently suffering and will continue to

suffer the most from climate change.

They are least able to protect them-

selves from its effects and they are least

able to recover from climatic disasters.

They tend to live in the most vulnerable

areas, such as low-lying land prone to

flooding, or marginal agricultural land

prone to drought. They are the most

likely to have to leave their homes in

search of water or to escape flooding.

—Excerpt World Vision Australia

Policy Position on Climate Change

“

Photo: Johannes Luetz

Torotsian, Papua New Guinea:
Chief Joash Kela has watched the sea swallow land over the years



INTRODUCTION
COASTAL COMMUNITIES

Ten percent of people worldwide live less than ten metres above sea level and

near the coast, a high-risk zone for floods and storms – about 75 percent of

them live in Asia. Many of those nations with the greatest proportion of their

people in the zone, are small island states. (13) People living on low-lying land in

coastal proximity or densely populated flood plains are among the most

vulnerable communities on Earth. Recent years have seen a dramatic rise in the

frequency and severity of natural catastrophes and the trend is toward larger

losses. In 2007, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a

consortium of 2,500+ climate scientists from 130 countries, predicted that the

21st century would see an "increase in intense tropical cyclone activity" as well as

"increased incidence of extreme high sea level." (14) Rapid population growth and

often uncontrolled development exacerbate the vulnerabilities by degrading the

very ecosystems that once protected these areas. The net effect is simple: more

and more people are congregating in a high-risk zone for floods and storms, but

are less and less protected from them. Coastal communities need urgent help to

prepare in areas of adaptation, mitigation, and migration.
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INTRODUCTION

“The past year has reminded people everywhere that no place in the world is immune from natural disaster...
The lesson we must draw is encapsulated in the theme of this year's International Day for Disaster Reduction:
‘Invest to prevent disaster.’ We cannot stop natural calamities, but we can and must better equip individuals
and communities to withstand them.” (Kofi Annan, United Nations, 2005) (15)

Drowning in Disaster: On 26 December 2004, a mas-
sive earthquake off the coast of Northern Sumatra pro-
duced a shock wave along 1,200 kilometres of ocean floor,
triggering a series of giant tsunamis the world will never
forget. Within hours of the tsunami waves hitting 14 coun-
tries around the Indian Ocean, more than 227,000 people
in coastal communities were dead and 1.7 million dis-
placed. The economic losses were estimated at US$ 9.9
billion, although the true extent of human suffering can
never be measured. Entire coastal regions were devas-
tated, and in some cases the giant tsunami waves of up to
12 metres caused destruction up to 3 kilometres inland. (16)

It was a highly visible tragedy which awakened the world to
the conspicuous vulnerabilities of coastal communities.
Within days of the Tsunami, one of the worst natural disas-
ters in recent human history gave rise to the world's great-
est international relief effort, showing what can be achieved

through global solidarity when the international commu-
nity commits itself to a great endeavour. As one of the
world's leading humanitarian organisations, World Vision
was actively involved in rebuilding people's lives in Indone-
sia, India, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Myanmar. Yet despite
having been involved in what has become "the most rap-
idly and generously funded disaster response in history"
with a record US$ 13.5 billion raised in international aid, (17)

it is the sore conclusion of the Tsunami Evalucation Coali-
tion (TEC) which is most notable: disaster preparedness

could have saved many lives. The report notes that "... disaster
risk reduction (DRR) and preparedness, though demon-
strably cost-efficient and effective if correctly undertaken,
receive only a small portion of international aid." (18) The
world must be far more assertive in exploring and exploit-
ing the largely untapped potential inherent in proactive and
preemptive disaster preparedness.
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“It looked like photos of the atomic bomb blast at Hiroshima.

A few lone and battered buildings stood like sentinels in an

eerie landscape of battered cars, crushed fishing boats,

household possessions, shattered wood, glass and cement.

There was a ghostly silence about the place. The living had

fled and the dead lay crushed beneath debris or along the

roads in black, plastic body bags.”

—Dean Hirsch, President World Vision International

Banda Aceh, Indonesia, December 2004

Photo: Hendro Suwito

COASTAL
HOTSPOTS

Banda Aceh, Indonesia: Aerial view, 31 January 2005



Tsunamis: One of the most lethal threats to coastal
communities is the ever-present danger posed by "tsuna-
mis." According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word "tsu-
nami" is derived from Japanese "tsu" (harbour) and "nami"
(wave). (19) Together these two characters denote a "'great
wave in harbour' – a fitting term, as these giant waves have
frequently brought death and destruction to Japanese har-
bours and coastal villages." (20) Although tsunamis are pop-
ularly called "tidal waves," this term is inaccurate because
tsunamis are unrelated to tides. (It is worth noting that the
term "tsunami" is also inaccurate in that tsunamis are not
limited to harbours; scientists frequently prefer the term
"seismic sea waves.") (21) In the very simplest terms, "a tsu-
nami is a series of waves most commonly caused by violent
movement of the sea floor. In some ways a tsunami resem-
bles the ripples that radiate outward from the spot where
a stone has been thrown into the water." (22) Big tsunamis
can create enormous surges of water piling dozens of
metres high. (23)

Origins: Tsunamis are created by violent geologic activity
(earthquakes, landslides and volcanic eruptions) along the
great ocean trenches, where the tectonic plates collide.
"Frequent earthquakes and volcanic eruptions make the rim
of the Pacific basin the most geologically active region in
the world ... The Indo-Australian plate, the Asian plate, and
the Pacific plate all converge and thrust against one an-
other, producing some of the largest and most frequent
earthquakes on earth ... Most tsunamis occur in the Pacific
Ocean." (24) [See Figure 10 on page 40.] The commonly
used scale for measuring the magnitude of earthquakes is
the Richter Scale. "The scale is not linear but logarithmic, so
each unit represents a 10-fold increase in ground move-
ment and a 32-fold increase in energy. For example, an
earthquake of Richter magnitude 7 would have 10 times
the earth shaking strength and release 32 times as much
energy as an earthquake of magnitude 6." (25) With a Rich-
ter magnitude of 9.3 the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake

(which triggered the Boxing Day Tsunami) ranks as the sec-
ond most powerful seismic event on record. (26)
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� Meulaboh, Indonesia: (150 kilometres from epicentre)

The images show a small peninsula before (18 May 2004) and

after (7 January 2005) the tsunami destroyed many houses

QuickBird satellite images

courtesy of DigitalGlobe
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Cyclone Nargis

“Impacts will require adaptive responses such as investments in storm protection and water supply infrastructure,
as well as community health services. ... The global community needs to coordinate a far more proactive
effort towards implementing adaptation measures in the most vulnerable communities and systems in the
world.” (R. K. Pachauri, Chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Nobel Lecture) (27)

Catastrophic Cyclones: Certain meteorological condi-
tions can generate so-called "storm surges" which can tem-
porarily raise ocean water levels by several metres and
cause enormous coastal flooding. Although storm surges
can have the appearance of tsunamis – driving millions of
tonnes of saltwater many kilometres inland – they are not
generated by geological but meteorological conditions.
Such a storm surge inundated vast swathes of land in
Myanmar during the night of 2-3 May 2008. With nearly
140,000 people dead or missing, (28) the Category 4 Very

Severe Cyclonic Storm Nargis (or "Cyclone Nargis") is con-
sidered the worst natural disaster in the recorded history
of Myanmar and the second deadliest named cyclone of all
time. (Including unnamed storms like the 1970 Bhola cy-
clone, Cyclone Nargis ranks as the eighth deadliest cyclone
of all time.) World Vision's relief and recovery efforts are
expected to continue for several years.

Coastal Flooding: A recent World Bank report states
that a storm surge typically diminishes "0.2 to 0.4 m per km
inland," (29) underscoring the vast destructive potential of
wind storm-induced coastal flooding. According to the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), "about 200,000
hectares, or 16 percent, of the delta's total 1.3 million hect-
ares of agricultural land were severely damaged in the cy-
clone and would 'not be available for planting this season.'
Some of the fields have suffered severe salinity damage –
due to the ... surge that swept salt water up to 35km inland
– and will require environmental remediation." (30) By ex-
amining Terra and Aqua satellite observations, researchers
have estimated that Cyclone Nargis flooded about 14,402
square kilometres of land – an area equal to one third of
Switzerland. (31) The lethal combination of winds and wa-
ter makes cyclones a serious hazard for coastal communi-
ties in tropical and subtropical areas of the world.
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STORM
SURGES

Photo: Ashley ClementsIrrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: About 20 minutes flight from the heavily-affected coastal village of Paung Doe

“An estimated 2.4 million people were

severely affected by Cyclone Nargis,

equivalent to more than one third of the

population of 7.3 million in the affected

townships. Nearly 140,000 died or are

missing, among which an estimated 55%

were female.” (28)

—United Nations Office for the Coordination

of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)



Coastal Living: A total 634 million people in the world
live in coastal areas that lie at or below ten metres above
sea level. Although these so-called Low Elevation Coastal
Zones (LECZ) constitute only 2 percent of the Earth's land
mass, they contain 10 percent of its population and have a
higher rate of urbanisation than the rest of the world. (32)

The economic boom of many countries in Asia is largely
driven by policies that promote coastal development and
encourage coastward migration. But rapid urbanisation in
coastal zones holds multiple risks. It exposes people to
seaward hazards such as floods, cyclones and storm surges,
while progressively degrading the very ecosystems that
once protected these coastlines.

Coastal Degradation: Mangrove forests which have
served as natural barriers against rising sea levels by break-
ing big waves and halting salt water intrusion have been sig-
nificantly weakened. In the Philippines, where 62 percent
of the population live in the coastal zone, (33) mangrove
swamps have declined from 450,000 hectares in 1918 to
120,000 hectares in 1995. (34) And in Bangladesh, about
25-40 percent of the Sundarbans – the world's largest
mangrove forest – is now destroyed. This UNESCO world
heritage site has long been instrumental in protecting thou-
sands from death when cyclonic surges strike. (35) The net
effect of coastal degradation is that more and more people
are flooding into a high-risk zone for floods and storms but
are less and less protected from them.

Coastal Development: Rapid population growth and
uncontrolled development further exacerbate the prob-
lems by proliferating substandard housing with poor waste
management and sewerage systems. As more and more
people flock from rural into urban zones along the coasts,
the risks begin the moment poor migrants arrive. In claus-
trophobic urban environments any available land is often
found only in hazardous areas – cliff sides, flood plains, in-
dustrial zones, garbage dumps – the very reason why these
lands are still "available" and why people can "settle" there.
Since many such settlements evolve beyond the influence

and reach of official urban planning and are often consid-
ered "illegal," such areas are not usually included in national
mitigation or disaster preparedness schemes. Urban slums
in coastal areas are among the most vulnerable communi-
ties on Earth. Unlike middle-class urban populations in de-
veloped areas, the urban poor and slum dwellers have very
little capacity to adapt, mitigate, or migrate. With little po-
litical voice and leverage, many poor coastal communities
depend on outside assistance to prepare for projected cli-
mate change-related sea level rises. (36)
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� Low Elevation Coastal Zones: These Ikonos Satellite

images show a tiny village 27 kilometres south of Yangon

before (3 May 2002) and after (7 May 2008) Cyclone Nargis

devastated it. Low-lying land is particularly prone to flooding.

Myanmar:
Village south of Yangon

Satellite imagery courtesy of

GeoEye/CRISP-Singapore

2008
YANGON

2002
YANGON

100 m�
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Climate Change

“A total meltdown of the Greenland ice sheet would trigger an estimated seven metre rise in sea levels. Even
just a 20 percent melting of Greenland and a five percent melting of Antarctica would result in a four to five
metre sea level rise.” (United Nations Environment Programme, 2005) (40) “The Maps of the world will have
to be redrawn.” (Sir David King, U.K. Science Advisor for the British Government, 2004) (41)

Climate Change Changes Everything: It is impossi-
ble to comprehend the mounting level of threat facing
coastal communities without first understanding climate
change-related processes now underway – particularly near
the poles of the Earth. Climate change is beginning to in-
troduce hazards for which there is no preexisting experi-
ence. Therefore climate change considerations cannot be
uncoupled from disaster risk reduction frameworks, even
though many effects are difficult or impossible to predict
with any level of certainty. The aim must be not only to
keep up with the changes – but to stay ahead of them.
"Imagining the unimaginable" is as important as factoring
"climate and disaster wild cards" into disaster planning. This
is especially crucial given that the most dire effects of cli-
mate change fall disproportionately upon the poor – the
very ones who are least responsible for it. Though these
communities have emitted only modest amounts of green-

house gas pollutants into the Earth's atmosphere and have
had little or no effect on the world's overall climate, they
are most at risk from being sucked into the eye of future
climatic storms. In short, climate change will exacerbate
poverty. The solutions proposed to help mitigate its effects
and adapt to its corollary consequences will affect the tra-
jectory of every country's future development. As such cli-
mate change will affect nearly every facet of World Vision's
work with the poor in the years ahead and must be pro-
actively incorporated into all disaster preparedness plan-
ning and prognoses. World Vision and its colleague agencies
promoting development at the community level must uti-
lise the present time window to progressively position for
heightened disaster preparedness across the world. On a
global level, the prolonged period of planetary warming is a
civilisation-scale challenge which will require strategic, ho-
listic and multidisciplanary approaches.
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There could be no more serious threat than for the world’s most

rapid warming – 0.5 degrees Celsius per decade (37) – to occur in the

region with the world’s largest ice mass – Antarctica. (38) “Antarctica

and Greenland [hold] 98-99 percent of the world's freshwater ice.”

Severe signs of melting are being observed in both places, and the

UNEP has warned of “severe consequences.” (39)

—United Nations Environment Programme, World Environment Day 2007

Photo: Erlend Kvalsvik

POLAR
MELTDOWN

Antarctica: A total 11 percent of the fifth largest continent are floating ice shelves (47)



Melting Ice: A Hot Topic! Recent assessment reports
by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize-winning global author-
ity on climate change, have released substantive scientific
forecasts about global climate change. They project a rise in
global sea levels of 18-59 centimetres this century, (42) but
acknowledge that "larger values cannot be excluded." (43)

Many climate scientists view these predictions as unrealisti-
cally optimistic and assert that sea level rise will accelerate
far more rapidly than has been predicted on account of dy-
namic "feedback" processes (see page 54) which are not
reflected in IPCC climate models. (44) When land-based
ice melts, it raises sea levels. One major contributor to ris-
ing ocean levels is the melting of ice sheets in Greenland
and Antarctica. Studies show they are melting faster than
expected, discharging massive amounts of meltwater into
the sea. Recent satellite measurements reveal that the
Greenland Ice Sheet is disappearing at the rate of 240 cu-
bic kilometres per year, with melting accelerating since
2004, (45) and that Antarctica is losing 152 cubic kilometres
annually. (46) [The city of Los Angeles uses one cubic mile
of fresh water annually.] (47)

Breaking News: Breaking Shelves! Until recently it
was thought that major ice sheets such as those in Green-
land and Antarctica were relatively stable, melting slowly
and predictably over centuries or millennia. Recently this
understanding has been challenged by glaciologists. How-
ever, their growing concern is not adequately reflected even
in the latest climate models considered by the IPCC. (48)

Reputable scientists have observed that IPCC projections
"specifically exclude the contribution that could arise from
rapidly changing flow in ice sheets, especially in Greenland
and West Antarctica." (49) This carries important implica-
tions because 98 percent of Antarctica – which is twice as
large as Australia – are covered with an average ice thick-
ness of 2 kilometres. (50) The 2007/2008 UN Human De-
velopment Report highlights the possibility of "nasty sur-
prises" and "catastrophic risks" posed by the "known un-
knowns" of rapid ice shelf disintegration, warning that "the

demise of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets
are perhaps the greatest of all the threats linked to climate
change." (51) In 2002, the gigantic Larsen B ice shelf on the
east coast of the Antarctic Peninsula completely collapsed
in only 35 days. Starting on 31 January 2002, the 220-
metre-thick plate of 720 billion tonnes of solid ice mass
measuring 3,250 square kilometres – more than four times
the size of Singapore – completely broke up, most of it dis-
integrating over the course of just two days. (52) More re-
cently, the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
drew attention to the impending break-up of the yet big-
ger Wilkins ice shelf. The report emphasises satellite mea-
surements from 2008. They show that the 13,680 square
kilometre ice shelf has begun to collapse "because of rapid
climate change," stressing that "the western Antarctic Pen-
insula has experienced the biggest temperature increase
on earth, rising by 0.5 degrees Celsius ... per decade." Brit-
ish Antarctic Survey (BAS) glaciologist David Vaughan says:
"Wilkins is the largest ice shelf on West Antarctica yet to
be threatened. This shelf is hanging by a thread." (53)
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John Mercer, scientist, 1978: "One of the warning signs that a

dangerous warming trend is underway in Antarctica will be the break-

up of ice shelves on both coasts of the Antarctic Peninsula." (54)

Armin Rose, scientist, 2007: "Steep ice edge shows giant glacier

mounting into the sea where until 2002 the Larsen B ice shelf used

to extend 60-70 kilometres to the right – now open water." (55)

Antarctic Peninsula:

Ice Shelf Break-up

Photo taken from helicopter, altitude 40 metres, Credit: A Rose



Gigantic Glaciers: Scientists track ice shelf collapses
carefully because several of them hold back enormous gla-
ciers, which if unleashed, will significantly accelerate their
surge to the sea, discharging massive amounts of ice mass
into the ocean. Satellite measurements have shown that
three huge glaciers in West Antarctica have been speeding
up for more than a decade, with the biggest glacier – the
Pine Island Glacier – causing most concern. BAS re-
searcher Stott warns: "This is a very important glacier; it's
putting more ice into the sea than any other glacier in
Antarctica. It's a couple of kilometres thick, it's 30 km wide,
and it's moving at 3.5 km per year, so it's putting a lot of ice
into the ocean. ... The measurements from last season
show an incredible acceleration, a rate of up to 7%" [over
1% in the 1990s]. Stated simply, the glacier is flowing more
and more rapidly towards the sea, "sending more and
more glacial ice into the ocean." (56)

Global Threat – Cold As Ice: The 2007/2008 UN Hu-
man Development Report warns that the intense melting
in the Antarctic region is a source of awesome concern:
"One of the reasons for uncertainty about the future is that
ice sheet disintegration, unlike ice sheet formation, can
happen very rapidly." The report notes further: "According
to one of the world’s most prominent climate scientists
working at the North American Space Agency (NASA), a
business-as-usual scenario for ice sheet disintegration in
the 21st Century could yield sea level rises in the order of
5 metres this century. Note that this does not take into ac-
count accelerated melting of the Greenland ice sheet, the
complete elimination of which would add around 7 metres
to sea levels." (60) Another paper warns that "a threshold
triggering many metres of sea-level rise could be crossed
well before the end of the century, particularly given that
high levels of anthropogenic soot [carbon dioxide concen-
trations are at their highest level in 650,000 years] (61) may
hasten future ice-sheet melting." (62)

Summary: Several of the most recent studies not only
confirm the IPCC's bleak outlook, but suggest it may be
overly optimistic in its assessment. (63) The IPCC sets out
what can be thought of as a lowest common denominator
consensus, and headline risk numbers may err on the side
of understatement. Its assessment reports offer reasonable
insights into the minimum probable climatic effects, not the
maximum possible effects – but conservatism is perhaps to
be expected from a committee involving 2,500+ scientists
seeking to accommodate the views of 130 participating na-
tions. Climate scientists cannot predict precisely what will
happen tomorrow, but the coming century promises cli-
matic upheavals the likes of which human beings have not
seen since the last ice age. Coastal communities will be
hugely affected by impending sea level rises which the
IPCC observes show signs of acceleration. (64) Every effort
must be made by the international community to help
brace these communities for coming catastrophes. Cli-
mate change changes everything, and the 21st century is
likely to see large-scale movements of people.
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� Melting with Fear: "There must be a thunderstorm approaching,

I can hear the distant thunder – but it was the sound of glaciers melting

and crashing into the sea." (Armin Rose) Glaciers on King George

Island, 120 kilometres off the coast of Antarctica, have dramatically

retreated in the last years. (57) "West Antarctic glaciers are melting at

20 times their former rate," (58) and "85 percent of the glaciers [in East

Antarctica] appear to be accelerating their flow toward the sea." (59)

Photo: A. Rose (scientist)

Melting Glacier:
King George Island



Sinking Feeling

Island chief John Kela doesn't know his age – when he was born there were no birth certificates. He can only
guess at it from the childhood memory of playing on the island of Matsungan as a young boy sometime during
World War II. But while Chief Kela can never know his date of birth, what he has seen over his lifetime is that
the island on which he grew up is undergoing a “strange transformation” – the sea is creeping up. (65)

Island of Matsungan: There are no roads on Matsungan,
no cars, no telephones, no electricity, no running water. If
islanders want to traverse their island they cross it on foot,
a journey that only takes 10 minutes. The footpath is mostly
moist or muddy and leads between tin huts, water tanks,
coconut trees and vegetable gardens, where islanders
grow sweet potato, cassava, taro, breadfruit, banana and
sugar cane, through increasingly dense brush forest – until
the sudden appearance of vast oceanic horizon on the
other side.

Matsungan abounds with paradisiac peace and tranquility –
and a throng of lively, giggling children who are happy to
walk visiting strangers all over their island home. But their
peaceful and isolated life is now under threat. Everywhere
on Matsungan there are signs of severe erosion. Waves
can be seen lapping at the roots of giant callophylum trees

which – as John Kela points out – stood at a safe distance
from the shore only a few years ago. In a matter of months
they will be uprooted and washed out to sea. He says
ocean currents and storm surges have become much
stronger than in the past and big waves routinely spill over
the sea walls that the islanders have built, driving saltwater
deep into the huts of the small village.

John Kela doesn't understand the causes driving the decay
of his island, but the effects have become impossible to
miss: The oceanic water is rising, and the shoreline is pro-
gressivly inching upward, little by little. His island is going
down – slowly, but perceivably. Although Island Chief Kela
never formulates the words, his face cannot hide a worry-
ing question: What will the future hold for our children and
grandchildren? – What will happen to our little community
of islanders?
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“What will the future hold for us?”

Island chief John Kela (right) doesn't

understand the science of climate

change. But he sees that the ocean

surrounding his island is rising. (65)

Matsungan, Papua New Guinea:
Island Chief John Kela (right) standing in low tide on what was dry ground only a few years ago,
pointing out shoreline changes to World Vision staff David Hapato

PACIFIC
ATLANTIS



� Island of Petats: On Petats, Pastor Sialis Tonge (36)
shepherds a congregation of 96 members. The vibrant
singing of Tanei United Church can be heard long before
the church hut can be seen. After the Palm Sunday service
the proud pastor is happy to talk about his island. He first
became aware of the rising water in the 1980s when the
older people began to tell stories of "observable changes"
and then began to build sea walls. Luke Rutsie (36) who
works as a carpenter in Buka elaborates: "People are afraid
and have begun to move away from the sea to higher
ground. But they can't go far – the island is small and the
highest point lies barely three metres above sea level."

Pastor Sialis points to a dead tree stub sticking out of the
water. "This land area used to be green and arable – now it
is covered with water." Ezekiel Somi, Chairman of the Wa-
ter and Sanitation Committee of Tanei village, remembers
that the tree used to be strong and robust – now it is but a
dead sentinel, warning the islanders to take heed of an im-
pending threat they feel defenceless to face. During high
tides the whole area in and around the church building
floods. Luke Rutsie glances down at the waves lapping at
his sea wall, only feet away from his cooking hut. He points
out that during high tides the well water tastes very salty –
islanders now use it only for cooking and bathing. (66)
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� Palm Sunday: Pastor Sialis Tonge inside Tanei United

church with his wife Joycelyne, baby daughter Emerol, and

his two sons Seth and Elias.

Photos: J. Luetz

� Island of Petats: Pastor Sialis walks along the "old"

island perimeter, the dead tree stub a reminder of arable

land lost to the encroaching ocean.

PRAYING
FOR PETATS

THE PASTOR OF PETATS

Photo: Pamela SitkoPetats, Papua New Guinea: Sea of smiling children



� Island of Torotsian: Torotsian is one of several inha-
bited islands on the chain of Saposa where things are similar.
Island Chief Joash Kela was born on Torotsian and never
lived anywhere else. He doesn't know the exact number
of islanders living with him on the island but puts the figure
somewhere at "threehundred plus." [The National Statisti-
cal Office estimates the figure at 672, although that num-
ber is based not on a recent census but on data from the
year 2000, "enhanced" with a mathematical formula.] No-
body can be sure how many people chief Joash Kela really

shares his island home with. But what chief Kela does know
beyond doubt is that his island is shrinking. Storms have in-
creased in intensity, and tides have been creeping higher
and higher, dragging more and more fertile soil out to sea.
He says, land which used to be "straight" is "caving" in.
Storm surges recurrently drive saltwater into huts that until
recently stood "safe."

In the 58 years since he was born, Chief Joash Kela wit-
nessed ample change. He saw the population of his island
"double", he became the father of five, the grand-father of
seven, and recently the chief of "threehundred plus". But in
the autumn of his life, Chief Kela is beginning to deal with a
kind of change he doesn't understand well. Land is disap-
pearing. The islands of Saposa are getting smaller. The
shorelines are moving up. More and more people are
crowding together, sharing less and less land. (67)

� Island of Pororan: On Pororan, retired police officer
Francis Giran (59) explains that the encroaching sea is af-
fecting agricultural processes, making cassava trees "smaller
and smaller." A walk around the island perimeter leads past
a towering terminalia tree (photo on page 22). During high
tide, its root system is totally submerged. The massive
trunk of this slow-growing tree reveals that for many years
its location was safe. Francis Giran remarks that it could be
gone in a matter of months, just like the other trees that
once lined the area where now the ocean has taken over.
He says that in his childhoold days the island was much big-
ger, extending dozens of metres out to sea. Today there is
less land and less freshwater. The well water has become
salty and unfit for consumption – the World Vision pump
is brown with rust. (Refer to figures 1 and 2 on page 23.)

Lawrence Belleh (45) is a political leader for the Peit Con-
stituency in the House of Representatives of the Autono-
mous Bougainville Government. He represents 15,000
constituency members. For many years he raised aware-
ness about sea level rises, advocating for sea wall construc-
tion and mangrove afforestation. He knows only too well
how severe the progressive peril is – the area where he
used to live in a hut as a young boy has been swallowed by
the sea. Today he lives 100 metres inland. He doesn't
know how much time remains, but worries that he and his
fellow villagers could be forced to move again soon. (68)
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� Island of Torotsian: Chief Kela (left) standing on what

was dry ground only a few years ago, explaining changes to

World Vision staff member David Hapato.

� Island of Pororan: "This area used to be dotted with

trees and huts!" Political leader Lawrence Belleh is paddling

across an area he says was the site of his childhood family hut.

Photos: J. Luetz



Climate Change Migration

“Just as you do not tell a person staring at their blazing house that it is not burning because science has not yet
agreed on the cause of the fire, so you cannot tell Pacific island countries that they should ignore the changes
their are now experiencing.” (Tamari’i Tutangata, former Director of the South Pacific Regional Environ-
ment Programme, SPREP) (70)

Carteret Islands: On the remote Carterets, a tiny and
flat Pacific atoll, things are dire. Surrounded by nothing but
open ocean, its six inhabited islands are extremely vulnera-
ble to the rising sea – the highest point of the Carterets lies
no more than 1.2 metres above sea level. In 2005, a politi-
cal decision was reached to evacuate the Carteret Islands
and resettle its tiny population (the official figure stands at
2,502) on larger Bougainville island, a four-hour boat ride
to the southwest. Over the course of seven to ten years,
ten families at a time are being moved under the resettle-
ment scheme, until the whole island population is fully
evacuated. There has been reluctance to leave, especially
among older islanders, but after fighting a losing battle
against the ocean for more than 20 years (building sea
walls and planting mangroves), it appears the islanders
have given up hope, resigned to be among the world's first
"climate change refugees." (a) Ursula Rakova, founding direc-

tor of the locally registered NGO Tulele Peisa ("Sailing the
Waves On Our Own"), says that during storm surges the
sea and land become "level." Her island – Huene – was
sliced in two by the sea. In places the ocean water is now
seeping up through the ground, creating swampy breeding
grounds for malaria-carrying mosquitoes. (69) Paul Tobasi
(58), Executive Manager of the Atolls District in Buka, has
managed the affairs of the four atolls under his jurisdiction
for 13 years. As an islander from the largest atoll island –
the Island of Han – he knows that everywhere on the
Carterets the story is the same – strong currents and pow-
erful sea surges carry mangrove and other seedlings away
while causing severe saltwater contamination. The results
are rotting roots, degraded arable land and tiny taros. Even
as the last veneers of organic matter are pushed out to the
ocean, Tobasi prays daily for his island. He knows that life
on the atoll is coming to an end. (71)
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Photo: Tulele Peisa, courtesy P. Starr

“Storm surges regularly overtop our islands – then the sea and

low-lying land become ‘level.’ My home island – the Island of

Huene – was sliced in two. The time for adaptation and mitigation

has run out. The time for migration and relocation has come.

Resettlement is underway. It is so sad to leave.” (69)

—Ursula Rakova, Carteret Islander and Director of Tulele Peisa NGO

Carteret Atoll, Papua New Guinea: "After Huene was sliced in two, my family settled on Huene One (right).
There are three houses there. On Huene Two (left) there are only gardens. The ‘channel’ keeps widening." (Ursula Rakova)

PACIFIC
PORTENT



The Next Wave: The Carterets could be submerged by
as early as 2015 and are a portent of catastrophe to come
for other low-lying atolls of the South Pacific. Most island
communities in Oceania lie 1-2 metres above sea level,
share the basic vulnerabilities and are on the brink of being
swallowed by the sea. The UN Human Development Re-
port notes that Small Island States elsewhere face the
same threat. "For the Maldives, where 80 percent of the
land area is less than 1 metre above sea level, even the
most benign climate change scenarios point to deep vul-
nerabilities." (72) At least two motu or islets disappeared in
1999 – Tebua Tarawa and Abanuea – the latter ironically
known locally as "long-lasting beach." Until recently, local
fishermen in Kiribati used Tebua Tarawa as a resting place
to beach their boats and harvest coconuts to slake their
thirst. Then the coconuts disappeared, then the sand banks
– now the fishing boats skim over it as it lies beneath the
waves. In Tuvalu, the oceans have similarly begun to re-
claim the motu of Tepuka Savilivili. (73)

The "Known Unknowns": The textbook Climate Change

and Sea Level – Physical Science, published under the South
Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring Project, opens
with a tongue-in-cheek acknowledgment that the science
of sea level rise can be extremely hard to grasp: "One of
the great problems of the world today is undoubtedly this
problem of not being able to talk to scientists, because we
don't understand science; they can't talk to us because
they don't understand anything else, poor dears!" (74) Pro-
fessor of Environmental Science at the University of Papua
New Guinea, Chalapan Kaluwin, sums up the complexities:
"The causes of sea level rises are manifold, intertwined and
acting in concert. Research requires a prolongued,
multidisciplinary investigation with scientific contributions
from different fields of study – glaciologists, oceanographers,
geodesists, geologists, meteorologists, and climate scien-
tists." (75) Scientists say they need more time because "sea
level records of less than 25 years are thought to be too
short for obtaining reliable sea level estimates." (76) – Time,
however, is fast running out...

Alarming Acceleration: According to the IPCC, sea
levels have been stable for 2,000-3,000 years and "did not
change significantly ... until the late 19th century. ... Esti-
mates for the 20th century show that global average sea
level rose at a rate of 1.7 mm per year. Satellite observa-
tions available since the early 1990s provide more accurate
[global] sea level data [which show] that since 1993, sea
level has been rising at a rate of around 3 mm per year, sig-

nificantly higher than the average during the previous half
century." (77) Satellite altimetry also provides "unambiguous
evidence of non-uniform sea level change in open oceans,
with some regions exhibiting rates of sea level change about
five times the global mean." (78) Research in Papua New
Guinea has shown sea level rises in the order of 6.2-8.1
mm per year, (79) and monitoring in the Pacific has shown
enormous variability, including rises in sea level of up to 25
mm a year, far above IPCC estimates. (80) Whether differ-
ences mark decadal variations like El Niño/ Southern Oscil-
lation (ENSO) or the beginning of an impending end,
Pacific islanders have long begun to exhort each other to
believe not the statistically smoothed data of global means
and averages but to "believe with their eyes." (81)
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� Ursula Rakova: "Rising sea levels produce a higher base

for storm surges, increasing wave energy, felling pandanus

palms, and leading to island erosion and land loss."

Photo: P. Starr

Photo: J. Luetz

Huene One, Carterets:

Children with pandanus palms



Water is Life: The most obvious consequences of rising
sea levels are signs of coastal erosion and flooding of low-
lying land. When elevated tides start to flow over the sur-
face of islands or "overtop" them, habitation obviously be-
comes impossible. However, rising sea levels make islands
uninhabitable long before the island itself is submerged.
Decreased island size means less surface area for rain
catchment and storage. As seawater pushes upward, di-
minishing the freshwater lens, saltwater seeps into fresh-
water sources, making groundwater saline and "unfit for
household and agricultural use." (82)

"Wait-And-See?" The United Nations Environment
Programme recently summed up the scientific position:
We "need ... greater certainty with regards to the fate of
ice sheets. There are signs that these are breaking up, not
just slowly melting [but] to date we do not fully understand
the processes behind this. We can state with confidence
that sea level rise is increasing, but we lack the ability to
predict how much the ice sheets will in the end contribute
to this over the next 10 years, let alone the next 50 years –
all we can say is that their potential to dramatically increase
sea levels is enormous and far above the current UN Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change predictions." (83)

Will policy makers wait for science to yield more definitive
answers – answers that could be decades away – before
stepping up efforts to curb greenhouse gas emissions? Indi-
cations are that the planet could be pushed past an envi-
ronmental tipping point from which there would be no
winners. Spread over centuries or millennia, planetary
warming and related sea level rises could perhaps be man-
aged. Compressed within the space of a single century,
rapid temperature increases and rising sea levels present
awesome challenges to human adaptation and biological
ecosystems which typically evolve over millions of years. (84)

Today there could be no more dangerous and self-de-
stroying policy position than the "wait-and-see" stance. As
storm surges are becoming fiercer and more frequent,
global action is needed to prepare islanders and coastal
communities who are losing their land to the sea.
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� Islands Are Under Rising Pressure From The Sea:

King tides crash through a sea wall in Kiribati (top). In Papua New

Guinea, rising ocean levels overtop the Carteret Atoll (middle) and

creep up on a terminalia tree on the Island of Pororan (bottom)

Photo: Greenpeace/Sutton-Hibbert

OVER
TOPPING

“I always tell my people that it’s not

the data that you look at. You have to

actually rely on your eyes.” –Islander (81)

Photo: Tulele Peisa, courtesy P. Starr

Photo: Johannes Luetz
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WATER
WORLD

Photo: Pamela Sitko

“By mid-century, climate change is

expected to reduce water resources

in many small islands, e.g. in the ...

Pacific, to the point where they be-

come insufficient to meet demand

during low-rainfall periods.” (85)

—Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,

Fourth Assessment Report 2007

Island of Buka, Papua New Guinea: World Vision water and sanitation projects address water stress on islands in Papua New Guinea

Loss of agricultural land from
groundwater and soil salinisation

Coastal erosion from
higher sea level and
increased wave energy

Increasing population
density

Brackish water

Freshwater

Seawater

Rising level of brackish water, smaller freshwater reserves, salty well water

Design: Tay Xiu Yi

�Rising sea level

� Figure 2: Schematic representation of progressive island submergence (rising sea level)

Population growth and decreasing land area exacerbate

water stress, making rain catchment and freshwater storage

systems increasingly indispensable.

� Island Erosion: Islands have large coastal areas com-

pared to their total land area. Storm surges and island "over-

topping" cause erosion and freshwater lens contamination.

� Figure 1: Schematic representation of island subsistence (normal sea level) (Source: Climate Change and Sea Level) (86)
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Resettling Coastal Communities

“Climate shifts, manifested in rising sea levels and more intense droughts and storms, could stimulate large
scale movements of people within, and across, international borders. Individually or collectively, such develop-
ments could destabilise nations internally, aggravate tensions between states and endanger human security.”
(Dr. Alan Du Pont and Dr. Graeme Pearman, Lowy Institute for International Policy) (87)

Climate Refugees: The era of climate change migration
is beginning to dawn on the world. The world's first
evacuation of low-lying islands due to climate change is
presently underway in the Carteret Islands. (88) Tuvalu – the
fourth-smallest country in the world and most commonly
known for its internet domain .tv – could be next: "The sea
level is rising so much ... that [Tuvalu's] water has become
too salty to drink and to grow vegetables." (89) As the rising
waters are progressively creeping up the scrawny neck of
the nine tiny Tuvaluan islands – "slowly but effectively killing
them off" (90) – island communities across the Pacific are
watching with trepidation, bracing themselves at the pros-
pect of being forced to abandon their island homes and re-
locate to foreign lands as "climate change refugees." (a) The
Cold War may be over, but the Warm War has barely be-
gun. Thousands of coastal communities around the world
stand to be affected.

Creeping Crisis: Climate change-related people move-
ments are certain to dominate the international political
landscape of the 21st century. The trend which has barely
begun with a trickle could soon turn into a torrent. Islands
and mainland coastal communities alike are at threat as
even diminutive rises in sea level vertically can lead to
enormous erosion horizontally. Reports by the IPCC have
stated that a rise in sea level of one centimetre can result in
beach erosion of one metre horizontally. (91) This puts ex-
treme pressure on developed beaches and densely popu-
lated coastal areas across the world, including sealocked
nations in Asia like the Philippines. As an archipelagic state
with a complex coastline roughly equivalent to the earth's
circumference, the Philippines is extremely vulnerable to
climate change-induced sea level rises. According to a re-
cent Greenpeace study, a one-metre rise in sea level is
projected to affect 64 out of 81 of its provinces and inun-
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CLIMATE
REFUGEES

Puwamo/Labutali, Papua New Guinea: First group of "climate change refugees" who abandoned their coastal village "because of rising sea levels." Photo: J. Luetz

“The bush is better than

the beach.” (97)

—Jerry Yacku (47), Labutali

environmental refugee

Jerry

Yacku

Albert

Nai
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date 700 million square metres of land area. (92) And what
of scenarios based on a rise in sea level of multiple metres?
Daring to "think the unthinkable" is the kind of proactive
preparedness planning which a growing body of reputable
researchers are propagating. A recent World Bank study
of 84 developing countries concluded: "... global warming
could well promote SLR [sea level rises] of 1m-3m in this
century, and unexpectedly rapid breakup of the Greenland
and West Antarctic ice sheets might produce a 5m SLR. ...
Our results reveal that hundreds of millions of people in
the developing world are likely to be displaced by SLR
within this century; and accompanying economic and eco-
logical damage will be severe ... To date, there is little evi-
dence that the international community has seriously
considered the implications of SLR for population location
and infrastructure planning in developing countries." (93)

Dr. Sudhir Chella Rajan, climate expert and Professor of
Humanities and Social Sciences at the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Madras, recently said: "This isn't going to
happen gradually. What we are going to see is a series of
coastal surges – inundation, saltwater intrusion – which will
cause lots of harm and devastate a lot of these infrastruc-
tures." (94) Such climate change catastrophes could create
waves of environment-driven migration within and across
international borders and – in the absence of political fore-
thought – become a formula for protracted, bloody con-
flicts and human misery. (95)

Relocating Labutali: Climate change migration has be-
come a reality for Labutali, a village of 2,500 residents on
the Huon Gulf peninsula in Papua New Guinea which was
forced to relocate two kilometres inland "because of rising
sea levels." (96) For decades the village had been forced to
retreat, progressively inching inland each year. But when
the village backed up against a backbeach swamp, villagers
could move no further. Sandwiched on a thin strip of
beach between the advancing seawater in front and the
brackish water behind, decades of Labutali life were fast
coming to an end. Assisted by Thomas Warr (40) of the
Village Development Trust, a local environmental and de-

velopment NGO that coached the villagers throughout
lengthy decision-making deliberations, in 2005 the village
finally reached a collective decision to move inland "for the
safety of its residents" (97) after severe King Tides rocked
the village for weeks. Jerry Yacku (47), father of five, re-
members: "I was very afraid and unable to sleep at night –
the pounding waves were destroying our house, dumping
sand at the doorstep." He was among the first to move to
the newly-cleared site in the bush – now called Puwamo.
He smiles. "I don't miss the coast at all. The bush is better
than the beach!" Polina (50) says: "The winds and waves
are much more violent today than in the past when I was a
girl." Albert Nai (63) is another villager who was eager to
move – on the day of our visit he moved up his "last cargo"
from the beach. (97)

Beginnings: The fate of Labutali is no isolated incidence.
Elsewhere in Papua New Guinea people are contemplat-
ing relocation. (98) Thousands of villages in the Asia Pacific
and the wider world face the same threat from the en-
croaching sea. The United Nations University warns that
"in Alaska, 213 communities are threatened by tides that
creep roughly 3 metres further inland each year." (99)
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� Labutali, Papua New Guinea: On the day of our

visit, Albert Nai (seen here with two grandchildren) moved

his "last cargo" from the beach to his new home in the bush

Photo: J. Luetz



Losing Land

“Climate change is the biggest environmental threat faced by South Asia and may well be the biggest ... challenge
that the developing world will have to face in the coming decades. While the world has woken up to the threat
of climate change, the true enormity of what this implies is still sinking in... About 125 million migrants ... from
Bangladesh and ... India could be rendered homeless by the end of this century.” (Dr. Sudhir C. Rajan) (100)

Perfect Storm: Bangladesh has the highest population
density in the world (not counting city states). With more
than 1,000 people squeezed on each square kilometre of
available land, more people live in Bangladesh than in all of
Russia. Bangladesh is also one of the poorest and most
low-lying coastal countries on earth. Of its population of
153.3 million people, (101) 84 percent (128.8 million) live
on less than two dollars a day, 41.3 percent (63.3 million)
on less than one dallar a day, (102) – 46 percent (70 million)
live within ten metres above sea level (103) and 33 percent
(50 million) below five metres above sea level. (104) The Bay
of Bengal is also the greatest river delta in the world – one
of the most flood-prone regions worldwide. One third of
Bangladesh floods annually during the monsoon season,
but extreme floods cover up to two thirds. (105) Factor in
climate change – sea level rises, fiercer and more frequent
floods and cyclones – and the result is a "perfect storm."

Mega-Migration: Bangladesh's woes – demography, geo-
graphy and topography – have already made it the world's
number one hotspot for disaster homelessness. According
to the World Bank, from 1980 to 2000 more than 37 mil-
lion Bangladeshis were made homeless by disasters. (106)

Dr. Sudhir Chella Rajan estimates that climate change could
see 125 million people from India and Bangladesh uprooted
by the end of this century: "Most of these people will be
forced to leave their homes because of the sea level rise
and drought associated with shrinking water supplies and
monsoon variability. The bulk of them will come from Ban-
gladesh as most of the parts of that country will be inun-
dated." (107) The warning should be taken seriously. With
average ground levels in coastal areas as low-lying as 1.5 to
2 metres above sea level – and storm surges reaching
heights of up to 6 metres (108) – powerful erosion has long
begun to eat away at Bangladesh's very existence.
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Bhola, Bangladesh: Community leader Abdul Mannan (centre) points out erosion in Dalalkandi, Tajumuddin Photo: Johannes Luetz

“Bhola – Bangladesh’s biggest island – is eroding at a phenomenal rate. From a size

of 6,400 square kilometres in the 1960s, Bhola is now only half its original size.” (113)

—Mohammad Shamsuddoha, General Secretary Equity and Justice Working Group

DOUBLE
EROSION



Thorough Thawing: Criss-crossed by 230 rivers, Bang-
ladesh's problem of river erosion is perennial. However,
recent years have seen the issue exacerbated by the grow-
ing pressure from glacial meltdown in the Himalayas as
well as from rising sea levels along the coastal belt. The
worsening problems are noted in the Fourth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC): "Widespread mass losses from glaciers and reduc-
tions in snow cover over recent decades are projected to
accelerate throughout the 21st century, ... [eventually]
changing seasonality of flows in regions supplied by melt-
water from major mountain ranges (e.g. Hindu-Kush, Him-
alaya, Andes), where more than one-sixth of the world
population currently lives." (109) "Coastal areas, especially
heavily populated megadelta regions in South, East and
South-East Asia, will be at greatest risk due to increased
flooding from the sea and, in some megadeltas, flooding
from the rivers." (110) South Asia is particularly susceptible to
glacial meltwater run-off, given that three of the region's
major rivers – the Ganga, Yamuna and Brahamaputra –
originate in the Himalayas, also known as the "water tower
of Asia." According to Dr. J. T. Gergan of the Wadia Insti-
tute of Himalayan Geology, the roughly 5,000 Indian Him-
alayan glaciers contribute 50 to 70 percent of their annual
meltwater discharge into Himalayan river systems. Dr.
Gergan say that in less than 50 years, smaller glaciers mea-
suring between 1 and 5 kilometres in length will be re-
duced to "small patches of ice." (111) The IPCC synthesises
that the current era of floods will soon be succeeded by an
era of drought. "By the 2050s, freshwater availability in
Central, South, East and South-East Asia, particularly in
large river basins, is projected to decrease." (112)

Top-Down And Bottom-Up: Researcher Mohammad
Shamsuddoha of the Dhaka-based Equity and Justice
Working Group (EJWG) affirms that coastal islands like
Bhola were not previously vulnerable to erosion: "The ero-
sion of Bhola only started in the 1960s. Before that the size
was stable and the extent of erosion negligible. But from
the mid-1960s the erosion began, and over the years the

rate has accelerated. Huge quantities of meltwater from
the Himalayas are crashing into coastal estuaries and are
speeding up river erosion across Bangladesh through the
Ganges and Brahmaputra. Additionally, large coastal areas
are being gradually submerged due to global warming and
rising sea levels. The collision between downward currents
of freshwater and upward pressures of saltwater creates
strong twirling and severe erosion. In short, Bangladesh is
suffering from 'double erosion,' crumbling from the top
down through increasing glacial meltwater run-off, as well
as from the bottom up through rising sea levels." (113)
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� Dalalkandi (Tajumuddin), Bohla: Abdul Mannan

(top) points out signs of extreme erosion. Coastal dwellers

(bottom) are balancing their lives on the very cutting edge of

climate change, daily losing more and more ground.

Photos: Johannes Luetz

ON
THE
EDGE

LIVING



Big Bhola Breakdown: According to Shamsuddoha's
research at the Dhaka-based NGO The Coast Trust, the
Island of Bhola has been cut down from a land area of
6,400 square kilometres in the 1960s to 3,400 square kilo-
metres in 2004. Once thriving population centres like Old
Daulatkhan, Mirzakalu, Molongchara, etc. have been per-
manently lost to the sea. Shamsuddoha warns: "If this rate
of erosion continues, the entire island of Bhola could be
lost within the next 40 years." (114) What will become of
Bhola's two million islanders?

Eroding Existence: Dalalkandi on the Island of Bhola
has a population of 2,000. The tidal difference in this
coastal village in the subdistrict of Tajumuddin is enormous
– as is the extent of coastal erosion. Everyday the river re-
verses course with the tide twice, zipping 3-4 metres up
and down over the riverbank. The pressures of river cur-
rents and tidal forces acting in concert are constantly un-
dercutting the soft soils, causing extreme erosion. As a
community elder of Dalalkandi, Abdul Mannan (55) speaks
for many in his community: "The place where I was born
lies five kilometres out in the sea. I've already moved my
home and family four times. This is my fifth house." He
points to an area behind the embankment. "Soon I will
have to move again." The villagers seated around him nod
in unison. They are all leading what has become known as
a "floating existence" – a landless life of constant moving
away from the advancing waters. Despite some land accre-
tion in parts of Bhola caused by siltation, Abdul Mannan is
certain that the overall land area is fast decreasing – the
eroding coast is lined with abandoned plots of land, some
of which evacuated only days ago. He can name more fam-
ilies who have lost land and livelihoods in recent days than
he can count on his fingers. "Many families left last week:
family Halim, Yusuf, Jamal, ..." – These villagers are already
living the reality of global warming as "climate change refu-
gees." (a) Many of them are moving to the cities. (115)

Slow And Silent: River erosion is a slow and silent disas-
ter but its effects are rapidly speeding up. According to the
Centre for Environment and Geographic Information Serv-
ices (CEGIS), every year 100,000 people become home-
less from the effects of river erosion. (116) According to
UNICEF Emergency Specialist Mohammad Zulfikur Ali
Khan, river erosion is causing countless poor farmers to
become "undone" and migrate to the cities as environmen-
tal refugees, adding further to the intense pressures of
ramshackle slum settlements. With few saleable skills and
having lost their farmland to the ocean or rivers, unschooled
peasants have few options but to "sell their physical labour
and pull rickshaws." (117)
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� Dalalkandi (Tajumuddin), Bohla: Abdul Mannan

(bottom left) says: "The place where I was born lies 5 kilo-

metres out in the sea. People are constantly moving back.

This family left last week. All that's left is their toilet pit." (top)

Photos: J. Luetz



Waves Of People

“As ever larger numbers of these people pass thresholds in terms of their ability to cope, societal tipping points
will be crossed, resulting in the sudden mass movements of entire villages, towns and even cities in coastal regions
towards safety. While the actual triggers of migration are complex, historical evidence ... indicates that pop-
ulation movements tend to take place in waves, often towards ... urban areas.” (Dr. Sudhir Chella Rajan) (119)

Maximum Megacities: According to the United Na-
tions Populations Fund (UNFPA), the coming two decades
will see Asia's urban population grow from 1.36 billion in
2000 to 2.64 billion in 2030. By then, Africa and Asia will in-
clude almost seven out of every ten urban inhabitants in
the world. (120) The current trend of coastward people
movements means people are moving toward risk – when
they should be guided to migrate away from it. Politically
incentivised coastward construction in the context of pre-
dicted coastal catastrophe puts the clear onus on govern-
ments to urgently educate, warn and prepare coastal
communities – including inland urban population centres.
Shamsuddoha who has extensively studied flooding issues
in coastal areas, was recently quoted by the Washington
Post: "We're already seeing hundreds of thousands of cli-
mate refugees moving into slums in Dhaka. What will hap-
pen when things get really bad?" (121) Dr. Rajan highlights a

possible scenario: "In South Asia, large coastal cities such as
Dhaka, Mumbai, and Kolkata are at average elevations of
2-10 metres; overall, some 47 million live in urban areas in
the [Low Elevation Coastal Zone], half of whom are in cit-
ies larger than 5 million in population. It is not inconceiv-
able therefore that a 3-5 metre rise in average sea level by
the end of the century could effectively de-urbanise the
major population centres of the region along the coast. If
that were the case, it is likely that the major population
movements will occur towards other large urban settle-
ments in the interior of the country rather than get dis-
persed in the hinterland of existing coastal cities. Under
these circumstances, it is likely that large cities such as
Delhi, Bangalore ... which already have serious resource
constraints of their own, by the middle of the century, will
have to be prepared to accommodate enormous numbers
of migrants from the coasts." (122)
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“Around the world vulnerability is on the increase due to the rapid development of megacities in coastal areas.

Many cities are overwhelmed [by] a burgeoning number of people, many of whom take up shelter in flimsy shanties.

Combine this trend with rising sea levels and the growing number and intensity of storms and it is the recipe for a

disaster-in-waiting, with enormous potential to create waves of environment-driven migration.” (118)

—Dr. Oliver-Smith, United Nations University

Burigonga River in Dhaka, Bangladesh: Waves of people are returning home during the Muslim religious festival Eid Photo: Amio Ascension

PEOPLE
MOVEMENTS

ANTICIPATE
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”

The promotion of a culture of
prevention, including through the
mobilization of adequate
resources for disaster risk
reduction, is an investment for
the future with substantial
returns. Risk assessment and
early warning systems are
essential investments that
protect and save lives, property
and livelihoods, contribute to the
sustainability of development,
and are far more cost-effective in
strengthening coping
mechanisms than is primary
reliance on post-disaster
response and recovery.

—World Conference on Disaster Reduction, General

Considerations, Hyogo Framework for Action

2005-2015

“

Photo: Pamela SitkoIsland of Petats, Papua New Guinea: Girl on the Island of Petats where World Vision has made significant water and sanitation investments



PROTECT
DEVELOPMENT

In a matter of minutes, decades of development gains can be lost. The 12 No-

vember 1970 cyclone was the deadliest wind storm to hit Bangladesh in the

20th century. (123) Winds in excess of 190 km/h, combined with an exceptionally

high storm surge of five to six metres, drove millions of tonnes of seawater into

coastal communities, causing widespread flooding and killing 300,000 people.

The greatest loss of life and destruction occurred on Bhola and other low-lying

islands of the Ganges Delta south of Dhaka. Almost all the livestock in the

affected area were killed, and most of the fishing fleet was destroyed. The event

is likely to have been the deadliest tropical cyclone in history and is believed to

have set development back by four to five years. (124) On 2 May 2008 Cyclone

Nargis made headlines around the world when it left nearly 140,000 people

dead or missing and became the worst natural disaster in the history of

Myanmar. (125) Disasters destroy development. Preparedness protects progress.

Overcoming the climate change challenge is a critical component of disaster pre-

paredness. Citing IPCC calculations which tally the bill at "less than 0.1 percent of

global GDP a year," the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment

Programme, Achim Steiner, recently called climate change preparedness the

"bargain of the century." (126)
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Protect Development

“At times of disaster, impacts and losses can be substantially reduced if authorities, individuals and communi-
ties in hazard-prone areas are well prepared and ready to act and are equipped with the knowledge and
capacities for effective disaster management.” (World Conference on Disaster Reduction, Hyogo Framework
for Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters, 2005) (127)

Disasters Destroy Development: Disasters can wipe
out decades of development in mere minutes. It follows
that reducing disaster risk and raising readiness and resil-
ience are not optional extras but extra obligations. They
are at the heart of sustainable development.

Preparedness Pays: Referring to global disaster losses
in 2007 of more than US$ 62 billion, the Director of the
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduc-
tion (ISDR) Salvano Briceño recently reminded the world
that the figures were an expression of "what could have
been saved if we had invested more in disaster risk reduc-
tion measures." (128) In 2005, global economic losses from
disasters reached a record high of US$ 225 billion – half
arising from damage from Hurrican Katrina in the U.S. (129)

There is a strong business case for disaster prevention.
Emergencies are expensive, preparedness pays off.

Preparing Versus Repairing: Disaster response oper-
ations routinely divert resources away from long-term de-
velopment programming to short-term disaster manage-
ment. Seed capital is eaten up rather than invested in future
development. Stunted economic growth, distress sales of
private assets, school absenteeism, family breakdowns, loss
of livelihoods, protracted periods of unemployment and
health-related ill-effects, including lifelong psychological
trauma, are only some of the many opportunity costs asso-
ciated with disaster losses. Over the last 50 years, World
Vision has invested heavily in transformational development
to open up new opportunities for the poor and usher in
lasting change. Currently World Vision's Humanitarian and
Emergency Affairs (HEA) division spends 45 percent of its
annual outlay on disaster preparedness and 55 percent on
disaster response. (130) More preparedness investments are
needed if decades of development gains are not to be lost.
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FROM RUBBLEPhoto: Hendro Suwito

Banda Aceh:
January 2005

PROTECT
PREVENT
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TO REBUILDING World Vision-built houses in Banda Aceh Photo: Maida Erawani

World Vision Asia Tsunami Response

Following the 26 December 2004 Tsunami, World Vision
implemented an integrated recovery programme across
the countries worst affected by the tsunami (Indonesia, Sri
Lanka, India, Thailand, Myanmar). The response encom-
passed emergency relief, community rehabilitation, liveli-
hood recovery and infrastructure reconstruction. Protec-
tion, conflict sensitivity, HIV/AIDS, gender and advocacy
were cross-cutting components of the programme. Until
December 2007, World Vision...

� Built more than 12,000 homes, and provided transitional

accommodation to thousands of households

� Constructed 84 schools, 33 preschools, 27 health clinics,

community halls, child care centres, bridges, canals, roads,

warehouses and large-scale water and sanitation projects

� Provided vocational training and employment opportunities

for more than 40,000 people

� Distributed assets such as fishing boats, global positioning

systems (GPS), canoes, water pumps, welding plants, gem

cutters, vegetable carts, sewing machines, diving kits, food

processors, carpentry equipment, computers, etc.

Banda Aceh:
November 2006

DESTRUCTION
RECONSTRUCTION

HALTING THE CYCLE

� Restored and/or constructed a fishing harbour, boat-building

centre, agricultural trading house, rural development training

centre, farms, and factories

� Provided educational support to more than 2,000 teachers

and 137,000 children (incl. school supplies, tuition, etc.)

� Held child rights awareness sessions for more than 27,000

parents, community leaders, teachers and government

officials

� Conducted community evacuation drills and disaster man-

agement training for 10,000 people

� Provided 20 ambulances, hundreds of hospital beds, pharma-

ceuticals, medical equipment, mobile blood bank and health

clinics, and a pathology laboratory and trauma centre

� Implemented health promotion and interventions for

440,000 people

� Replanted 56,000 mangroves to reclaim coastal areas and to

help build a natural buffer zone

� Established twelve community broadcast centres with inte-

grated disaster warning systems

� Secured thousands of land certificates for families and new

birth certificates for over 500 children



Poverty – Poor Protection: In many instances people
never recover from disaster impacts. While rich house-
holds more rapidly restore their livelihoods, the poorest
are often forced into coping strategies which lead to long-
term losses in nutrition and health, making the complete
rebuilding of their lives difficult or impossible. Citing a se-
vere flood that devastated Bangladesh in 1998, the UN
Human Development Report notes that "affected children
may never be in a position to recover [even as] many adults
are living with the consequences of the deprivation they
suffered as children." (131) The lifetime of a storm may be
brief – for the poor it can become the storm of a lifetime.
While infrastructural disaster damage can be assessed in
quantitative terms, the qualitative toll is difficult to gauge.
Economic disaster losses reflect only insured properties of
the asset-rich and shed little light on long-term human
costs borne by the asset-poor. Hence economic impacts
are skewed towards the rich – low asset losses simply mean
poor people have no financial safety nets to fall back upon.
Poverty is the overwhelming reason why people cannot
absorb the shocks of disaster events. Being poor connotes
being poorly protected.

Political Investment: Proactive mitigation measures mini-
mise future disaster losses, wherefore related expenditures
can be viewed as strategic political investments. The United
Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR)
notes: "If we compare the cost of improving the fire safety
of the school with the costs associated with a fire damaging
the school, and the subsequent required reconstruction, it
is clear to see that the cost of mitigation is lower. The cost
of damage reconstruction, of disruption to education, and
the cost of lives lost or damaged by the fire would out-
weigh the cost of structural safety measures." (132)

Reaping the Rewards: Multiple studies have shown the
extraordinary returns which investments in pre-disaster
preparedness can yield. One study showed returns on in-
vestment in the order of 320-370 percent (133) – an ISDR
spokeswoman recently asserted that "for every dollar
spent on disaster prevention, an estimated $4-7 could be
saved in reconstruction costs." (134) The 2007/2008 UN
Human Development Report also affirms the cost-benefit
yield of pre-disaster preparedness investment. One study
shows that for every dollar invested in pre-disaster risk re-
duction activities in developing countries seven dollars in
losses can be prevented. (135) Another case study reveals
"evidence from a mangrove-planting project designed to
protect coastal populations from storm surges in Viet Nam
[with] estimated economic benefits that were 52 times
higher than costs." (136) And a study in India carried out by
Tearfund and the Overseas Development Institute found
that "preparing for disasters was thirteen times more cost-
effective than responding afterwards." (137)

Pennies for Prevention? Accrued investment yields of
320-5200 percent underscore the enormous economic
payoff of pre-disaster preparedness. However, most donor
funding comes in response to appeals after major disasters,
making the shift from post-disaster recovery to pre-disaster
preparedness one of the most critical success factors facing
governments and aid agencies today. The growing number
of climate disasters makes this an urgent priority.
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� The Poor: "Plastic is the most valuable – I can earn 1700 Riels

(0.42 USD) per kilo." As a scrap collection girl, 13-year-old Sear Kim

walks barefoot on dangerous streets searching for recyclable products.

Poor people like Sear are extremely vulnerable to disasters. World

Vision's Combating Worst Forms of Child Labour Project intervenes.

Photo: S. Kong

Cambodia:
Battambang province



Protect, Promote, Prioritise

“We owe our children – the most vulnerable citizens in any society – a life free from violence and fear.” (Nelson
Mandela) (138) It is clear that ... efforts are as necessary today as [when the Convention on the Rights of the Child
entered into force]. We will only achieve a world fit for children when we have succeeded in protecting every child
from exploitation, violence, abuse and neglect.” (Carol Bellamy, United Nations Children's Fund, UNICEF) (139)

Championing Children: To prepare means to protect.
And to protect means to promote, preserve and prioritise
that which is most precious – the world's children. Children
– those under the age of 18 – make up the largest demo-
graphic group in most disasters. (140) Their age, size and
dependency also make them the most vulnerable group.
As such, children need particular prioritisation in prepared-
ness planning – before, during and after disaster events.
Since natural disasters degrade the natural fibre of family
units, children's vulnerabilities become more exposed dur-
ing periods of protracted disaster distress. Hence the active
participation of children in preparedness programmes is
not an optional extra but an extra obligation and the point
of preparedness itself – preserving a future in which to-
day's children can flourish and play the leading role. Chil-
dren must be moved from the fringes to the forefront. It is
both their right and the right priority. (141)

Preparedness Protects Progress: Governments and
the development community must be more assertive in
pursuing, implementing and enforcing policies that pro-
mote children's rights and protection. As the international
development community repositions to meet the chal-
lenges of the 21st century, the past policy proclivity – dol-
lars for disasters, pennies for prevention – must be abjured
so that strategic reinforcements can be financed before
they become needed. With the likelihood of more fre-
quent and severe climate disasters looming, increased
funding needs to be allocated to pre-disaster preparedness
planning. Future climate disasters threaten to undo the
very development gains World Vision and others have
made in the last 50 years. Disasters dilute development
gains, but preparedness protects progress. Prioritising pre-
paredness connotes a sound prepositioning posture – pre-
dict, prevent, prepare, protect.
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Photo: Maida Irawani

Kreung Tunong School, Banda Aceh, Indonesia:

December 2004: The tsunami completely destroys the school and kindergarten, killing 200 students and leaving only foundations.
November 2007: World Vision hands over the newly constructed school and kindergarten to the department of eduction.

PROTECT
CHILDREN
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”

Research: Develop improved
methods for predictive multi-risk
assessments and socioeconomic
cost-benefit analysis of risk
reduction actions at all levels;
incorporate these methods into
decision-making processes at
regional, national and local levels.

—World Conference on Disaster Reduction, Priorities

for Action, Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015

“

Morrelgonj, Bangladesh: [Baleswar River] Shrimp fry harvesting in coastal areas of Bangladesh is believed to deplete stocks and degrade the environment Photo: Amio Ascension



RESEARCH PRIORITIES,
PROBABILITIES & POSSIBILITIES

The word "research" is derived from obsolete French "cercher" (search) and "re"

(expressing 'intense force'). According to the Oxford Dictionary, "research"

denotes a "systematic investigation." (142) Research reasons: What are the poten-

tialities of certain disaster types crashing into certain disaster environments?

What are the most prevalent disaster types, the most vulnerable disaster envi-

ronments, the most densely settled – and least resilient – population centres?

What future forecasts can be inferred from past progressions and time trends?

What are tomorrow's global disaster hotspots? What areas should be prioriti-

sed in terms of political preparedness? While our interconnecting world adds a

myriad of new stresses, in the area of research it adds a myriad of new solutions,

a fact noted in a recent publication: Modern researchers have never found it

easier to connect, communicate and collaborate cross-continentally, "tapping

into each other’s knowledge pools [and] churning out ... volumes of ingenious

inventions, innovations, and imaginations ... best practices can flourish and flow

freely across the world for the common good of all [because] all of us together

are smarter than one of us alone." (143) – Proactive research probes probabilities,

priorities and possibilities.
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Disaster Definition: The Center for Research on the
Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) defines a disaster as a
"situation or event, which overwhelms local capacity, ne-
cessitating a request to national or international level for
external assistance; an unforeseen and often sudden event
that causes great damage, destruction and human suffer-
ing." For a disaster to be entered into the EM-DAT (144)

database, at least one of the following criteria must be ful-
filled:

• 10 or more people reported killed

• 100 people reported affected

• Declaration of a state of emergency

• Call for international assistance

Natural disasters which are entered into the database in-
clude the following disaster types (in alphabetical order):
droughts, earthquakes, epidemics, extreme temperatures,
floods, insect infestations, slides, volcanic eruptions, ex-
treme high waves/surges, wild fires, and wind storms.

Natural Disasters In Asia: Using this definition, over
recent decades, the number of natural disasters has steadily
risen, both globally (figure 3) and regionally (figure 4). In
2007 Asia was the hardest hit region in the world in terms
of the percentage of people killed by natural disasters, ac-
counting for 74.8 percent of all fatalities recorded world-
wide. (145)

Looking back, the years 1990-2007 have seen Asia im-
pacted by a cumulative total of 2,501 natural disasters.
While the bulk of damage is caused by the increasing num-
ber of recurrent small- and medium scale natural disasters
which fly under the international radar and feature little in
world news, over time the compounded losses are enor-
mous when added together (figure 5). The pie charts
show the prevalence of natural catastrophes by disaster
types (figure 6) and the overall number of people affected
by them (figure 7).
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� Figure 3: Natural disasters trend, World (1975-2006) (146)
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� Figure 4: Natural disasters trend, Asia (1975-2006) (147)



� Figure 5: Impact from 2,501 natural disasters in Asia

(summary for period 1990-2007) (147)

Human Impact Cumulative Total Annual Average

1. People killed 757,539 42,086

2. People affected 3.53 billion 196 million

3. Damage caused US$ 620 billion US$ 34.4 billion

Coastal Carnage: The figures show that from 1990-2007
floods (35.7 percent) and wind storms (27.1 percent) were
the two most prevalent disaster types in Asia, with floods
alone affecting a staggering 2.2 billion people. The Director
of the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disas-
ters (CRED) Professor Dr. Debarati Guha-Sapir recently
summarised the 2007 fallout: "Floods and wind storms re-
main the most important source of casualties and eco-
nomic damages. They accounted for more than 86% of the
overall disaster mortality and hydro-meteorological disas-
ters accounted for more than 98% of total affected. Once
again, Asia was the region hardest hit by natural disasters;
especially by the major summer floods that particularly af-
fected China, India and Bangladesh. These floods killed
more than 4,200 persons and affected over 168 million
others." (148) "Asia is the region which pays the highest toll
in terms of flood impacts. During the last decade, over 96%
of people affected by floods in the world live in Asia." (149)

Past Century: Mega-disasters – sometimes called "disas-
ters of the century" – occur less frequently, but their de-
structive force can overpower vulnerable communities.
Figures 8 and 9 show two perspectives of the top three
natural disasters in Asia since record-keeping began in
1900. [Based on EM-DAT statistics and definitions.] (150)

� Figure 8: Worst disasters (by people killed; period: 1900-2007)

Top Three Disasters (Date) People killed

1. China P Rep, Drought (1928) 3 million

2. Soviet Union, Epidemic (1917) 2.5 million

3. China P Rep, Flood (July 1959) 2 million

� Figure 9: Worst disasters (by people affected; period: 1900-2007)

Top Three Disasters (Date) People affected

1. India, Drought (May 1987) 300 million

2. India, Drought (July 2002) 300 million

3. China P Rep, Flood (1 July 1998) 239 million
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� Figure 6: Prevalence of natural disasters in Asia by types

(period: 1990-2007; total: 2,501 disasters) (147)
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� Figure 7: Number of people affected in Asia by natural disaster types

(period: 1990-2007; cumulative total: 3.53 billion people affected) (147)
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� Tsunami Risk: The Asia Pacific is home to the world's most active seismic and volcanic activity. The Pacific Ring of Fire is home to 90 percent of

the world's earthquakes. Undersea earthquakes or volcanic eruptions can cause waves to become powerful walls of water as they reach shallow water.

RISK
MAPS

Arabian Plate

Indo-Chinese Plate

Philippine Plate

Pacific Plate

Indo-Australian Plate

� Figure 10: Tectonic Plates and Fault Lines in Asia Pacific

(Source: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, OCHA) (151)
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� Figure 11: Seismic and Climatic Hazard Risk in Asia Pacific

(Source: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, OCHA) (151)

� Earthquakes And Wind Storms: Communities across the Asia Pacific are vulnerable to earthquake activity; coastal communities face added

risk from tropical storms which form over warm water. Due to the Coriolis force of the Earth's rotation, tropical storms do not usually form at the equator.

RISK
MAPS
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Regional View

Central and East Asia:
Living “on the edge”

RISK
MAPS

“Between 1990 and 2000, the populations in the 0-10
metre zones of Bangladesh and China grew at more
than twice the national population growth rate.”

—International Institute for Environment and Development (153)

� Rising Sea Levels: The three South Asian coastal countries India, Pakistan and Bangladesh concentrate 130 million people in low-lying land near

the sea (70 million in Bangladesh alone). These populations are extremely vulnerable to tropical storm surges, large-scale flooding and sea level rises.

� Figure 12: Population Density within and outside of a 10m Low Elevation Coastal Zone (LECZ)

(Source: Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), Columbia University (152)



Triple Trouble: 1. Low-lying coastal areas are hazardous:

King tides, cyclonic surges, coastal erosion, land loss, etc.
are only some of many hazards affecting coastal communi-
ties. More than 40 percent of Bangladesh (156) and huge
cities like Dhaka, Mumbai, Kolkota lie less than ten metres
above sea level and are subject to those hazards.
2. Coastal cities are vulnerable: Coastal development de-
grades sensitive ecosystems such as mangrove forests and
coral cover which typically protect coastlines. "China's eco-
nomic boom has been driven by policies that promote
coastal development and which have encouraged one of
the largest coastward migrations ever." (157) High levels of

coastal urban development aggravates existing vulnerabilities.
3. South Asian coastal populations have low capacity: South
Asia is home to the largest number of people living in pov-
erty – many of whom live in the coastal zone. High poverty
means low capacity. The net effect is dire: hazards combine
with vulnerabilities and are countered with little capacity.
[Disaster Risk = (hazards x vulnerability) / capacity].

Summary: Hazard maps identify priorities from 30,000
feet and from the trenches. Research is best when it is
comprehensive: micro and macro, desk and field, theory
and practice, notebook and notepad.
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� Figure 14: Community level risk and resource map identifying hazards,

vulnerable areas and capacities in Phulpur, Bangladesh. (155)

Local View:

Community Level

MICRO
MACRO&

Photo: Amio Ascension

� Figure 13: Population Density within and outside of a 10m Low Elevation

Coastal Zone (LECZ), Bangladesh (Source: CIESIN, Columbia University) (154)

National View:

Bangladesh:
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”

Ensure equal access to
appropriate training and
educational opportunities
for women and vulnerable
constituencies; promote
gender and cultural
sensitivity training as
integral components of
education and training for
disaster risk reduction.

—World Conference on Disaster Reduction,

Priorities for Action, Hyogo Framework for

Action 2005-2015

“

Photo: Amio AscensionKolkamanda, Bangladesh: World Vision has supported children from this poor rural community to receive an education and become more resilient.



EMPOWER
COMMUNITIES & WOMEN

Community empowerment is not something that development agencies do to

communities. Rather community empowerment is an outlook and framework

from which action is taken. It is an attitude which views poor people as intrinsically

powerful, responsible and resourceful to promote and enact their own develop-

ment and disaster preparedness. Poor people don't want handouts. Poor peo-

ple want engagement. They want to be coached and empowered to make their

own decisions and solve their own problems, a fact noted by Iqbal Quadir,

founder of Grameen Phone in Bangladesh: "Poor people are recipients? Poor

people are a resource! Services cost too much for the poor? Their involvement

reduces the costs! The poor are uneducated and cannot do much? They are

very eager learners and very capable survivors!" (158) Empowerment begins when

developing agencies view the poor not as helpless victims to be pitied but as

resilient entrepreneurs to be engaged. By engaging en par with the poor, deve-

lopment organisations create more dignity both for them – and for themselves.

The virtues of equality and empowerment are not the promise but the premise.
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Empower Communities

“Disasters cannot always be prevented, but the resilience of communities can always be enhanced. In the past,
we considered communities in affected areas primarily as victims of disasters. Through a new paradigm we
are viewing them as first responders to disasters. Communities own resources to manage their own recovery
and increase their local capacitiy.” (Jimmy Nadapdap, World Vision Disaster Risk Reduction Instructor) (159)

Communities Are The Core: Communities are the
principle drivers of disaster preparedness at the grassroots.
Following a disaster event, international relief agencies take
hours, days or weeks to arrive – local communities are al-
ready there, able to engage long before external assitance
arrives. In the case of the Asia tsunami response, practically
"all immediate life-saving actions and initial emergency sup-
port in the first few days (and weeks in some cases) was
provided by local people ... [and the] international response
was most effective when enabling, facilitating and supporting

these actors, and when accountable to them." (160) Local
disaster response ownership is a core principle of interna-
tional development and is expressed in numerous codes
of conduct for humanitarian response, including the Inter-
national Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Soci-
eties (161) and the Good Humanitarian Donorship (GHD)
initiative. (162)

Change Takes Time: Through community-level devel-
opment programmes which typically stretch across a 10-
15-year time horizon, World Vision is well-positioned to
reach deep into local community life, building local capac-
ity, raising resilience and promoting lasting change. Jimmy
Nadapdap, Humanitarian & Emergency Affairs Relief Di-
rector for Indonesia, with more than 10 years experience
working as a disaster risk reduction instructor, stresses the
importance of time. "Rebuilding communities and liveli-
hoods is more complex than rebuilding houses or distrib-
uting goods. Effecting community-level change takes time
and the commitment must be long-term. Development
agencies must earn the 'right' to be heard before they can
coach communities in areas of disaster preparedness. It is
through trust relationships that communities become
open to listen and learn. Hit-and-run-aid forestalls the criti-
cal influence which relationships can yield over time." (163)
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ENGAGE
COMMUNITIES

Phulpur, Bangladesh: World Vision volunteer using a risk and resource map to train local women about how to face disaster events in their area. Photo: Amio Ascension

“... build disaster

response on local

capacities.”

—IFRC Code of Conduct,

Article 6



Disaster Workshops: Through Community-Based Di-
saster Risk Management workshops, Nadapdap equips local
leaders across Indonesia with the critical knowledge of
averting or minimising disaster impacts at the grassroots
community level. Participants include officials from local
government and meteorological offices, search and rescue
personnel, police officers, members of the armed forces
and development programme officers. Training in risk-
mapping activities brings preparedness components into
sharp focus: What are the vulnerabilities? What are the
hazards? What are the local capacities? What are the gaps
that need to be bridged? At the end of the workshops, par-
ticipants are familiar with the level of disaster risk in their
respective areas. As a final step, the participants create a
disaster management plan which comprises three stages of
action – before, during, and after a potential disaster. The
participants decide on all important activities to be carried
out during each stage, identifying available resources, putting
relevant people in charge and determining indicators to
monitor achievements and evaluate outcomes.

Broad Participation: Nadapdap says that cross-sec-
toral corporate ownership is important. "The more diverse
the participants, the better the workshop results. Every-
body and every institution can contribute, including players
from the private sector. When people speak the same lan-
guage about potential disasters in their area, they build net-
works which link available groups and resources together.
The point is to actively engage and connect communities
in disaster-prone areas to identify, analyse, monitor and
evaluate disaster risks in order to reduce vulnerability and
build capacity." (164) With almost 60 percent of World Vi-
sion's community level Area Development Programmes
(ADPs) regularly affected by recurring disasters, (165) com-
munity-based disaster preparedness is an important prior-
ity as it ensures that development gains are not needlessly
lost to disasters. Championing local level leadership gives
villagers the dignity to manage their own affairs and recog-
nises that communities are resourceful, responsible and re-
sponse-able to enact their own development.

Information Is Power: Accessing information empow-
ers people at the "bottom" vis-à-vis those who want to
wield influence "over" them. It improves the bargaining be-
tween the poor and politicians and ultimately leads to a
more level playing field. In short, information is an effective
weapon against helplessness because it empowers those
who have access to it. In its final assessment of the 2004
Asia tsunami response, the Tsunami Evaluation Coalition
(TEC) notes: "Information is power. Access to high quality
information enables affected people to define and demand
accountability, based on their own expectations and stan-
dards. It also allows them to plan their own recovery." The
report goes on to bemoan that multiple development
agencies failed "in the modest objective of informing af-
fected people in an accurate, timely and comprehensive
manner ... A lack of information to affected populations
about reconstruction plans greatly limits their capacity to
proceed with their own [development] projects." (166) Be-
ing informed means being empowered. It is a strong case
for eduction and the sharing of best practices.

Local Language: Community-based disaster risk reduc-
tion activities are most effective when teaching terms are
directly related to local community life. For instance, the
term "climate change" sounds quite abstract and people of-
ten have no clear concept of its meaning or wider implica-
tions. Translating such phenomena into local lingo can em-
power communities to see the world through a grid of
perception they know and understand. In all societies, seeing

is believing. Development agencies in Papua New Guinea
have been successful at tackling complex issues through
mobile cinema programmes. (167) Screening climate change
documentaries in local dialects at village level can raise
awareness. Temitope Adepoyibi from World Vision Papua
New Guinea says: "Being able to visually feel what other
countries are experiencing from the consequences of cli-
mate change can raise concern and place pressure on local
leaders." (168) If communities take appropriate mitigation
measures prior to being affected by disasters, the scale of
devastation can be less extensive.
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Empower Women

On 10 December 1948, the General Assembly of the United Nations solemnly adopted and proclaimed the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Article 1 states: “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood.” (Adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 217 A,III) (169)

Why Not Women? Judging from annual events like
International Women's Day (8 March) and numerous
international instruments which enshrine the rights of
women such as the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, or the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), it
could appear that all is well with the state and status of
women in the world – the mere fact that 185 states have
accepted CEDAW suggests quasi-universal endorsement
of its prescriptive norms. But although much progress has
been made toward equality, all is not well with the status of
women in the world. Widespread discrimination against
women persists in law and practice, directly or indirectly, all
across the world. Louise Arbour, United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, recently reminded the
world that much ground remains to be covered when two
out of three children not in school are girls; when 70 per-

cent of the world's poor are women; and when women
own only 1 percent of the world's titled land. She stressed
that a key component of women's disenfranchisement in
many countries was the limitation placed on their ability to
"own or manage property, and their lack of entitlements to
property, including inheritance, following divorce or the
death of kin." She said: "Many states still grant nationality
and citizenship of children exclusively through the male
line ... Governments must show their determination to
empower more than half of the world's population, and
thus enable women to enjoy their human rights and con-
tribute to the welfare of all." (170) According to Disappearing

Daughters, a report by the UK charity ActionAid and the
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), gender
discriminating sex-detection-sex-selection is fast leading to a
frightening imbalance in India's girl-boy ratio (in several sur-
vey sites there are less than 800 girls for 1,000 boys). (171)
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GENDER
JUSTICE

Palani, India: World Vision has set up a Computer Centre where girls from the community learn publishing skills Photo: Anish Premson

“The Convention requires that

women be given an equal start

and that they be empowered

by an enabling environment to

achieve equality of results.”

—CEDAW, General Recommendations,

Article 4, Paragraph 1



Equality In Emergencies? If discrimination remains
deep-seated when times are good, it will come as no sur-
prise that it is exacerbated when times are bad – as in the
aftermath of natural disasters. As families are separated
and law and order break down, women and girls become
more vulnerable to abuse from their own immediate or
extended male family members. In such an environment,
poor women and young girls are at higher risk of sexual vi-
olence, exploitation and trafficking. Moreover, abuse and
discrimination against women with disabilities become
more pronounced. Usually those with less education, fi-
nancial autonomy, social support and lower status are at
greatest risk. Furthermore, disasters tend to leave a leader-
ship vacuum which means that perpetrators of violence
can strike with impunity. In short, disasters magnify the sub-
ordinate role often ascribed to women by society.

Fast-Track Change: Disasters can fast-track equality by
changing societal perceptions. During the 2004 tsunami,
many women in Indonesia drowned, but according to a
survey in one village in Sumatra, only 20 percent of girl chil-
dren are taught to swim. (172) Simple forms of empower-
ment like swimming lessons can generate forceful ripple ef-
fects and open up new opportunities. As confident swim-
mers, women in The Andamans could learn to sail fishing
boats and generate income. "The public recognition of
women as fishing members of the community and cru-
cially, as boat owners in their own right (both socially and
legally in government records), increases resilience to fu-
ture hazards, large and small." (173) Disasters can create so-
cially acceptable and legitimate reasons for women to get
into the public arena. While it remains the obligation of
governments to respect, endorse and enforce women's
human rights, the development community can take ad-
vantage of opportunities for better build-back in the after-
math of disasters. Gender-inclusive assessment teams can
explore and identify pertinent opportunities (all-male
teams would likely be "gender-biased" and unable to "as-
sess female vulnerability" (174) or identify maximum female
potential or aspiration).

High Expectations: Deputy Speaker Francesca Semoso
is a high-calibre political leader in the House of Represen-
tatives in Buka, Papua New Guinea. In an interview she said
that women's aspirations are far higher than many men
credit them to be. "Empowering communities begins with
empowering women. As the women are empowered,
their families are empowered. Women are good adminis-
trators who know how to spread out scarce supplies over
long periods of time to feed their families. Family health be-
gins with the health of women – and family planning begins
with women telling their husbands to 'space' their babies.
Arming women with information, knowledge, and financial
empowerment can enable them to achieve far more than
many men dream possible." (175) Semosa is currently im-
plementing a "fisherwomen" project which enables women
from coastal communities to catch and sell fish on 23-foot
'bananaboats' – a groundbreaking concept in an all-male
community of fishermen! She said: "Women who are part
of the formal workforce and earn a steady income are far
more resilient in times of disaster distress than women
who are marginalised. Ending discrimination implies pro-
moting sustainable development models which empower
women across all spheres of society." A recent paper
showed that women cope better in disasters when they are
collectively organised and have received prior training to
adequately respond to situations that may emerge on the
ground (as for example, an increase in household violence in
the aftermath of a disaster). (176) Preparing and empower-
ing women leads to empowered families – which leads to
empowered and disaster resilient communities.
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� Bogra, Bangladesh: World Vision women development group

Photo: A. Ascension
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”

Partner: Promote and improve
dialogue and cooperation among
scientific communities and
practitioners working on disaster
risk reduction, and encourage
partnerships among stakeholders,
including those working on the
socioeconomic dimensions of
disaster risk reduction.

—World Conference on Disaster Reduction, Priorities

for Action, Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015

“

Bhururia, Nagari, Bangladesh: Children playing together and clapping with joy as they win in a local village game called Kopal Tukka Photo: Amio Ascension



PARTNER
AND NETWORK

Children in Bangladesh know playing games is most fun when they do it together.

Partnering is a bit like playing together. It gets the ball rolling and draws partici-

pating players into the process. According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word

"partner" is derived from Anglo-Norman French parçener which means "joint

heir." (177) This understanding is significant because people everywhere on the

planet are joint heirs of their collective decisions, actions and resultant conse-

quences. Only if multilateral partnerships, involving multisectoral players, come

together, will the world be able to tackle the awesome challenges of worsening

climate disasters. The UN 2007/2008 Human Development Report notes that

"climate disasters are heavily concentrated in poor countries. Some 262 million

people were affected by climate disasters annually from 2000-2004, over 98

percent of them in the developing world." (178) It is through partnership that the

world must address the imbalance. By connecting, collaborating and coordinating

a response – sourcing wisdom from the best and brightest brains all over the

planet – global partnerships can unite the viewpoints of practitioners and theo-

reticians, private and public sector professionals and global citizens from the

East, West, North and South.
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“360-Degree-Responsibility”

“In a world that is so divided by inequalities in wealth and opportunity, it is easy to forget that we are part of
one human community. As we see the early impacts of climate change registering across the world, each of us
has to reflect what it means to be part of that family ... We can – and must – work together to ensure that [it]
does not throw human development into reverse gear.” (Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town, Desmond Tutu) (180)

Planet Partner: Perhaps no other photo depicts the
sheer necessity for planetary partnership as pictographically
as NASA's "blue marble" photo (cutout above) – the most
detailed true-colour image of the Earth to date. (181) Scien-
tists and visualisers stitched together months of observa-
tions of the land surface, oceans, sea ice, and clouds into a
seamless, true-color mosaic of every square kilometre of
our planet – our shared home.

Collective Ownership: The Earth's atmosphere is ra-
zor-thin – and fast filling with pollution. Al Gore has quoted:
"If you had a globe covered with a coat of varnish, the
thickness of that varnish would be about the same as the
thickness of the Earth's atmosphere compared to the
Earth itself." (182) With more than 6.7 billion individuals
spread out across more than 190 countries, the Earth's at-
mosphere does not differentiate greenhouse gases by

countries of emission. One tonne of greenhouse gases from
the United States carries the same weight as one tonne of
greenhouse gases from China – every milligramme is ab-
sorbed by the same thin layer of atmosphere which all
people on Earth collectively own.

Apocalypse Now? Climate disasters affect regions very
differently. The 2007/2008 UN Human Development Re-
port underscores that for some of the world's poorest
countries "the consequences could be apocalyptic." (183) In
many least developed nations the costs of adaptation are
becoming increasingly prohibitive. The early warning signs
are impossible to miss and are beginning to undermine de-
velopment agency efforts to reduce extreme poverty and
help poor people build better lives for themselves. Since
one country's emissions today trigger another country's
emergencies tomorrow, the world needs to work together.
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CROSS-CUTTING

“Climate change threatens the entire human family.

Yet it also provides an opportunity to come together

and forge a collective response to a global problem. It is

my hope that we will rise as one to face this challenge,

and leave a better world for future generations.” (179)

—Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General of the United Nations

Photo: NASA



Circumspect Behaviour

“When factories pollute rivers or the air, the ‘polluter pays’ principle is applied to cover the costs of cleaning up.
If ... climate change [damages] were neatly contained within one legal jurisdiction, those who had created the
damage would be faced with a legal obligation to compensate ... That would place an obligation on rich countries
... to stop harmful practices ... [and] compensate for damage...” (2007/2008 Human Development Report) (184)

Reciprocal Responsibility: In Bangladesh, 80 percent
of flooding is caused by rainfall in India. (185) Numerous
studies have shown that even modest rises in sea level
would inundate tens of thousands of square kilometres of
land and displace up to 75 million people in Bangladesh. (186)

Dr. Sudhir Chella Rajan, Professor of Humanities and So-
cial Sciences at IIT Madras, recommends that India seek
proactive policy options in the international arena: "Given
the proximity of Bangladesh to India and the large land
area that would be inundated, it is also likely that the bulk
of these people will end up being migrants in India, particu-
larly in large cities in the interior..." (187) Stated simply, In-
dia's rains are Bangladesh's floods – Bangladesh's climate
refugees will be India's migrants. – China's coal-fired power
stations will fuel America's hurricanes – America's fuel-in-
efficient cars will ratchet up China's floods. Cross-cutting
collaboration is not a contingency but an imperative.

Acting As One: The International Energy Agency (IEA)
recently noted that if per capita oil demand in China and In-
dia were to rise to current U.S. levels, total world demand
would "deplete proven oil reserves in 15 years." (188) The
2007/2008 UN Human Development Report estimates
that "if all of the world's people generated greenhouse
gases at the same rate as some developed countries, we
would need nine planets." (189) Since today's investments
lock into place tomorrow's emissions, there is no alterna-
tive to paving the way to the future with clean energy infra-
structure. This calls for unprecedented global leadership
and partnership to achieve unprecedented action on
greenhouse gas emissions reductions (190) and an unprec-
edented global rollout of clean energy infrastructure which
must include developing countries and must preclude coal
– unless CO2 is captured. (191) Ominous tipping points
loom, imploring the world to act as one...
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COLLABORATION Photo: NASA

ONE
earth

ONE
chance



Cold Facts

“Of extreme concern is the finding that anthropogenic [human] factors could lead to some impacts that are
abrupt or irreversible ... For instance, partial loss of ice sheets on polar land could imply metres of sea level rise,
major changes in coastlines, and inundation of low-lying areas, with greatest effects in river deltas and low-lying
islands.” (R. K. Pachauri, Chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Nobel Lecture) (194)

Pole Position: Planetary partnership is urgently needed.
There are indications that the Earth's poles are in a precari-
ous "pole position" for melting that could fast accelerate.
"Positive feedback" denotes a process whereby warming
becomes self-reinforcing. The negative effect of positive
feedback is that small perturbations are "amplified" and
produce big changes. This happens when polar ice melts.
Whereas ice reflects most of the incoming solar radiation
– "like a giant mirror" (195) – dark water absorbs most of
the heat. The more open water is exposed, the more solar
energy goes into heating the ocean, putting even more
melting pressure on adjacent ice. This so-called ice-albedo
feedback denotes a loop of progressively faster warming,
melting, and ice sheet disintegration. (196) The process is
reinforced by pools of meltwater that form on top of ice
sheets. As the water slices through the ice sheet, cutting
deep crevasses and lubricating the bedrock, the ice sheet

becomes "unstable." Once ice sheet disintegration gets un-
derway the process irreversibly picks up pace and feeds on
itself until meltdown is complete. Although the melting dy-
namics of the East and West Antarctic ice sheets and
Greenland may be dissimilar, their demise would be disas-
trous. Dr. James Hansen, Director of the NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies and Adjunct Professor at the
Columbia University Earth Institute warns: "Thick ice
sheets provide not only a positive feedback, but also the
potential for cataclysmic collapse." (197) If Greenland
melted, sea levels worldwide would rise by 7 metres. If the
West Antarctic ice sheet melted, sea levels worldwide
would rise by 6 metres. If the East Antarctic ice sheet
melted – although this is considered less likely – sea levels
worldwide would rise by more than 50 metres. (198) Cli-
mate history warns that this has happened before. Climate
science warns that it can happen again.
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Arctic Sea: According to a new scientific study, polar bears

have been drowning, swimming longer distances from floe to

floe. In some places, the edge of the ice is "30-40 miles from the

shore." Studies show that Arctic ice could "completely disappear

each year during the summertime." (193) (Photo: Jan Will) FEEDBACKS�

“We know climate change is happening,

and right now, the changes are gradual,

but there will be a breaking point, and

when you get to the edge of that cliff, you

go straight down. Until you get to the edge

though, you can still backtrack.” (192)

—Prof. Peter Ng, National University of Singapore



Pressure Cooker

“Soon will come a day when climate change escapes all control. We are on the verge of the irreversible. Faced
with this emergency, the time is not for half-measures. The time is for a revolution: a revolution of our aware-
ness, a revolution of the economy, a revolution of political action.” (Jacques Chirac, former French President,
commenting on the Fourth Assessment Report of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007) (201)

Paying For Sins Of Emissions: Another driver for
feedback is the accelerated thawing of permafrost in parts
of the Arctic which is triggering the release of vast amounts
of methane – a powerful greenhouse gas – into the Earth's
atmosphere. This sets in motion a vicious warming circle:
More and more thawing permafrost releases more and
more methane, which locks in more and more warming,
which thaws more and more permafrost, etc. Recent years
have seen record thawing of permafrost in Alaska and Si-
beria. (202) No one knows how much methane is stored in
the world's permafrost regions, but estimates run from
450 billion (203) to 730 billion tonnes. (204) (For reference,
the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC)
estimates that since the start of the industrialisation in the
mid-1800s total global carbon emissions run to 315 billion
tonnes.) (205) "Water-vapor feedback" is another trigger.
Since warmer air holds more moisture, higher tempera-

tures "moisturise" the atmosphere with higher concentra-
tions of water vapor, which is itself a greenhouse gas. (206)

The interplay between climate change and the carbon sink
capacity of forests provides yet another powerful source
of possible feedback. Since rainforests can be thought of as
vast "carbon banks" (next chapter), their ongoing demise
contributes carbon from these reservoirs into the atmo-
sphere. Trees in the Amazon alone store more than 49 bil-
lion tonnes of carbon. (207) Illegal logging, coupled with
temperature rises, could turn 30-60 percent of the Amazon
into savannah. Since rainforests take up carbon and recycle
more than 50 percent of rainfall back into the atmosphere,
their continued contraction will increasingly contribute to
CO2 concentrations in the Earth's atmosphere. (208) Unless
the world acts as one to tackle the looming climate crisis,
"fast feedbacks" will fast-forward its detrimental effects. En-
ergy partnerships will be pivotal.
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“Ominous tipping points loom. West Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets

are vulnerable to even small additional warming. These two-mile-thick

behemoths respond slowly at first, but if disintegration gets well underway

it will become unstoppable ... if emissions follow a business-as-usual sce-

nario, sea level rise of at least two meters is likely this century. Hundreds

of millions of people would become refugees. No stable shoreline would

be reestablished in any time frame that humanity can conceive.” (199)

—Dr. James Hansen, Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies and

Adjunct Professor at the Columbia University Earth Institute

Amazon, Deforestation:
Forest fires account for 20-30
percent of global CO2 emissions. (200)

FUTURE FAST-FORWARD



Fossil Fuel Freedom: NASA climate scientist Dr. James
E. Hansen pleads to the G8 leaders to acknowledge "fossil
fuel facts." He says: "Leadership failed to address the en-
ergy/climate problem with a carbon tax during the past
quarter century. The price is now being paid for that lead-
ership failure; waste of cheap fossil fuels created depend-
ency, reduced the supply, and increased demand. Resulting
high prices now go to coffers in the Middle East and other
oil-exporting nations. It is too late to cry over spilled milk,
or wasted oil, but there is still, barely, time to transition off
fossil fuels, thus solving the global warming problem and in-
creasing energy independence ... If we continue to build coal-
fired power plants without carbon capture, we will leave
for our children a situation not of their making but out of
their control...." (209) Phasing out polluting energy genera-
tion (see page 93) and rolling out a clean global energy grid
requires unprecedented planetary partnership. Since many
poor nations struggle to provide stable electric power sup-
ply, such partnership holds the dual promise of both halting
climate change and empowering "powerless" communities.

Multistakeholder Partnership: Climate change con-
fronts humanity with intersecting realities from numerous
fields of study. Planetary preparedness in the 21st century will
require unprecedented collaboration through multistake-
holder partnerships, involving the whole universe of stake-
holders. As a member of the Inter-Agency Working
Group (IWG), (210) World Vision remains committed to
building and nurturing relationships with other players and
colleague organisations around the world. Through the ex-
change of best practices and lessons learned, inter-agency
collaboration has long inspired new ideas and added criti-
cal core competencies to the mix of humanitarian mis-
sions. Partnering together also makes practical sense since
some specialised NGOs address only one area of disaster
management, such as the provision of health services,
whereas other civil societies are positioned to strengthen
local response capacities or advocate for policy changes. A
growing amalgamation of contributions will be needed to
complement a growing contingency of requirements.
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� Cross-Sectoral Training Exercises: Through fire

drills (top), cyclone simulations (middle) and community dia-

logue (bottom), World Vision is partnering with communities

across Asia Pacific for better disaster preparedness.

Nepal:

World Vision-led

fire drill

Cox Bazar, Bangladesh:

World Vision-led cyclone simulation; local fire brigade provide "rain"

Photo: D. Harris

Bangladesh:

Dialogue and Relationship Building

Photo: A. Ascension



Ground-Up Partnership: The All India Disaster Mitiga-
tion Institute notes that the Hyogo Framework for Action
(HFA) as a global platform for disaster risk reduction needs
to be embraced by political leaders and civil society: "We,
as a collective civil society, as individuals, and as humanitarian
practitioners, need to reclaim the [Hyogo Framework for
Action] as our own, not by arguments but by action, and
not through contestation but through cooperation ... In the
end, the HFA must remain in our joint custody, a shared
heritage of civil society." (211) Preparedness is a planetary
assignment which needs to be owned both at macro pol-
icy and micro community levels.

Beneficiary-Driven Partnerships: People affected by
natural disasters are the best judges of their own interests.
When affected communities are enabled and invited to
identify the changes they want to see, and contribute to
decision-making processes before projects get underway,
impacts are likely to be greater and more sustainable. Con-
versely, when people are not involved, a response can miss
its mark, leave out vulnerable groups, waste money or
needlessly prolong hardship or injustice. Communities that
have been involved in designing their development projects
are more likely to take full responsibility and ownership for
them. Partnering with local communities is especially criti-
cal when development agencies supply equipment such as
water pumps, latrines, etc. which require long-term main-
tenance by the community.

Listening And Learning: Partnership succeeds when it
stimulates dialogue with communities. It is not sufficient to
merely send messages out. Instead, it is important to sit
down with communities to listen, learn and take informa-
tion in, recording felt needs and expected outcomes. It is
critical that development agencies don't superimpose "cor-
rect" solutions on the communities concerned. In the final
analysis, it is the "beneficiaries" who need to stimulate the
formation of appropriate partnerships, not vested donor
interests. Partnership is most effective when it combines
global awareness with local knowledge and capacity.
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� Multistakeholder Risk Reduction Workshops:

World Vision-led workshops in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Bangla-

desh, etc. involve diverse stakeholders (army, Dept. of Social

Welfare, church youth leaders, search & rescue, etc.)

Photo: D. Harris

Wamena, Indonesia:

World Vision-led hazard mapping

exercise using an imaginary hazard

map for illustrative purposes

PARTNER
TOGETHER

Photo: D. Harris

Wamena, Indonesia:

Search & Rescue team presenting "real"

hazard map to the other members of

the workshop

Photo: D. Harris

Sevenagala, Sri Lanka:

Community women are ranking hazards in a

World Vision-led hazard mapping exercise
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”

Speak up for those
who cannot speak for
themselves, for the
rights of all who are
destitute. Speak up
and judge fairly;
defend the rights of
the poor and needy.

—The Bible; Proverbs 31:8-9

“

Excerpt World Vision Cyclone Sidr Response (from 15 November 2007)

� Activated Disaster Response Teams and evacuated 30,000 people to 33 cyclone shelters

� Sent out 10 Rapid Community-Based Needs Assessment Teams

� Dispatched Immediate Survival Packages to 14,115 people

� Distributed 10,000 blankets to 10,000 households

� Provided dry-food and non-food items to 100,000 individuals

� Dispensed temporary housing materials to 64,625 individuals

� Offered children rehabilitation through 9 Child Friendly Spaces programmes

Photo: Amio AscensionWest Bajua, Bangladesh: Her tiny mirror was one of the few things Supria Mondol could salvage from the ruined remains of her bamboo home



ADVOCATE
JUSTICE & CHANGE

World Vision advocates with and on behalf of the poor. According to the Oxford

Dictionary, advocacy has a dual definition, denoting "a person who publicly sup-

ports or recommends a particular cause or policy" or "a person who pleads on

someone else's behalf." (212) Advocacy looks at the world and why it is the way it

is – and then tries to find better ways of doing things. Practices that perpetuate

inequality and deny justice need to be challenged and changed. Advocacy gives

voice to the voiceless and creates a forum for the invisible. It deals with structures,

systems, policies and attitudes. Advocacy is a ministry of influence. Its tools are

persuasion. Its targets are policies. Its allies are people. Its goals are transformation

and justice – a strong theme in the Bible rooted in the self-sacrificial character of

Christ. Justice looks out for the poor, the abused, the excluded and the exploited.

Justice reconciles, restores, rebuilds, protects and dignifies. Justice is personal and

political. It is granted in courts or denied in them. It is offered in laws or withheld in

them. Its bearing is local, regional and global. Justice is a God-given right. – The

climate crisis deprives millions of the poorest people of justice and threatens to

leave a legacy of destruction for today's children and their descendants. Unless it

is curbed, climate change is set to reverse progress built up over generations and

become the greatest wholesale violation of human rights in history.
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Larger-Than-Life Leaders

“The starting point for action and political leadership is recognition on the part of governments that they are
confronted by what may be the gravest threat ever to have faced humanity ... The starting point is political
leadership ... Government leaders need to send a clear signal that the battle against climate change has been
joined – and that the future will look different to the past.” (2007/2008 UN Human Development Report) (213)

Leaders or Laggards? It would be premature to delve
into a discussion of the needed political actions without
pausing to reflect on the breed of political leaders needed
to legislate them. There are no rewind buttons for running
down emitted greenhouse gas stocks which remain in the
Earth's atmosphere for a very long time. The Fourth As-
sessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) makes this clear: "Both past and
future anthropogenic CO2 emissions will continue to con-
tribute to warming and sea level rise for more than a mil-
lennium, due to the time scales required for the removal of
this gas from the atmosphere." (214) Elsewhere the report
notes that sea level rise caused by thermal expansion
(warmer water occupies more space) will "continue for
many centuries due to the time required to transport heat
into the deep ocean." (215) In other words, humanity is
committed to rising temperatures and rising sea levels for

many decades to come, even if serious political measures
to curb emissions were legislated with immediate effect.
The 2007/2008 UN Human Development Report notes:
"Even stringent mitigation measures will not materially af-
fect average temperature changes until the mid-2030s –
and temperatures will not peak until 2050. In other words,
for the first half of the 21st century the world in general,
and the world's poor in particular, will have to live with cli-
mate change to which we are already committed." (216) In
light of such realities it is apparent that viewing the political
process in terms of electoral cycles which typically span
time horizons of 4-8 years is vastly inadequate. What the
world needs is political leaders who can look beyond their
terms of office in government, beyond their political ca-
reers, beyond their own lifetimes and beyond their grand-
children's generations. Larger-than-life-leadership is a matter
of justice.
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“When you were born, you

cried and the world rejoiced.

Live your life in such a way

that when you die, the world

cries and you rejoice.”

—American Indian Tribal SayingWANTED:
LEADERSHIP

Photo: Philip GainSundarbans, Bangladesh: The world's largest mangrove forest is threatened by climate change and rising sea levels



Only Luke-Warm Words? On 10 May 1940, Winston
Churchill became the British Prime Minister. Knowing that
the world faced a lethal storm from fascism he was frank to
address his Cabinet on 13 May 1940 with words that have
become famous the world over: "I have nothing to offer
but blood, toil, tears and sweat." (217) His years in office
saw his electoral promise fulfilled – and the world liberated
from fascist oppression. To address today's storm of cli-
mate change will require similarly bold leaders who dare
their societies to forego short-term gratification for long-
term survival. Sustainable emissions pathways will have to
be followed not for years but over generations. The tasks
will be difficult, the measures inconvenient, the costs high,
the sanctions unpopular, the restrictions unpleasant, the
outcomes uncertain and the opposition severe. But mea-
sured against the criterion of "justice" it is evident that the
present political path of short-term incrementalism is fail-
ing to deliver the "big changes and ambitious new policies"
which the Executive Director of the United Nations Envi-
ronment Programme, Achim Steiner, asserts the world ur-
gently needs. (218) Expressed in diplomatic language,
today's political leaders are not adequately addressing the
issue of climate change. Three constituencies are at highest
risk because the world's leaders do not hear their cries –
the poor, future generations, and millions of creatures im-
plied by the term "biodiversity." Justice demands urgent
legislation in key areas which mitigate both climate change
and the disasters it drives.

Start Afforestation: According to the IPCC, carbon di-
oxide (CO2) is "the most important" greenhouse gas driv-
ing global warming. Between 1970 and 2004, annual emis-
sions have grown by 80 percent and atmospheric concen-
trations from the burning of fossil fuels now "exceed by far
the natural range over the last 650,000 years." (219) Since
plants "inhale" carbon dioxide – and "exhale" oxygen which
humans need – the world needs to plant trees to bend
down the CO2 emissions curve. Since trees act as "carbon
sinks" it is expedient to calculate how many trees are
needed to absorb CO2 from the atmosphere, as from the

use of a car. Each litre of petrol burnt by a car releases 2.36
kilogrammes of CO2 into the Earth's atmosphere, and it is
estimated that a hectare of growing trees (1,000 trees) can
take up about 20,000 kilogrammes of CO2 each year. (220)

A simple calculation illustrates: a car travelling 10,000 kilo-
metres per year and burning 1 litre of petrol per 10 kilo-
metres would require a forest of 118 growing trees to
neutralize its CO2 emissions. As it turns out, the world
needs to grow much more new forest, and fast. According
to the New York Times, the city of Beijing alone "adds up
to 1,200 cars and trucks every day." (221) BBC News notes:
"Over 400,000 new cars drove onto the streets of Beijing
in 2006, bringing the city's total to more than three mil-
lion." (222) According to the above computation, just to
keep pace with Beijing's growing CO2 emissions from new

cars would take 47,200 hectares of additional trees each
year. Given the significance of forests in sinking or "seques-
tering" carbon, it would not be unreasonable to expect po-
litical leaders worldwide to be doing everything in their
power to conserve forests. Statistics tell a different story.

Stop Deforestation: The world's forests are disappear-
ing at an alarming rate. From 2000-2005, 73,000 square
kilometres of forest was lost annually – an area the size of
Sierra Leone. (223) Rainforests are shrinking at about 5 per-
cent per year. (224) "Between 2000 and 2005, Vietnam lost
51 percent of its remaining primary forests ... while Cambo-
dia lost 29 percent. It is evident that logging and land clear-
ance continue to strip the last forests of the Mekong." (225)

This destructive development is significant because the
world's forests are vast repositories for carbon. While forests
vary in the amount of carbon they store, "pristine rainforest
can store around 500 tonnes of CO2 per hectare." (226) This
means that each hectare of pristine rainforst slashed and
burned releases up to 500 tonnes of CO2 into the Earth's
atmosphere where it will hang heavy for centuries to come,
hiking up temperatures and sea levels. A recent article pub-
lished in TIME magazine found that if the world's forests
were a single country, that nation would be one of the top
emitters, accounting for 20 percent of all carbon emissions
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due to slash-and-burn logging. (227) Forest fires have made
Indonesia one of the top three emitters in the world in car-
bon emissions (228) – with Brazil ranking fourth, primarily
from its vast-scale destruction of the Amazon. (229) Defor-
estation in Indonesia and Brazil alone offsets about 80 per-
cent of annual greenhouse gas reduction targets for Annex1
(industrialised) countries in the Kyoto Protocol. (230)

"Lose-Lose Lunacy": Forest slashing is undertaken by il-
legal loggers and land clearers because markets do not attach
monetary value to standing forests. With the exception of
a handful of illegal loggers and corrupt officials all other
stakeholders lose out in what can be thought of as an insane
'lose-lose' situation: The world is losing immense reserves
for carbon mitigation, countries are losing immeasurably
valuable assets, forest-dwelling indigenous peoples are los-
ing their livelihoods, and the world is losing a matchless
storehouse of biodiversity. Thousands of birds, wildlife and
pristine sanctuaries are burned alive, while forest dwellers
are pushed closer and closer to the edge of survival, being
subjected to various human rights violations. (231) Justice
demands that forests be conserved, forest dwellers pro-
tected, forestry laws bolstered, compliance enforced, and
monitoring mechanisms installed. Philip Gain, Executive
Director of the Society for Environment and Human De-

velopment (SEHD) in Bangladesh stresses that converting
forest into plantations of monoculture falls short of the val-
ues and requirements of conservation. (232) "Forests are
our mother stocks of species and seeds. We can plant
trees, but we cannot create forests. It is very important
that we try to save our last forests." (233) The June 2007
McKinsey & Company Report concludes that protecting
standing forests – together with large-scale reforestation –
could be the single largest contributor to climate solutions
between now and 2030 simply because the opportunities
are so vast and the costs so low. (234)

"Beautiful Forest": Forests have another important
role to play apart from "sinking" carbon, mitigating global
warming and providing a fertile spawning ground for many
plants and animals. Forests act as a first line of defence
against floods and storms. Recent cyclones have made
their significance clear. The Sundarbans mangrove forest in
Bangladesh (from Bangla Sundar Bon, meaning beautiful for-

est) is a case in point. Measuring 6,017 square kilometres,
the Sundarbans is the largest mangrove forest in the world.
To protect its unique biodiversity which includes endan-
gered species such as the Bengal tiger and the estuarine
crocodile, in 1997 UNESCO inscribed the Sundarbans on
its World Heritage List. (235)
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“Research indicates a network of coastal defences,

especially a belt of mangroves, is capable of absorbing

30 to 40 percent of the total force of a tsunami or

typhoon and ensuing waves before they swirl over

inhabited areas by the shore.” (236)

—Mohammad Shamsuddoha, Equity and Justice Working Group

Sundarbans, Bangladesh:
The world's largest mangrove forest

before Cyclone Sidr

NATURAL FORESTSPhoto: Philip Gain



Friendly Forests

“Natural ecosystems such as coastal forests, coral reefs, mangrove belts, beach ridges, sand dunes or forested
slopes are effective barriers against many types of natural disasters. Such reinforcements can be a cost-effective
insurance against storm surges, tsunami and sea-level rise for coastal communities that cannot afford expensive
infrastructural protection.” (Poh Poh Wong, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Lead Author) (237)

Mangrove Forests – Coastal Shelterbelts: On 15
November 2007, Cyclone Sidr crashed into the densely
populated coastal belt of Bangladesh, hitting the Sundar-
bans hard while whirling its way inland. It killed 4,234 peo-
ple, injured 55,282, affected 8,978,541 and caused US$ 2.3
billion in damages. (238) Sidr, a category five tropical cy-
clone – the highest possible rating – was the strongest cy-
clone to hit Bangladesh since 1991. Philip Gain says that
the fallout from wind speeds of up to 250 kilometres per
hour and a 5-metre storm surge would have been much
worse if the mangrove forest had not provided a natural
shield of protection: "Had the forest not been there, the
cyclone could have been deadly for the nearby towns –
Khulna, Mongla, and Bagerhat. The forest took the brunt of
the winds and tidal surges, and saved these towns from se-
vere devastation." (239) Dr. Saiful Islam, Director of the For-
est Academy in Chittagong, notes that dense mangrove

forest can "break" and decelerate high velocity winds. Its
ecologically adapted root system is capable of dissipating
powerful waves by providing a strong "anchor against fre-
quent river bank erosion." He urges more commitment to
protect mangroves: "The cyclonic devastation could have
been much less if human-induced damage of the forest had
been kept under control." (240) Altafur Rahman of the gov-
ernment Legal Department in Dhaka says, "emphasis should
be given to thick vegetation ... for creating an impenetrable
barrier. Cyclone wind is most destructive ... in open space ...
If we can encircle open spaces with thick forestation, the im-
pact of wind can be lessened." (241) According to assessments
Cyclone Sidr degraded 25-40 percent of the Sundarbans
forest. (242) Its role as a key "shelterbelt" against tsunamis,
cyclones and storm surges is perhaps best summarised by
an article published in The Daily Star which concludes: "It
saved many lives at the cost of its own death." (243)
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NATURAL DEFENCES Photo: Philip Gain

Sundarbans, Bangladesh:
The world's largest mangrove

forest after Cyclone Sidr



Coastal Ecosystems

“Coastal communities are at risk from natural disasters such as hurricanes, cyclones, tsunamis, and storm
surge flooding, as well as losses incurred from ... shoreline erosion. Losses of habitats such as mangrove forests
(35% have disappeared in the last two decades) threaten the safety of people ... Mangroves ... serve as a
buffer from storm damage for these communities.” (United Nations Environment Programme) (245)

Consolidating Coastlines: Although mangrove eco-
systems mitigate storms and have tremendous value for
coastal communities and associated species, they are being
destroyed at an alarming rate. Population pressures, pollu-
tion and habitat conversion have led to the loss of 35 per-
cent of mangrove forests in the last two decades at the
rate of 2.1 percent, or 2,834 square kilometres per year. In
some countries, more than 80 percent of mangrove cover
has been lost to deforestation or conversion to aqua-
culture. (246) Coral reefs are similarly threatened. As the
"rainforest of the sea," coral cover can cause waves to break
before they reach populated shores, but according to the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 20 percent are se-
verely damaged ("unlikely to recover") and 70 percent are
"destroyed, critical, or threatened." (247) Unless the world's
political leaders take action, all optimal growing areas in the
world for coral could completely disappear by 2050. (248)

"Catching Up The Law": World Vision Advocacy Di-
rector for the Asia Pacific region Laurence Gray says that
advocacy is not necessarily confrontational. "Often govern-
ments are aware of challenges and will welcome help.
Sometimes new laws simply need to catch up with new re-
alities. Recognising the rights of environmentally displaced
people is a case in point. Unlike victims of political upheaval
or violence, environmental "refugees" (a) are neither recog-
nised in world conventions nor included in the prepared-
ness horizon of the Hyogo Framework for Action. Whereas
victims of disaster can benefit from the mobilisation of re-
lief, millions of gradually uprooted environmental migrants
receive no support and are not recognised as "refugees"
with the benefits that would bestow. Thousands of dis-
placed people today migrate within their borders. Interna-
tional instruments are urgently needed to protect the
rights of a growing number of climate migrants." (249)
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Photo: NASA; Credit: NilfanionTropical Cyclone Tracks From 1985-2005: The points show storm locations at six-hourly intervals

“About 80 tropical cyclones form each year. Their names depend on

where they form: typhoons in the western North Pacific and South

China Sea; hurricanes in the Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico,

and in the eastern North and central Pacific Ocean; and tropical

cyclones in the Indian Ocean and South Pacific region.” (244)

—World Meteorological Organization

PROTECT
COASTLINES

REFOCUSING : REFORESTING



Reinforcing Forests

“Reforestation has two significant purposes. It sinks or ‘sequesters’ CO2 from the atmosphere, and it raises up a
natural buffer against natural disasters. ‘Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use’ (AFOLU) is a double-edged
sword to fight climate change because it holds the dual promise of climate change mitigation and adaptation
in the context of the developing world.” (Laurence Gray, World Vision Regional Advocacy Director) (251)

Summary: Given Asia's preponderance of floods and
wind storms, the significance of standing forests, mangrove
belts and coral cover can hardly be overstated. Natural
ecosystems are natural defences against natural disasters.

Reinforcing coastal ecosystems is a "win-win" move of miti-
gation and adaptation. Avoiding deforestation, accelerating
reforestation and promoting afforestation (b) emerge as
the three legs of a solid policy tripod for coastal protection.
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“Tropical cyclones are areas of very low atmospheric pressure

over tropical and sub-tropical waters which build up into a huge,

circulating mass of wind and thunderstorms up to hundreds of

kilometres across. Surface winds can reach speeds of 200 km/h or

more. The combination of wind-driven waves and the low-

pressure of a tropical cyclone can produce a coastal storm surge

– a huge volume of water driven ashore at high speed and of

immense force that can wash away everything in its path.” (250)

—World Meteorological Organization

� Figure 15: The most severe storm surges occur as a result of tropical cyclones – they are particularly damaging when they occur during high tide (252)

Design: Tay Xiu Yi; Credit: E. Boutet

Mean sea level

Normal low tide

Normal high tide

�Storm surge

Storm tide �

Tropical Cyclone Sidr in the Bay of Bengal,
seen by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-

radiometer (MODIS) instrument aboard NASA's

Terra Satellite on 14 November 2007, 04:45 UTC,

one day before making landfall in Bangladesh

Photo: NASA

�Cyclonic Storm Surges:
Falling atmospheric pressure and intense winds

pushing on the ocean surface can cause water to

pile up 20 feet (6 metres). Healthy coastal eco-

systems like coral reefs or mangrove forests can

absorb wave energy and protect coastal dwellers.

DISASTER
DISSIPATION
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”

Disaster-prone developing
countries, especially least
developed countries and
small island developing
States, warrant particular
attention in view of their
higher vulnerability and
risk levels, which often
greatly exceed their
capacity to respond to and
recover from disasters.

—World Conference on Disaster

Reduction, Priorities for Action, Hyogo

Framework for Action 2005-2015

“

Jakarta, Indonesia:
These young girls walk
through a toxic mix of
trash and raw sewage
as the water starts
rising and flooding their
home. Muara Baru is
one of Jakarta's worst
waterfront slums,
confronting a number
of urban problems:
repeated tidal flooding,
poor infrastructure,
limited access to clean
water or services

Photo: Jacqueline M. Koch

“Floods threaten human

life and property world-

wide. Some 1.5 billion

people were affected by

floods in the last decade

of the 20th century.” (253)

—World Meteorological

Organization



REINFORCE
DISASTER DEFENCES

According to the Oxford Dictionary, the verb "reinforce" has a dual definition,

meaning either to "strengthen or support ... with additional personnel or material,"

or to "strengthen [a] feeling, idea, or habit." (254) In other words, "reinforcement"

can refer to ideas or things, mind or matter, software or hardware. In the con-

text of disaster preparedness, to "reinforce" means to build up disaster prepared

mindsets and disaster resistant infrastructure. The "software" includes people in

communal structures who can coordinate controlled disaster management –

before, during, and after an emergency event – because they have proactively

prepared themselves through awareness campaigns, disaster drills, evacuation

exercises, first aid courses, emergency education, and leadership training and

positioning. Disaster resistant "hardware" includes heavy infrastructure like flood

barriers, escape roads, sea walls, cyclone shelters, early warning systems, solid

houses built on strong foundations in safe locations and in adherence to building

code regulations, and emergency supply pre-positioning warehouses. By necessity,

the notion of "reinforcement" implies both the assumption that a disaster will

occur and the resolute resolve to end up on top of it rather than be toppled by it.
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Raising Adaptive Capacity

“In the event of mitigation efforts failing, climate-induced security risks will begin to manifest themselves in
various regions of the world from around 2025-2040. The key challenge is to take resolute climate policy action
within the next 10-15 years, in order to avert the socioeconomic distortions and implications for international
security that will otherwise intensify in subsequent decades.” (German Advisory Council on Global Change) (255)

The Rising Tide: Because coastal areas abound with re-
sources and trading opportunities, populations have long
preferred to live within 100 kilometres of coasts and near
major rivers. (256) But megacities in coastal proximity are
environmental disaster hotspots which are becoming even
more vulnerable to climate change-driven events like trop-
ical storms, floods and rising sea levels. Although mitigation
is the best means of minimising future climate change im-
pacts, due to the inertia built into climate systems it is al-
ready too late to rely solely on mitigation. While earnest
mitigation may forestall dangerous climate change in the
second half of the 21st century – and is non-negotiable for
long-term survival – for the first half there is no alternative
to climate change adaptation. Unless swift action is taken
to raise adaptive capacity, by the time the dangers become
more apparent, many of the easier options for disaster
preparedness will have been foreclosed. The world no

longer has a choice about whether to adapt, but it can still
determine the timing, method, and stance it espouses –
proactive or reactive, assertive or tentative, leading or lag-
ging. Given the long lead times for climate change mitiga-
tion and adaptation, it is paramount to avoid unnecessary
delays. A major reason for the growing threat is rapid and
self-reinforcing urbanisation. The more urbanised a coastal
community becomes, the more it draws other job seekers
and enterprises into the suction of its magnetic field. The
results are explosive population growth, haphazard over-de-
velopment and an increasing exposure to seaward envi-
ronmental hazards [32 percent of the population of large
Asian cities over 5 million now reside in a "contiguous area
along the coast that is less than 10 metres above sea level"
– in Bangladesh, the population in this area grew at "almost
twice the national population growth rate between 1990-
2000."] (257) Poor countries need a helping hand to adapt.
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“Developing countries generally contribute very

little to anthropogenic climate change, but they still

have to adopt comprehensive adaptation measures

which they often cannot afford... For that reason,

adaptation measures in these countries should be

co-financed by the international community.” (255)

—German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU)

Photo: Jacqueline M. KochJakarta, Indonesia: Young boy in North Jakarta's garbage-choked stilt-house slum Muara Baru waits for the flood waters to recede

Treading Water:
Residents of Muara
Baru endure weeks of
flooding every year.
The ailing sea wall can
do little to keep the
rising sea at bay. Rapid
urban growth and
rising sewage are
pushing the seaside
slum beyond its limits.

HELPINGHANDS
LENDING



Macro Challenges: Cities that extend into this low-lying
area known as the "low elevation coastal zone" (257) (e.g.
Bangladesh's capital Dhaka) face numerous challenges. A
recent World Bank study identified Dhaka as "the fastest
growing mega-city in the world, with an estimated 300,000-
400,000 new migrants, mostly poor, arriving to the city an-
nually, [aggravating] large slums, poor housing, excessively
high land prices, traffic congestion, water shortages, poor
sanitation and drainage, irregular electric supply, unplanned
construction, increasing air pollution and poor urban gover-
nance which results in growing problems of law and order."
The study notes: "As migrants continue to arrive, they often
end up in illegal settlements on precarious lands with major
environmental concerns. The slums are located throughout
the city with few services offered at high prices through
middlemen, also called musclemen or mastaans, using illegal
methods ... Access to basic services such as water, sanitation,
electricity, health and education by the poor is limited. Because
most slums are not recognized as legal lands, the Govern-
ment, NGOs and Donors generally do not provide services
in these areas. As a result, a parallel structure has emerged
with mastaans providing services for a high fee." (258)

Micro Opportunities: In such conditions, the poorest
are afflicted hardest. Being forced to source basic services
outside of government supply grids, the poor often pay far
higher prices for basic services than the wealthy. (259) Re-
ducing risk means reducing poverty, and this must reach
beyond immediate crisis relief to intermediate sustainable
development. Given their closeness to the people at the
grassroots level, NGOs are well-positioned to explore
new avenues – in conjunction with governments – to bridge
existing service supply gaps or provide basic necessities for
the poor. Since poverty is the overwhelming reason why
people are unable to absorb the shocks of extreme
weather events, disaster risk is best ameliorated through
poverty reduction and comprehensive development. It
stands to reason that if poor people are prepared to pay
mastaans exorbitant fees for basic necessities, they would
even more willingly engage with non-profit organisations.
Since many NGOs are locally known and trusted, they are
in a good position to create coherent structures that can
strengthen the resilience of communities from within (e.g.,
microfinance, new delivery mechanisms, mobile health units,
libraries, community-based learning centres, etc).
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� Bashaboo, Bangladesh, 2004: World Vision provided

food and non-food relief to 103,555 families during the worst

floods since 1988 which affected more than 36 million people

� Bashaboo, Bangladesh, 2008: Recurrent flooding is a

source of great hardship for many countries in the world

(Note: Both photos are taken from the same vantage point.)
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Stronger Living: To reinforce coastal communities means
to steel them for future disasters and prepare them to re-
emerge and rebuild with less pain. What allows natural
events to become natural disasters – and humanitarian
emergencies – is that many people don't have the means
to make adequate preparations to protect their lives and
livelihoods. Reinforcements must therefore focus on a
blend of measures involving stronger financial instruments,
microinsurance mechanisms, stronger homes and shelters,
seamless early warning systems and a smart approach to
future development planning.

Microinsurance: While microcredit
schemes have lifted millions of poor
people out of poverty by creating sus-
tainable livelihoods, the domain of
microinsurance is still largely in its in-
fancy. Following a hurricane in the U.S.,
people can collect insurance money to
restore their assets and rebuild their
lives. However, given the poor finan-
cial infrastructure of most developing
countries, the majority of the world's
poor have nowhere to turn to hedge
against disaster risks. Although their
assets such as cows, chickens, fishing boats, etc. may ap-
pear comparatively more humble than insurable production
plants in industrialised countries, their centrality to liveli-
hood sustenance is equally critical. Sadly, the insurance in-
dustry in poor countries is vastly underdeveloped. A re-
cent World Bank Report compiled by the Independent Eval-
uation Group (IEG) states: "There is no private insurance
against hazard risks in most developing countries. While
about half of these costs of natural disasters are covered by
insurance in the United States, less than 2 percent of the
costs are covered in the developing world." (260) The regu-
lar periodicity of many disaster types makes hedging
against natural hazard risks an urgent priority for the preser-
vation of hard-won development gains. Otherwise disasters
may slow, stall or reverse human development progress.

Limiting Losses: Ongoing economic development tends
to decrease disaster deaths, but it also tends to increase
economic losses. The mainstreaming of microinsurance into
development programming is a key missing link in today's
recovery and reinforcement chain. As the largest external
financier of disaster reconstruction, the World Bank advo-
cates a long-term "proactive and strategic," rather than
short-term "reactive and tactical" posture. It urges: "The
types of activities that can have the greatest impact on re-
ducing vulnerability, such as building code development or

revision, development of hazard risk
management institutions, and devel-
opment of insurance and other mech-
anisms for laying off risk, are precisely
those for which borrowers are least
likely to borrow. The Bank needs to find
ways to encourage such activities." (261)

Another World Bank-published paper
highlights that while "informal" or "self-
insurance" mechanisms (i.e. informal
risk pools, credit markets, or buffer
stocks) may be expedient in some situ-
ations, "formal insurance is the best."
The report insinuates that the creation
of insurance products for poor coun-

tries should be viewed as a form of "desirable diversifica-
tion for international insurors." (262) Governments and
development agencies should be more assertive in explor-
ing, developing and mainstreaming microinsurance mecha-
nisms into the fabric of their development programming.

Innovating Insurance: In Cambodia, the World Vision-
initiated VisionFund – a global microfinance institution – has
close to 70,000 loan clients. It aims to cover its entire client
base with micro-life insurance and in so doing benefit more
than 200,000 beneficiaries (currently 50,000 clients are
covered). Through partnership with WING, a subsidiary of
ANZ Australia, VisionFund is also targeting to bring financial
services to rural communities across Cambodia. Vision-

Fund Executive Director for Cambodia, Bora Omseng, says:
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“Disaster recovery should be judged
not merely by how swiftly physical infra-
structure is rebuilt – only to be de-
stroyed again by the next disaster –
but by how strategic reinforcements
contribute to long-term sustainable
development. The mainstreaming of
microinsurance into development pro-
gramming is a key missing link in the
reinforcement chain.” (Richard Rumsey,
World Vision Humanitarian & Emer-
gency Affairs Director for Asia Pacific)



"Mobile phone banking will enable us to deliver micro-
finance services with greater accuracy, simplicity and effi-
ciency. This will extend our financial infrastructure, en-
hance our loan disbursement and collection, and help our
account holders pay their utility bills, transfer money, or
purchase tools in outlets across Cambodia. This engage-
ment will increase our outreach in remote communities
and improve the lives of Cambodia's poorest. As we gain
more experience in the field of microinsurance, we en-
deavour to broaden the scope of our product portfolio,
creating crop, health, and calamity insurance. We want to
help people hedge against disaster risk." (263)

Financial Structures: Largescale microinsurance cover-
age is one of the most urgently needed reinforcements for
more effective disaster preparedness. The need was recently
reiterated by former British Prime Minister Tony Blair who
called for a Global Adaptation Framework to "devise ways
to come up with a global insurance plan and microinsurance

schemes." (264) The Hyogo Framework for Action – a global
disaster risk reduction roadmap adopted by 168 countries
– underscores this priority in its catalogue of recommenda-
tions: "Promote the development of financial risk-sharing
mechanisms, particularly insurance and reinsurance against
disasters ... Promote an environment that encourages a
culture of insurance in developing countries." (265) While it
is sometimes maintained that risks can be "so high in some
areas that they are uninsurable," (266) let it be remembered
that this was the same caveat Dr. Muhammad Yunus dis-
proved by founding the Grameen Bank for the poor. His
ground-breaking concept initialised a paradigm shift from
regarding the poor as helpless victims to be pitied ("not
creditworthy") to viewing them as trustworthy entrepre-
neurs to be engaged ("to give them credit"). In less than
three decades his idea attracted a following of 12,000 insti-
tutions worldwide and won him the 2006 Nobel Peace
Prize. (267) The photo (upper right) depicts a Bangladeshi
fisherman's livelihood which six months after Cyclone Sidr
– in the absence of microinsurance – still remains torn asun-
der. (268)
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� Reinforcing Livelihoods, Living Spaces and Lands:

Microinsurance could reinforce people's livelihoods (top),

good building practices, their living spaces (middle), and envi-

ronmental engagement and awareness, their lands (bottom).

Photo: UNDP Indonesia

Photo: Debs Harris

Photo: Amio Ascension

Bangladesh:

Reinforcing a flood

control embankment

Morrelganj, Bangladesh:

Stranded livelihood six months after Cyclone Sidr

Liquefaction: Well-built

house set on poor

foundation

caves into

water-

logged

land.

MICRO
INSURANCE

(Example from UN

Handbook "Good

Building Design

& Construction")



Stronger Homes: Evidently, homes made from flimsy
metal sheeting are far more easily destroyed than stronger
ones built in compliance with building code regulations. A
good example of a handbook that "homes in on homes" is
the UN construction manual "Good Building Design and
Construction." (269) It is amply illustrated with photos that
depict real life examples of good and bad building prac-
tices. The underlying idea is to guide communities to inte-
grate disaster risk reduction into the early construction
stage, instead of retrofitting buildings to comply with build-
ing codes – although that is often unavoidable. Sadly, the
best time to "build back better and stronger" is in the wake
of a natural disaster. However, care must be taken that
lives are built back beyond the former status quo, which
means that people, governments, and development agen-
cies need to expend sufficient time to conduct assess-
ments and feasibility studies. It also means that govern-
ments protect ownership and inscribe the names of
husbands and wives in the official land title registries. Tragi-
cally, the 2004 Asia Tsunami disaster set many people back
from "ground zero" to "zero ground" as they could not
prove legal land ownership. Countless widows struggled to
assert legal claims as their properties had been registered
in the name of their deceased husbands only. (270)

Stronger Shelters: Research in Morrelganj, one of the
districts hardest hit by Cyclone Sidr, revealed the need for
additional disaster reinforcements, as headmaster Abdul
Bari Khan (56) of the Chapabaraikhali High School explains.
"There are 10,000 people in this area, but the govern-
ment-built cyclone shelter can only accommodate 300.
Since it is the only shelter in this area and shelters people on
a "first-come-first-served" basis, it fast filled to capacity when
Sidr struck. This forced 9,700 people to wait out the storm
in their brittle homes. It was terrible. Trees fell on people.
The waters washed 150 buffalo and 250 cows away. After
the storm surge subsided 20-25 minutes later, 10 people
were dead and 300 fishermen missing, never to be recov-
ered. We are 'lucky' the cyclone hit during a low tide. Oth-
erwise the destruction would have been far worse. We
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� Reinforcing Heavy Infrastrcture For More Safety:

Government-built infrastructure reinforcements can protect

people from cyclones (top), tsunamis (middle, bottom), etc.

In many places, more capacity is needed.

Photo: Johannes Luetz

Photo: Johannes Luetz

Chapabaraikhali, Bangladesh: (210)

Cyclone shelter can accommodate 300 people

Banda Aceh, Indonesia:

Newly-built "escape raod" and siren

ensure swift flight to safety

MACRO
INSURANCE

Banda Aceh, Indonesia:

Heavy "escape building" offers

protection from tsunamis

Photo: Johannes Luetz



need more cyclone shelters and safer buildings." (271) In
Amtoli, a rural community of more than 2,000 people in
Morrelganj, people share similar difficulties as community
leader Dilder Ahmad (45) recounts: "In our community ev-
erybody heard the warning messages, but the nearest cy-
clone shelter is 4-5 kilometres away. There have been so
many past false alarms that few people were prepared to
abandon their houses and trek to the shelter. Many people
also stayed near their assets to save their boats or animals.
If there had been a cyclone shelter nearby, we could have
taken our animals with us. This is what
people in other communities do. We
do not want to go too far because we
are concerned someone might steal
our animals while we take shelter. Our
150 goats and 600 chickens died be-
cause we could not protect them. It
would be best to have a cyclone shel-
ter nearby, no more than 1 kilometre
away." Abdul Hossain (22) adds: "We
heard the signals through "miking" [vol-
unteers with megaphones] and com-
ing from the speakers at the mosque,
but we didn't understand them be-
cause we don't know how to interpret
the meaning of the warning messages."
Feroza Begum (40) explains the diffi-
culties of women: "In our community
all women can swim, but with our
small children and saris it is more difficult not to go under
during a storm surge. Cyclones always cause more deaths
among women. We would like training and learn how to
save our lives and animals." (272)

Stronger Mindsets: World Vision Project Officer
Jubayed Hossain (32) says he and others have begun re-
sponding to many such requests by training people
throughout Morrelganj. "World Vision only came to this
district after Cyclone Sidr had struck. Now we realise that
the people want training. We are teaching them how to

recognise their vulnerabilities, map hazards in their area
and build stronger houses. We will also guide them
through a process of identifying leaders who can train oth-
ers and organise the community. We are currently devel-
oping a curriculum to teach school children the basics of
disaster risk reduction. People increasingly realise that we
need to reinforce defences and be better prepared. Initia-
tives such as the National Day of Disaster Risk Reduction
and Tree Plantation Week are hopeful signals that our
country is moving in the right direction." (273)

Comprehensive Reinforcement:
Maxwell Sibhensana, World Vision Pro-
gramme Officer in Banda Aceh, Indo-
nesia, urges all-around reinforcement.
"At times, governments or develop-
ment organisations deal with the little
things that provide 'visibility' but leave
the big issues untouched. All players in
our sector need to beware of sacrific-
ing humanitarian relevancy on the altar
of political expediency. But if stake-
holders partner together with an hon-
est interest to raise reinforcements and
not just 'jostle for space,' they can pool
resources and leapfrog the develop-
ment of their beneficiaries. Community
sewage systems could be afforded, not
just septic tanks. Piecemeal can bring

wells – comprehensive strategising can bring water and
sanitation solutions. Addressing poverty at the root by
stimulating 'partners with potential' to move into existing
leadership vacuums is what counts. An early warning data-
base with upstream and downstream data flows is a case in
point. Such comprehensive reinforcements require collab-
oration, collective ownership and expansive input. If every-
body could tap into a seamlessly integrated early warning
network, uploading and downloading early warning-rele-
vant data, a storehouse of 'early warning-wisdom' could be
built up for the benefit of all." (274)
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“The reconstruction and recovery pe-
riod is the most opportune time to in-
corporate risk reduction. Political will
and public awareness are high and
often additional resources are avail-
able. However, there is great pres-
sure to get homes assembled and in-
frastructure systems running very
quickly so there can be a return to
normalcy, with the result that [disas-
ter risk reduction] does not often take
place during recovery. If risk reduction
is not incorporated at this time, it's
likely that vulnerabilities will merely
be rebuilt rather than reduced.”
(Inter-Agency Task Force on Climate
Change and Disaster Risk Reduction)



Worldwide Early Warning: The creation of a com-
prehensive early warning system has strong backing. In its
publication "World in Transition: Climate Change as a Se-
curity Risk," the German Advisory Council on Global
Change (WBGU) recommends the development of a
transnational and trans-sectoral global warning network.
"The system should not be confined to individual risks but
should address threats to human security on a compre-
hensive basis. This early warning system should provide in-
formation about all types of natural hazard, epidemics and
technological risks, and also take account of slowly advanc-
ing environment changes ... the system must provide pro-
cessed data on expected regional climate impacts, especially
for developing countries which lack adequate capacities of
their own to model and evaluate these data. This type of
database should collate regional forecasts, with all their un-
certainties, and make them accessible in an easy-to-under-
stand format for users. In order to establish this type of
global information and early warning system, the activities
of existing UN institutions (e.g. WMO, FAO, UNDP,
UNEP, UNFCCC) and other forums such as ISDR or IPCC
must be properly coordinated." (276) The system should
also solicit contributions from humanitarian agencies as the
inclusion of their grassroots perspectives and field experi-
ences can expand the preparedness horizon of all.

Signalling – Short-Straight-Simple: Research among
Cyclone Sidr-affected communities in Bangladesh high-
lighted "simplicity" as an important aspect of early alert
messaging. Many villagers deem the current warning sys-
tem deficient and "too complex." (277) The minutiae con-
veyed throughout the ten-scale signalling process (278) is
far beyond the receptiveness of many illiterate villagers.
[According to a 2001 government census, 37.7 percent of
the population cannot read or write; according to the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation (UNESCO), the illiteracy rate for people over 15
years of age is 52.5 percent. (279)] While the cyclone warn-
ing messages do appear to percolate through to the ma-
jority of people, the survey shows that "84 percent of re-
spondents are dissatisfied with the effectiveness of the
present early warning system [because] they don't know
the significance of storm or wind by number." The survey
recommends that the "port-based" warning system be
converted to a "people-based" warning system with simple
information on timing, wind speeds, and the expected cy-
clone intensity and storm surge height. The information
"should be disseminated in easy language understandable
to the common people." (280) Villagers also believe that the
country-wide dissemination ("broadcasting") of early warn-
ing alerts through SMS text messages to all logged mobile
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RISING

“Asia is the region which pays the highest toll in terms of flood impacts. During the

last decade, over 96% of the people affected by floods in the world live in Asia.” (275)

—Dr. Debarati Guha-Sapir, Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED)

Photo: Abi Hardjatmo

East Jakarta: The Ciliwung river is prone to frequent flooding,
causing people to abandon their lower floors and move up higher.



phone users could be effective and should be tried. [With
more than 250,000 so-called "telephone ladies" vending
mobile telephone calls throughout Bangladesh, (283) and 50
million subscribers projected by the end of the year, (284)

Bangladesh is sufficiently saturated with mobile phone us-
ers to merit trials. SMS early warning text messages in a
subscriber's preselected language of choice could close yet
another gap on the last leg of early warning dissemination.]

Building A Smart Future: The notion of reinforce-
ment presupposes an earnest commitment to foreshadow
the future and plan ahead. Only under the assumption that
a disaster will strike can the political will for extensive and
expensive reinforcements be garnered. Professor of Geol-
ogy Hugh Davies at the University of Papua New Guinea,
urges that new construction be planned with rising sea
level in mind. "Data for the Greenland Ice Sheet show that
in 1996 it contributed 0.23 mm/year to sea level rise. By
2005 the rate had increased to 0.57 mm/year. While the
increased rate of rise, 0.57 mm/year, may seem trivial the
message behind the numbers is that the rate of loss of the
ice sheet has more than doubled in 9 years. We do not
know what the next 9 years will bring. Will there be a lin-
ear progression or might something more dramatic de-
velop? Accelerated melting has also been documented in

the Antarctic. The ice sheets of both the East Antarctic
(EAIS) and the West Antarctic (WAIS) are becoming thin-
ner and are contributing to sea level rise. There are indica-
tions that the WAIS could become unstable and might
collapse, thereby cause a rapid rise in sea level of the order
of 5 m. ... In previous intervals of global warming, such as
that which followed the last great ice age 18,000 years ago,
sea level has risen at rates of 11-20 mm per year ... If such a
rate were to develop ... [coastal] countries would face the
need to make significant adjustments in the time frame
2010-2030 ... On the national level, plans need to be de-
veloped to cope with rising sea level. We should plan for a
rise of some tens of cm, and at the same time develop con-
tingency plans for a rise of a metre or more. The first activi-
ties should include preparing an inventory of those areas
and those communities that will be affected, and drawing
up plans for their possible relocation. The continued viabil-
ity of all coastal facilities, such as ports and harbours, bulk
fuel installations, and coastal commercial centres, needs to
be reviewed and plans developed for remedial or defen-
sive action. Any new development on the coast must be
planned with the rising sea level in mind." (285) Indications
are that such warnings are beginning to filter through to
coastlying cities across Asia such as Jakarta which are al-
ready suffering from an increase in flooding.
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“Future climate change presents ... the strong likelihood of

an increase in quantity and severity of flooding events.” (281)

—Dr. Debarati Guha-Sapir (CRED)

“Climate change over the next century is likely to adversely

affect hundreds of millions of people through increased

coastal flooding.” (282) —Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

East Jakarta: Floods in 2007 made Kampung Melayu one of the worst affected districts. The
water levels of the Ciliwung river rose five metres high, triggering large scale evacuations and the
biggest World Vision Indonesia flood response with funding amounting to US$ 450,000.



Mitigation–Modification–Migration

“Fact: 40 percent of the Indonesian capital city of Jakarta is between one to one and a half meters below
sea-level. Add to that an ever-growing population, densely-populated residential areas, rapid infrastructural
development, a diminishing number of green areas and catchments, plus six months of near-constant rain –
and you have a recipe for flood disasters which literally paralyze the city.” (World Bank Report) (286)

Boomtown On The Edge: With 13 rivers and situated
only metres above sea level – and 40 percent below sea
level – floods in Jakarta can be devastating. The February
2007 flood made 450,000 people homeless and caused
US$ 879 million in damages. More than 70 percent of the
city was inundated. (287) Built on the edge of the sea,
coastlying cities like Jakarta face double jeopardy, contend-
ing with both seaward hazards like rising sea levels and tidal
floods, and a trend termed "land subsidence" – sinking land.
In 1993 Central Jakarta lay 3.42 metres above sea level, by
2005 it had "dropped" 102 cm to 2.40 metres above sea
level. (288) The Straits Times recently headlined: "Over-de-
velopment of Jakarta is causing the city to sink. On Dec. 6,
2025, the next peak of an 18.6-year astronomical cycle, sea
levels will rise enough to engulf much of the low-lying Indo-
nesian capital ... A World Bank study shows that unless ac-
tion is taken ... much of the coastal city of 12 million will be

submerged by sea water." Although climate change is
contributing to the sea level rise, the study says the main
problem is that "Jakarta is sinking under the weight of
out-of-control development." According to Janjaap Brink-
man, flood management expert of independent Dutch in-
stitute Delft Hydraulics, who worked on the study, the
city's swelling over-development is compressing the land it
is built on. The problem is exacerbated by wealthy resi-
dents, factories and hotels drilling deep-water bores to
bypass the city's shambolic water grid, sucking out ground-
water and causing further subsidence. Mr. Brinkman warns:
"If you do nothing about the groundwater problem, parts
of Jakarta will sink 5m (by 2025)." (289) Connecting the
dots is easy: a sinking coastal city and rising ocean do not
bode well together. According to the Jakarta Post, floods
are already made worse by the inability of many rivers to
handle a surplus of water because they are "almost entirely
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LOATHSOME
LIVELIHOODS
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Fishing For Hope: Sifting through the floating trash around her home,

this young girl hopes to find bits of plastic and aluminium which she can

recycle for small change. Muara Baru is one of Jakarta's worst waterfront

slums, confronting a number of urban problems: repeated tidal flooding,

poor infrastructure, limited access to clean water or services.



clogged with mud." (290) Risyana Sukarma, senior infra-
structure expert with World Bank Indonesia, recently re-
vealed plans for an extensive river dredging campaign to
increase the capacity of Jakarta's rivers and ease the flood-
ing problems which have become a national issue. While
the World Bank has called for a halt to deep groundwater
withdrawal, far-reaching education campaigns are needed
to raise awareness among inner-city dwellers of their envi-
ronmentally hazardous behaviour. El Khobar, a civil engi-
neering lecturer at University of Indonesia, says that
dumping rubbish into the rivers raises both the riverbeds
and water levels, leading to a reduction in river capacity. "I
once asked a neighbour not to toss his household garbage
into a nearby river, and he was deeply offended ... My neigh-
bour understood that tossing garbage into
sewers would clog drainage, but didn’t re-
alize that the same rules applied to rivers
until I politely explained that to him." (291)

Counting The Cost: Professor Poh Poh
Wong, Coordinating Lead Author of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
and expert on coastal issues, says there are
only three ways that coastal cities or com-
munities can respond to rising sea levels –
plan a managed retreat (move inland), accommodate the
changes (build 'stilt' houses), or controvert the extrusion
(build sea walls). "Most countries have no choice but to
choose the first or second option. Heavy infrastructure is
very expensive. Few countries can afford 'hard' engineer-
ing measures." (292) Amri Susandi, meteorologist at Indo-
nesia's Bandung Institute of Technology, recently warned
that by 2050, 24 percent of Jakarta could disappear, forcing
the capital to move to Bandung 180 km away. (293) Coastal
communities are faced with difficult decisions. Creativity
will be critical to envisioning a fair and feasible future. Rein-
forcement is not a contingency but an imperative which
will require multiple means and methods. The International
Institute for the Environment and Development (IIED)
recommends a trinity of measures – mitigation, modifica-

tion, and migration. If taken with sufficient political fore-
thought, migration could even redress regional inequalities.
"At the national level, measures to support previously dis-
favoured inland urban settlements, away from the large cit-
ies on the coast, could not only reduce risks from climate
change but also support a more balanced and equitable
pattern of urban development." (294)

Positioning For Tomorrow: World Vision Australia's
Policy Position on Climate Change concludes: "Climate
change represents one of the greatest challenges humanity
has faced. It raises profound scientific, ethical, economic
and developmental questions which we are only beginning
to appreciate. Its implications may well dominate the politi-

cal landscape of the 21st century and be-
yond. It is likely to be a time of upheaval, in
which the poor are particularly vulnerable.
World Vision will be needed more than
ever, and we commit ourselves to strength-
ening our capacities to respond to the
challenges." (295) Organisations like World
Vision will likely be in high demand in the
world of tomorrow. Through vast expan-
sion plans of its Global Pre-Positioning Re-
source Network (GPRN), a supply chain

of four integrated warehouses on three continents with
stockpiled emergency relief supplies from tents to trucks
to toys, World Vision recognises the need to scale up ca-
pacity to respond to more and larger emergencies. Plans
are currently underway to reinforce GPRN capacity to
reach a capability target of four large-scale emergencies –
simulataneously – twice a year. The expansion plan nearly
doubles GPRN's annual operating budget by 2012 and tar-
gets to reach up to 500,000 disaster victims within 72
hours of a World Vision-declared catastrophe. (296) In the
final analysis, reinforcing disaster defences simply means
prepositioning software and hardware for heightened pre-
paredness, reducing risks, raising resilience, retrofitting struc-
tures, releasing resources, innovating financial instruments
and becoming stronger, better, faster and smarter.
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“There are times for hoping
for the best and for not want-
ing to sound ‘alarmist.’ But
the forecasts are alarming.
There comes a time for
issuing an urgent clarion call
for action. That time is now.”
(Dr. Brett Parris, Chief Econo-
mist World Vision Australia)
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”

Use knowledge,
innovation and
education to build
a culture of safety
and resilience
at all levels.

—World Conference on Disaster

Reduction, Priority 3, Hyogo Frame-

work for Action 2005-2015

“

School reconstruction builds a brighter future for children:
Agamathi Balika all-girls school in Sri Lanka sustained damage from the

tsunami. The new 28,000 square feet World Vision-funded building has

12 new classrooms, an improved library, and multimedia unit. With

2,000 enrolled students it is the second largest school in the district.

Photo: Paul Bettings



EDUCATE
SCHOOL CHILDREN

The power of educating children for the build-up of societal resilience has been

known for millennia. More than 2,300 years ago, the Greek philosopher Aristotle

(384-322 BC), student of Plato and one of the most influential teachers of all

times, identified education as the kingpin of societal transformation: "All who have

meditated on the art of governing mankind have been convinced that the fate of

empires depends on the education of youth ... Those who educate children well

are more to be honored than parents, for these only gave life, those the art of

living well ... Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity." –

In the context of disaster preparedness, the knowledge of what to do can be a

literal "refuge in adversity." – According to the Oxford Dictionary, the verb "to

educate" is derived from Latin "educere," meaning "to lead out." (297) This meaning

is significant because education not only "leads out" into a life of opportunity, but

can "lead out" of precarious disaster situations to safety. Educated people can

create smart policies to govern themselves out of poverty, and identify smart

escape routes to guide themselves out of danger. Children are change agents.

Promoting a culture of disaster readiness in children is pivotal to raising up a new

generation of resilient people who are ready, responsible and response-able.
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Championing Children

“When you have only a few minutes, it is important to know the actions you must take to reduce your risk, such
as running to higher ground ... Many children have learnt to live with natural hazards ... Everybody should have
this basic knowledge ... If we educate our children, there is hope that we can build a culture of prevention for
future generations.” (Salvano Briceño, Director UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, ISDR) (298)

Can-Do Kids: At the tender age of ten, British schoolgirl
Tilly Smith can say in her résumé what few people can claim
even in the autumn of their lives – that she is credited with
saving nearly 100 tourists at Maikhao Beach (Thailand) by
raising the alarm minutes before the deadly tsunami waves
crashed into their hotel. On 26 December 2004, while on
the beach in Phuket with her parents, Tilly sensed something
was wrong. As the sea receded and had "froth on it like
you get on the top of a beer," Tilly immediately recognised
the telltale signs of an impending tsunami and pleaded with
her parents to flee from the beach. Remembering the
words of her geography teacher, Andrew Kearney, who
showed the class a video of a tsunami in Hawaii, Tilly quickly
connected the dots: "I was hysterical. I was screaming, I didn't
want to leave my mom ... I said, 'Seriously, there is definitely
going to be a tsunami.'" (299) Tilly's adamant warnings alerted
her parents, who warned others, including the hotel staff.

The beach was evacuated before the tsunami reached shore,
and was one of the few beaches on Phuket with no reported
casualties. Tilly's mother Penny (43) says she is proud of her
daughter's quick thinking, as she herself did not recognise the
danger signs: "She was screaming at us to get off the beach
... I didn't know what a tsunami was, but seeing my daughter
so frightened made me think something serious must be
going on." (300) Tilly received numerous awards (301) and
was given the honour of closing the First Anniversary Tsu-
nami Commemorations in Khao Lak, Thailand, on 26 De-
cember with a poem before thousands of specators. Former
U.S. President Bill Clinton observed: "Tilly's story tells us
about the importance of teaching young people about nat-
ural hazards. All children should be taught disaster reduc-
tion so they know what to do when natural hazards strike.
Tilly's story is a simple reminder that education can make a
difference between life and death." (302)
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“Train a child
in the way he
should go, and
when he is old
he will not turn
from it.”

—Proverbs 22:6

Photo: Kit ShangpliangBaghdabra Village, India: Children with disaster preparedness book



Structural School Safety: Since schools are the best
venues for sowing seeds of conventional knowledge and
collective values, they need to set the highest standard
both for disaster risk reduction and disaster risk education.
Seismic dangers cut across coastal and non-coastal commu-
nities alike (see figure 11 on page 41). Many students live in
constant fear of being trapped in collapsing school build-
ings. In a handwritten letter published in a study carried out
by the 30-nation Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) in 2004, Asian student Sony
pleads for both better school safety and better disaster risk
education: "I think that it is our right to know about earth-
quakes. This is because when earthquake comes, everybody
including our parents and teachers will
try to save their own lives. At that time
they may not take care of us. So we
ourselves need to know what to do
during earthquakes. – Also it is our right
to have a safe school. We don't build
our school buildings ourselves. But if it
is very weak then earthquake will de-
stroy it and kill us. Why should we chil-
dren die from weakness which other
create? That is not because of our
fault. It is their fault who build houses.
So we request all our parents, teach-
ers to build safe buildings for us." (303)

The study goes on to note: "Few individuals will contest the
importance of protecting society's most valuable and vul-
nerable members, children; and few will contest the im-
portance of providing compulsory education for all
children. Even fewer people will argue with the fact that
earthquakes kill people and damage property. But these
three essential principles do not hold up in modern soci-
ety. In many earthquake-prone countries, a surprisingly
high number of school buildings are not constructed to
withstand the most moderate of earthquakes. The funda-
mental question that we must ask ourselves is "Why is it so
simple to acknowledge the importance of the education
and safety of our children, yet so difficult to ensure?" (304)

Trembling With Fear: The recent earthquakes across
China's Sichuan Pronvince are a tragic reminder that seri-
ous flaws in school buildings worldwide still make them
death traps. Under the frontpage headline "Schools of
Death," The Straits Times recently reported on the incon-
solable grief parents suffered as they stood in silence wait-
ing for rescuers to pull one teenage corpse after another
from the wreckage of the collapsed Juyuan Secondary
School where 900 students lay buried under a mountain of
rubble: "All it took was a single telltale sign – a bag, a shoe
or a shirt – for hearts to shatter as the lifeless body of a son
or daughter was recognised. The wailing would draw other
parents to crowd around, as if to make sure the victim was

not their child. 'He is such an out-
standing boy! Such an outstanding
boy!' the mother ... wailed, throwing
herself over her child's body." (305)

Amid rising anger over "buildings that
were like tofu," many people around
the world are asking how many more
children have to needlessly die in
schools that crumble in earthquakes
before remedial action is taken to
strengthen school structures to with-
stand tremors. One construction ex-
pert said: "Looking at pictures of the
collapsed buildings, it's unlikely that

any of them had followed even basic requirements to
withstand tremors." (306) Given China's one-child policy,
thousands of couples lost their only child. – Approximately
7,000 schools were destroyed in the earthquake that
struck Sichuan Province on 12 May 2008. (307) The toll is a
stark reminder that school buildings are a matter of life and
death. The enormous loss of life in collapsed schools could
have been significantly reduced by observing simple con-
struction principles or retrofitting existing structures to be
earthquake resistant. The death of 17,000 children crushed
to death in collapsed schools (308) is especially tragic in light
of the fact that students are the very essence of what pro-
pels a country from poverty to prosperity.
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“... schools built world-wide routinely
collapse in earthquakes due to avoid-
able errors in design and construction
... because existing technology is not
applied and existing laws and regula-
tions are not sufficiently enforced ...
Unless action is taken immediately to
address this problem, much greater
loss of life and property will occur.”
(Report on Earthquake Safety in
Schools, Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development OECD)



Education In Ruins: While earthquake hazards tradi-
tionally receive most attention, less emphasis is focused on
meteorological hazards (wind storms, lightning strikes, floods,
etc.) and geophysical hazards (landslides, volcanic eruptions,
tsunamis, etc.) Schools in coastal proximity can be particu-
larly vulnerable, being exposed to hazards from the land,
the air and the sea. A short excerpt from a long list com-
piled by the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emer-
gencies (INEE) reveals "education in ruins": Some 500 schools

were destroyed and more than 2,000 damaged by Cyclone

Sidr in Bangladesh (2007); some 10,000 school buildings

were destroyed by a severe earthquake in Pakistan, killing

17,000 students and seriously injuring or disabling 50,000

(2005); more than 850 schools were destroyed and over

2,100 damaged by the Asian Tsunami, leaving 150,000 chil-

dren without schools (2004); more than 1,200 school build-

ings were lost to floods in Bangladesh, 24,200 were damaged

(2004); severe floods affected more than 500,000 students in

1,000 schools in Cambodia (2000). The list goes on. (309)

Culture of Safety: More recently, the United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF), highlighted that more than
4,000 schools were destroyed or damaged by Cyclone
Nargis in Myanmar, affecting a staggering 1.1 million chil-
dren (2008). (310) [See Nwai's Story on the next page.]
These snapshot figures pertaining to the dawn of the third

millennium, represent an unacceptable loss of life and
hope. According to the INEE, 875 million of the world's
school-age children live in countries with high levels of seis-
mic risk, with additional millions regularly affected by floods
and cyclones. The study says: "Many students drop out,
never to return." (311) According to the Director of the
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduc-
tion (ISDR) Salvano Briceño, "several hundred million chil-
dren ... attend schools in buildings that are unable to
withstand the forces of nature." (312) If the second Millen-
nium Development Goal ("achieve universal primary edu-
cation") is to be reached, it must be reached in safe

schools. This requires a stronger commitment to stronger
construction.
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� Future Learning Builds On School Safety:

Schools in coastal communities are in danger from the land, the

air and the sea. They need to be built or retrofitted to withstand

powerful forces of nature like tremors, tsunamis and cyclones.

Photo: Anita Zhao

Shifang City, Sichuan Province, China:

Photo: John Warren

65 children are killed in

this school by the 2004

Asian Tsunami

Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar:

Photo: Wah Eh Htoo

Cyclone Nargis

obliterates

Nway's school

Dead: 56 students

and 4 teachers

Ampara District,Sri Lanka:



Nway’s Story

“I want to be a doctor.” This time last year was the most exciting time in Nway’s life – she had just been enrolled
with fifty other children in the L-shaped school of her small village of Nat Sin in the tranquil Irrawaddy Delta
on Myanmar’s coast. “I loved going to school,” Nway remembers with a smile. Surrounded by rice paddies
and the Bogale river, the one-storey brick building seemed like paradise to the seven-year-old girl... (314)

Broken Dreams: One year on, the school where Nway
used to have fun with books and games lies in pieces on
the ground. Even worse, Nway has no home or family left.
Cyclone Nargis took everything away from her. These days
Nway comes to her old school not to learn but to search
through the debris, the adults in the village too busy scratch-
ing up a living to offer education to the children. (See photo,
lower left.) Coming from a rice-farming family near Bogale,
Nway was the second youngest of four children. On 2 May
she was with her aunt as the wind started blowing around 4
pm. At first villagers thought it was just another thunder-
storm, but then the wind became increasingly ferocious and
the water began to rise. After hours of tearing winds and
torrential rains, most houses in the village had already lost
their roofs. Nway recalls: "As our house started breaking to
pieces, my uncle took me to the house of the village head, a
two-storey brick building 100 meters away. It was dark and

noisy. The water was already 1.5 metres deep and we went
under several times. Water came into my mouth." Nway re-
members waiting and praying in the house of the village
head, squeezed with more than 100 villagers. Outside the
waters continued rising to 3.5 metres. At midnight the wind
stopped – nobody dared to go outside. When the sun fi-
nally came up, Nway discovered that the village head's
house was the only building left. A quarter of the population
of 400 had drowned, among them Nway’s parents and
three siblings. The storm surge had swept everything away –
people, rice, farming tools, cows, buffalos... Normally, this is
the planting season and people are working and children are
studying. But now the fields are damaged and the school is
gone. Asked about her future dreams, Nway hesitantly an-
swers: "I want to be a doctor..." But that dream has never
been more elusive as the middle school of Nat Sin – once
teeming with 1,000 school children – lies in ruins. (314)
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FUTURE
LEARNING

“Every child has the inherent right to life.”

“Make primary education compulsory and

available free to all.” (313)

—Articles 6 & 28, Convention on the Rights of the Child

Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: Cyclone Nargis took Nway's (7) home, parents and three siblings. Her dream of becoming a doctor is still alive. Photo: Ashley Clements

PROTECT



Valuable And Vulnerable: Nway's story shows that
the economic loss of a disaster-destroyed school is but the
tip of a huge iceberg of human bereavement. In all societ-
ies, children represent the joy of today and the hope for
tomorrow. Schools provide children with the hope that
has inspired generations of poor people around the world
– hope of obtaining education and thereby escaping the
clutches of poverty. If the schools are crushed, so are the
dreams of a brighter tomorrow. Nowhere else is the pros-
pect of a friendlier future more grievously foreclosed than
in the crumble of crushed schools. If we consider that the
loss of each child represents the loss of 40-60 years of life
and productivity – benefiting family, community and econ-
omy – the opportunity costs to society are clearly prohibi-
tive. Cutting construction corners and risking disaster-de-
stroyed schools is a surefire recipe for stunted economic
growth and human development reversals. What is needed
is a firm dual commitment on the part of duty bearers to
construct disaster resistant schools and mainstream disas-
ter risk eduction into school curricula.

Down With Downtime: Educational wastage is also in-
curred by idle or misappropriated schools. In the aftermath
of many disasters nearby schools are often "taken over" and
"converted" (if buildings remain intact). Governments need
to calculate carefully the total "cost" of assigning schools
secondary or multipurpose roles. Save the Children Sri
Lanka observes that converting schools into reception
camps or welfare centres for displaced people denies chil-
dren their right to an uninterrupted education. "Schools
used as temporary shelters deprive thousands of children
of their place to study." (316) Over time, recurrent disrup-
tions to education lead to lower quality education. A study
carried out in Cambodia shows that 60 percent of schools in
disaster-prone areas are closed for more than two months
annually due to flooding (only 10 percent can relocate to
secondary venues). Road damage and river crossings im-
pede access to education further, leading to "high absen-
teeism rates especially among poor students." (317) Children
who are prevented from attending school are afforded
fewer opportunities and are less likely to find employment
as adults. The long-term psychological and societal ill-ef-
fects on people precluded from education can be severe.
Existing data from the Ministry of Education in Myanmar
shows that Cyclone Nargis destroyed or damaged 75 per-
cent of schools in affected areas. (318) If deficiencies on that
scale are not decisively counteracted, natural disasters can
transmute into macroeconomic disasters. But creative in-
novations are being spawned. If Mohammed Rezwan has
proved that schools can be put "on boats," (next page) the
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) has proved
that they can also be put "in boxes." Emergency school
bags ('School-in-a-box') are increasingly successful initia-
tives by the international development community collab-
orating with governments to downscale downtime. At the
time of writing, World Vision is partnering with UNICEF to
distribute 10,000 emergency school kits through 84 World
Vision-run "Child Friendly Spaces" programmes. The "spaces"
offer safety, space, toys, play, protection and a return to
normalcy to 12,000 children in Yangon and the Irrawaddy
Delta. (319)
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� “School-In-A-Box”: A girl at one of 84 World Vision "Child

Friendly Spaces" programme sites presents the contents of a UNICEF-

provided school kit: bag, exercise book, pens, pencils, erasers, ruler,

sharpener, umbrella / rain coat, slippers. In one night, many children lost

their homes, possessions, schools, and two generations of their families.

Forty percent of those affected by Cyclone Nargis are children. (315)

Myanmar:
Upriver from Pyapong

Photo: Ashley Clements



Rivers Of Information

“Climate change has increased flooding in recent years – now we have floods two to three times a year. Over
the next 10-20 years, 20 percent of our land will be lost to the sea because of climate change – issues like this
need local solutions by local people ... We hope our work in using boats to adapt and cope with climate change
and improve the quality of life will serve as an inspiration.” (Mohammed Rezwan, Founder Shidhulai) (321)

Fleeing Flooding: With hundreds of schools under
floodwater annually during the monsoon, Bangladesh re-
cently innovated a revolutionary solution to adapt to its
worsening flood problems: a flat-bottomed fleet of 42
boats that are school bus and schoolhouse in one, provid-
ing education and other services to more than 1,500 stu-
dents in nearly 400 villages and benefiting 88,000 families.
Fiction? "The future!" says Mohammed Rezwan, Executive
Director of Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha NGO, meaning
"self-reliant organisation." Using custom-built, indigenous
boats, Shidhulai brings education to children who would
otherwise go without. Mohammed Rezwan says: "I
thought that if the students cannot come to the school for
lack of transportation, then the school should come to
them." With roads impassable for 3-4 months annually
during the monsoon, students often cannot make the trek
to school, leading to high dropout rates. "How can you ac-

cept this situation?" Rezwan says. "I've seen many friends
and relatives just fall by the wayside, forced to embrace a
wretched, miserable life simply because they were denied
access to education. But our rivers do not have to be barri-
ers to information. They can become channels of commu-
nication." (322) According to the Network for Information,
Response and Preparedness Activities on Disaster, the
2007 floods saw 332 schools in Bangladesh destroyed and
4,893 damaged. (323) According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), things will get worse:
"Coastal areas, especially heavily populated megadelta re-
gions in South, East and South-East Asia, will be at greatest
risk due to increased flooding from the sea and, in some
megadeltas, flooding from the rivers." (324) Bangladesh is
squeezed between surging glacial meltwaters from the
north and rising sea levels from the south. As the waters
move up and the rivers widen – several of them are more
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FUTURE
FLOATING

“Protecting our children during

natural hazards ... requires two

distinct yet inseparable priorities

for action: disaster risk education

and school safety.” (320)

—Salvano Briceño, Director UN ISDR

Bangladesh, Boat Schools: The fleet currently offers education to 1,530 students and books to 13,560 library users (Photo: Abir Abdullah)



than 10 kilometres wide – more and more land is being
pulled from underneath an increasingly deracinated popu-
lation. According to one source, 100,000 people become
homeless from the effects of river erosion annually. (325)

What seems like a post-modern replica of Noah's ark or a
post-apocalyptic snapshot from the 1995 movie "Water-
world" in which the continents are submerged by rising sea
levels and the survivors live on a floating atoll at sea, is
proof to Rezwan that living on water is possible. He says:
"The future is afloat. Climate change leaves us no choice.
River erosion claims more than 100 square kilometres of
land each year, sometimes swallowing entire towns. We
have to learn to live on water." (326) In 2005 the boat
schools received the "Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Ac-
cess To Learning Award" in recognition of "floating" infor-
mation technology to empower some of the country's
most disadvantaged communities.

Expanding Horizons: The best time to teach children
about disaster risk reduction is at an early age. As in-
structed and empowered children grow up, they are in a
strong position to share their knowledge with families and
friends. As a result, "the entire community can learn and
benefit from the knowledge of how they can best reduce
hazard impacts, potentially saving their lives." (327) Reach-
ing and teaching children when they are young can also ex-
pand their worldviews with liberating ideas and forestall
the formation of unsound attitudes or gender biases. Patri-
archal attitudes and discrimination against women can sig-
nificantly impede a community's response to a disaster. A
focus group discussion with a community development
group in Bangladesh brought to light that many women,
"when the [cyclone] evacuation signal is given ... have to
wait at home until a man in the family 'allows' them to
leave... to the cyclone shelter." (328) Gender biases and dis-
crimination against women are more difficult to unlearn
during adulthood than during childhood. While it is never
too late to invest in value formation, teaching children early
in life is clearly the most opportune time to inculcate in so-
ciety a wholesome and equitable culture of safety.
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� Disaster Games Can Be ‘Serious Fun’: (329)

Palang Merah Indonesia (PMI) "Snake Game" (top) and drawing

competitions (bottom) can arouse children's innate curiosity

Photo: (UNDP)

Asri Wijayanti

Photo: Johannes Luetz

First prize winner SD 20 Primary School:
Alvie Ahmad Khemal (11), Banda Aceh, Indonesia



Seriously Good Fun

“Education and training: Promote the inclusion of disaster risk reduction knowledge in relevant sections of
school curricula at all levels and the use of other formal and informal channels to reach youth and children with
information; promote the integration of disaster risk reduction as an intrinsic element of the United Nations
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005–2015).” (Hyogo Framework for Action) (330)

Engendering Engaging Education: An important part
of teaching children the basics of disaster preparedness is
to make it serious fun! Arts and crafts, essay competitions,
story telling sessions, quizzes, drawing contests, poetry
compositions and public recitals, poster designs, evacua-
tion exercises, disaster drills, exhibitions, fairs, road shows,
awareness weeks, fire fighting drills and extinguishing exer-
cises, first aid simulations, road safety walks, group games,
disaster libraries, movie screenings, hazard mapping exer-
cises, singing contests, skits, role plays, stage performances,
swimming lessons, dances, and earthquake simulations in
quivering contraptions (i.e., shaking car), etc. are only some
of many teaching activities that can be 'seriously good fun.'
Designating prizes or inviting parents, special guests of
honour, fire fighters, police officers or local politicians to
officiate at award ceremonies or preside as juries can cre-
ate media interest and far-reaching ripple effects.

Playful Participation: The UN International Strategy
for Disaster Reduction (ISDR) stresses the value of involving

children: "Their participation in disaster reduction is ... es-
sential to increase the long-term resilience of communi-
ties." (331) Preparedness education means championing a
new generation of can-do kids who can squarely face adver-
sity and 'keep cool' in the heat of the moment. According
to UNESCO Asia Pacific Director Dr. Sheldon Shaeffer,
children are "tomorrow's leaders" and today's "key agents
for change." (332) Given the enormous preparedness pay-
off, more efforts are needed to mainstream disaster risk
reduction into school curricula. Fostering societal transfor-
mation and resilient communities begins at the grassroots.
As the theme for the World Disaster Reduction Campaign
states: "Disaster Risk Reduction Begins at School." (334) A
single seed of educated thinking – as Tilly Smith has shown –
can sprout to protect a large community from disaster.
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PLANTING
PREPAREDNESSBanda Aceh, Indonesia: Classroom-based disaster preparedness teaching Photo: Asri Wijayanti (UNDP)

“The creation of a thousand

forests is in one acorn.” (333)

—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Photo: Ashley Clements

Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: Cyclone Nargis caused widespread
destruction. This boy stands in front of the remains of his village church.

Excerpt World Vision Cyclone Nargis Response (as of 6 August 2008):

� Distributed food to 322,300 people (target number: 338,166 beneficiaries)

� Dispatched shelter materials to more than 40,000 households

� Established 84 Child Friendly Spaces (CFS) programmes

� Offered 12,000 children safety and rehabilitation through CFS sites

� Involved more than 600 national staff; 9 international staff

� Bugeted US$28.5 million for relief and recovery operations

”

Let my heart be
broken by the
things that break
the heart of God.

—Dr. Bob Pierce

Founder of World Vision

“



SYNTHESIS:
CONVERGING FORCES

With a worldwide length of one million kilometres – 25 times the Earth's cir-

cumference – (335) coastlines have attracted human settlements for millennia.

With ten percent of people worldwide living less than ten metres above sea

level (75 percent of whom live in Asia) (336) and 21 percent living less than 30

kilometres from the sea, (337) the extreme popularity of coastal regions is per-

haps best evidenced by population growth rates of around "twice the global av-

erage." (338) While coastlines have long been vulnerable to natural disasters such

as tsunamis, wind storms, floods and erosion, recent years have introduced a

new threat which is fast converging on coastal communities: climate change. The

word "converge" is derived from Latin "con" (together) and "vergere" (incline).

According to the Oxford Dictionary the verb "converge" denotes a situation

when several things "come together from different directions so as eventually to

meet." (339) Explosive population growth, haphazard over-development, prolif-

eration of slum settlements, city subsidence, degraded ecosystems, intensifying

wind storms and rising sea levels are fast "coming together from different direc-

tions so as eventually to meet." Cyclone Nargis was a "curtain raiser" on the future.
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“Urban Millennium”

“The increase of large-scale disasters in recent years [shows] dramatically how the ongoing global environmental
change and also inadequate coastal defence, lack of early warning and unsustainable practices ... affect people
all over the world ... We do not only need to think the unthinkable, and prepare to face it should it occur, but
we need to explore how to be better prepared.” (Dr. Hans van Ginkel, United Nations University) (340)

Megacities: Preparing coastal communities for future ca-
tastrophes requires an understanding of the forces con-
verging on them. The year 2007 represents a turning point:
for the first time in the history of Planet Earth the majority
of people live in cities – the "urban millennium" has dawned.
The United Nations Human Settlements Programme
(Habitat) projects that by 2030, 5 billion people will be living
in cities. (341) According to the Director of the Centre for
Livable Cities, Andrew Tan, urbanisation is heavily concen-
trated in Asia. He says: "Today, Asia has more than half of
the world's largest cities, including 10 megacities ... By
2015, Asia is expected to have 12 megacities. The UN esti-
mates that Asian cities will double in size by 2030." (342)

According to the Vice President of the Asian Development
Bank, Ursula Schaefer-Preuss, about 1.1 billion more peo-
ple will be living in Asia's cities within the next 20 years,
ratcheting up both congestion and pollution. She says: "Cit-

ies and their inhabitants are responsible for about three-
quarters of the world's greenhouse gas emissions. And cit-
ies, especially in Asia, will be hardest hit when sea levels
rise, with tens of millions of people likely to be forced from
their homes ... The world simply cannot sustain current ur-
ban development trends ... Every five to seven years, the
number of cars on Asia's roads doubles. In some countries
the rate is even faster. Car population has been forecast to
increase by 15 times in China and 13 times in India over
the next 30 years, unless there is a change in current
trends. [The city of Beijing alone adds 1,200 new cars to its
roads daily. (343)] Even if financing and land were available,
it is not feasible to build enough roads to keep pace with
such demand. The resulting traffic congestion and pollu-
tion would be unimaginable. And with more cars come
more greenhouse gas emissions." (344) Big things are hap-
pening in Asia and coastal communities will feel the heat.
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PACED

URBANDhaka, Bangladesh: Cities in the "low elevation coastal zone" experience unprecedented urbanisation.
With 300,000-400,000 new migrants arriving annually, Dhaka is the fastest-growing megacity in the world.

DEVELOPMENT

(Photo: Amio Ascension)
UNPRECEDENTED



Sprawling Slum Settlements

“Climate change and urbanisation are dominant trends of global change. The interplay of the two trends in
the major coastal cities of the developing world could cause an almost unmanageable situation, particularly
if the arsenal of responses is limited by social, economic and institutional deficits.” (German Advisory Council
on Global Change; The Future Oceans – Warming Up, Rising High, Turning Sour) (346)

Mega-Challenges: Not only is the world urbanising at
an unprecedented rate – it is also doing so towards the

coast. By the year 2030, approximately 50 percent of the
world population could be living within 100 kilometres of
the coast. (347) Megacities in the "low elevation coastal
zone" (LECZ) such as Dhaka, Jakarta, Manila, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Beijing, Shanghai, etc. are on the frontlines of fu-
ture climate changes that will render more people more
vulnerable to more disasters. Even though such cities may
sit well away from the coast, they still fall within the LECZ
on account of their low-lying land and are at great risk. Sec-
retary-General Ban Ki-moon synthesises: "urban slums are
expanding into areas vulnerable to floods, landslides, in-
dustrial pollution and other hazards." (348) The rapid prolif-
eration of slum settlements in the developing world dra-
matically exacerbates existing vulnerabilities. UN Habitat
predicts that 95 percent of the world's urban growth in the

next two decades "will be absorbed by cities of the devel-
oping world, which are least equipped to deal with rapid
urbanization." (349) Habitat says the growth in slums is un-
precedented: "Nearly one billion people alive today – one
in every six human beings – are slum dwellers, and that
number is likely to double ... Unprecedented urban growth
in the face of increasing poverty and social inequality [will]
increase ... the number of people living in slums to about 2
billion by 2030." (350) Furthermore, extreme high levels of
development and excessive groundwater withdrawals are
working in concert to cause several coastal cities across
Asia to subside (e.g. Jakarta, page 76). According to a re-
cent World Bank report, Shanghai subsided by "as much as
2.8 m during the 20th century," promoting "a substantial in-
crease in the incidence of flooding." The report says other
coastlying "sinking cities" include Tokyo (5 m), Osaka (2.8 m),
Bangkok (1.6 m), Tianjin (2.63 m), Manila (0.40 m), etc. (351)
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VULNERABILITY
Chennai, India: Poor community along the banks of the Cooum

River. South Asia is home to the largest number of people living in

poverty, many of whom live in the coastal zone.

“A one metre sea level rise would result in nearly 6,000 square

kilometres in India alone being flooded, including parts of

major cities such as Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai.” (345)

—Dr. Sujatha Byravan, Science, Technology and Development Advisor

(Photo: Andrea Dearborn)



Emissions Decreases Requested

“We, the human species, are confronting a planetary emergency – a threat to the survival of our civilization
that is gathering ominous and destructive potential even as we gather here. But there is hopeful news as well:
we have the ability to solve this crisis and avoid the worst – though not all – of its consequences, if we act
boldly, decisively and quickly.” (Al Gore, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 2007, Nobel Lecture) (353)

Cautious: For the past 20 years political leaders have re-
iterated statements of principle, calling for global green-
house gas emissions reductions. For the past 20 years
global greenhouse gas emissions have continued to top an-
nual records, rising from 23 gigatonnes (1990) to 32
gigatonnes (2008, est.). (354) Comparing the sitution now to
that of 20 years ago, NASA-scientist Dr. James E. Hansen
highlights the only tangible difference: "The difference is
that now we have used up all slack in the schedule for actions
needed to diffuse the global warming time bomb." (355)

Even as political warm words continue to abound, a syn-
thesised projection of future world energy demand – the
main source of CO2 emissions – points coastal communi-
ties in a worrying direction. According to the Fourth Assess-
ment Report of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC), global temperatures will increase by
1.8-4°C during the 21st century. The IPCC cautions that a

"dangerous" threshold of 2°C warming must not be
crossed. Given the longevity of CO2 in the atmosphere –
1/3 remains in the air after a century and 1/5 after a millen-
nium (356) – much unavoidable warming from past emis-
sions is already in the "pipeline." The IPCC report warns
that preventing global warming from crossing the perilous
2°C threshold requires keeping atmospheric CO2 concen-
trations below 350 ppm (parts per million). The problem
is, they already stand at 385 ppm (2008), rising by 2 ppm
annually. Since there are no rewind buttons for running
down emitted greenhouse gas stocks, implicational rea-
soning suggests immediate and stringent emissions cuts.
According to the IPCC, global greenhouse gas mathemat-
ics mandate global emissions reductions of 50-85 percent
by 2050 (based on 2000 emissions). (357) [Reputable sci-
entists are warning that even the 2-degree-threshold may
likely not be safe enough to avoid "global disaster." (358)]
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VISIONSSherpur District, Bangladesh: The harvest is near (Photo: Amio Ascension)

“Climate change is not just an environmental issue, as too many people still believe. It is an all-

encompassing threat. It is a threat to health, since a warmer world is one in which infectious

diseases such as malaria and yellow fever will spread further and faster. It would imperil the

world's food supply, as rising temperatures and prolonged drought render fertile areas unfit

for grazing or crops. It could endanger the very ground on which nearly half the world's pop-

ulation live – coastal cities ... which face inundation from sea levels rising as a result of melting

icecaps and glaciers. All this and more lies ahead. Billion-dollar weather-related calamities.

The destruction of vital ecosystems such as forests and coral reefs. Water supplies disappearing

or tainted by saltwater intrusion.” (352)

—Kofi Annan, Seventh United Nations Secretary-General

FUTURE



Emissions Increases Projected

“‘A level of per capita income comparable with that of the industrialised countries would, on today’s model,
require a level of energy use beyond the world’s energy resource endowment and the absorptive capacity of
the planet’s ecosystem.’ ... It is impossible to go on as now.” (Michael Richardson, Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, synthesising the World Energy Outlook 2007 of the International Energy Agency, IEA) (360)

Carbonacious? The Nobel Peace Prize-winning directive
of 2,500+ IPCC scientists from 130 countries points in the
direction of immediate and stringent greenhouse gas emis-
sions cuts. World trends point everywhere else. Power
generation is the main source of CO2, accounting for 40
percent of global emissions. There is broad agreement that
world electricity demand will double by 2030. The Interna-
tional Energy Agency (IEA) projects cumulative investments
to meet future world electricity demand to run to US$11
trillion from 2005 to 2030. (361) The IPCC-estimate for the
same period is US$20 trillion. (362) Coal is the world's
most widely used and most carbon-intensive source of
power generation. In 2006, China built two new coal-fired
power plants every week. Hundreds more are planned
worldwide. (363) Locking CO2-intensive energy infrastruc-
ture into place implies a strong commitment to future
CO2 emissions. According to the U.S. Energy Information

Administration (EIA), annual coal consumption is set to "in-
crease from 123 quadrillion BTU [British Thermal Units] in
2005 to 202 quadrillion BTU in 2030" and oil consumption
could surge from 87 to "112.5 million barrels per day in
2030." (364) According to energy specialist Michael Rich-
ardson, even more dramatic scenarios are conceivable: "If
per capita oil use in China and India were to increase to the
current level in the U.S., their oil demand would rise [to] al-
most twice the present level of world oil consumption
[and] would deplete remaining proven world reserves of
conventional oil in less than 15 years." (365) The EIA says
global CO2 emissions will increase "from 28.1 billion met-
ric tons in 2005 to ... 42.3 billion metric tons in 2030 – an
increase of 51 percent." (366) The synthesis: The IPCC says
global CO2 emissions decreases of 50-85 percent by 2050
are indispensable. The EIA says global CO2 emissions in-
creases of 51 percent by 2030 seem inescapable.
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OR HALLUCINATIONS Desert-Wasteland:

(Photo: Clint Spencer)

“There remains a frightening lack of leadership ... The question is not

whether climate change is happening or not, but whether, in the

face of this emergency, we ourselves can change fast enough.” (359)

—Kofi Annan, Seventh United Nations Secretary-General



Intensifying Wind Storms

“The destructive force of ... weather extremes increases as a direct consequence of sea level rise ... Changes in
oceanic and atmospheric circulation patterns caused by climate change can influence storms and their de-
structive potential at regional and local scale. For example, an increase in the strength of tropical cyclones is
anticipated.” (German Advisory Council on Global Change) (369)

Implicational Corollary: Unless there is an immediate
political sea change towards decarbonising the global
economy, greenhouse gas trajectories are poised to lock
the Earth into "runaway climate change" on an order of
magnitude NASA-scientist Dr. James E. Hansen says could
"spiral dynamically out of humanity's control ... Elements of
a 'perfect storm,' a global cataclysm, are assembled." (370)

Global warming is a global warning. Holistic, whole-of-gov-
ernment approaches are needed. Coal exporting nations
like Australia need to consider that the mass incineration of
export coal overseas (Australia's annual coal exports are
expected to increase to 287 million tonnes by 2010) (371)

will boomerang back to fuel extreme weather events at
home. The implications for coastal communities are two-
fold: first, growing certainty of accelerating ice sheet melt-
down with many metres of sea level rise, and second,
steep influx in intensifying wind storms. The IPCC projects

both: "increased incidence of extreme high sea level" and
"intense tropical cyclone increases." (372) The German Ad-
visory Council on Global Change synthesises the science:
"Theory, observational data and model calculations ... indi-
cate that climate warming leads to stronger hurricanes [cy-
clones, typhoons]. The effects revealed by measured data
are even stronger than theoretically expected. With a
warming of the tropical sea-surface temperature of only
0.5°C the hurricane energy has increased globally by 70
percent in recent decades ... A new data analysis also con-
firms that the temperature rise is the main reason for this
observed energy increase." (373) According to Munich Re,
the world's largest reinsurance company, the first year of
2008 has already been marked by "a large number of
weather-related natural catastrophes ... To this extent, the
year is following the long-term trend towards more weather

catastrophes, which is influenced by climate change." (374)
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Tropical Cyclone Nargis in the Bay of Bengal, three days before making landfall in Myanmar. Photographed 30 April 2008 from aboard the International Space

Station (ISS). Winds gusting to 148.4 kilometres per hour, forecast to strengthen; max. wave height: 8.2 metres. (Photo: NASA, ISS orbit altitude: 350 kilometres)

“As the oceans get warmer, storms get stronger ... A growing

number of scientific studies are confirming that warmer wa-

ter in the top layer of the ocean can drive more convection

energy to fuel more powerful hurricanes.” (368)

—Al Gore, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 2007

The number of Category 4 and 5 hurricanes has almost doubled in the last 30 years. (367)



Degraded Ecosystems

“It’s nearly impossible to work legally in a region where the majority of land has no clear owner. The guy who
doesn’t have any title to the land just cuts it all down because the land doesn’t even belong to him, and so
there’s nobody to fine.” (F. Sufredi, Sawmill Owner) (376) “The question of who owns the carbon – whether
emitted or avoided – has been little debated...” (Rights and Resources Initiative, RRI) (377)

Eco-Collapse: According to the Rights and Resources
Initiative (RRI), a global coalition of environmental and con-
servation NGOs, forests cover 30 percent of the world's
land area and provide more than one billion people with
food and income. (378) For coastal communities the degra-
dation of mangrove forests and coral reefs implies the pro-
gressive removal of nursery grounds and "safe havens" for
juvenile fish which later migrate to deeper water, as well as
the thinning out of coastal shelterbelts which offer protec-
tion from floods and storms. Researchers in Myanmar esti-
mate that 83 percent of mangroves in the Irrawaddy delta
were destroyed between 1924 and 1999, falling prey to
agricultural encroachment, aquaculture farms and urban
development. (379) Mangroves also absorb pollutants and
heavy metals. The Post-Nargis Joint Assessment (PONJA)
report notes their benefits: "Mangrove forests ... can dissi-
pate the force of storm surges and heavy winds by virtue

of their stilt roots, and broad branches and trunk structure.
Their ability to serve as windbreaks when they occur in
dense stands of tall-canopied trees makes them particu-
larly beneficial during cyclones, and their capacity to trap
sediments in their prop roots and accelerate the accretion
of coastline seaward makes them a first line of defence
against sea level rise and adaptation to climate change. An
important supplemental dividend is their ability to store
carbon from the atmosphere, creating the opportunity for
carbon emission credits to communities who restore and
protect them." (380) The Rights and Resources Initiative ad-
vocates recognising and strengthening the territorial rights
of indigenous forest dwellers as a crucial first step towards
"putting the forest sector on a sound institutional footing
[and achieving] effective public governance." (381) The
world needs to protect forests so that forests can protect
vulnerable populations.
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Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: Mangroves are salt-tolerant

coastal forests. Their partially submerged root systems protect coasts

from erosion and flooding. This satellite photo (3 March 2000) shows how

the destruction of mangroves has left the low-lying delta exposed to the sea. Mangrove forests

appear deep green, traced by blue-green, sediment-laden streams; bare ground appears pinkish tan. (375)
Photo: NASA, Landsat 7
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“Curtain Raiser”

“Climate change doesn’t happen in a vacuum. Rapid urbanisation, haphazard development, sprawling slums,
city subsidence, pollution, degraded ecosystems, intensifying wind storms and rising sea levels are converging
on coastal communities. Jointly these forces are setting the stage for future disasters, ‘coming together from
different directions so as eventually to meet.’” (Dr. Brett Parris, World Vision Australia, Chief Economist) (383)

Cyclones: The noun "cyclone" traces its roots to Greek
"kukloma" (wheel, coil of a snake) and "kuklos" (circle), (384)

but it was the 19th-century British-Indian eccentric, Henry
Piddington, who first coined it in Calcutta (now Kolkata) to
represent "whirling storms." Piddington, purportedly one
of the earliest storm chasers to gain prominence, was be-
sotted with a circular phenomenon he once likened to a
"beautiful meteorite." According to Indian novelist Amitav
Ghosh, "Piddington was among the earliest to recognise
that a cyclone wreaks most of its damage not through wind
but through water, by means of the devastating wave
known as a 'storm surge.' In 1853, when the British colo-
nial authorities were planning an elaborate new port on
the outer edge of Bengal's mangrove forests, he issued an
unambiguous warning: 'Everyone and everything must be
prepared to see a day when, in the midst of the horrors of
a hurricane, they will find a terrific mass of salt water rolling

in...' But his warning was neglected and Port Canning was
built, only to be obliterated by a cyclonic surge in 1867."
Ghosh notes further: "The phenomenon of the storm
surge has been extensively researched since Piddington's
day, yet few public response systems have drawn the obvi-
ous lesson. To this day, the warnings that accompany a
storm's approach typically say nothing about moving to
high ground: Their prescription is usually to seek shelter in-
doors. As a result people tend to hunker down in the
strongest structure within reach – only to find themselves
trapped when the surge comes sweeping through." (385)

(See figure 15 on page 65.) According to the recently pub-
lished "Natural Disaster Hotspots" World Bank report,
"millions of people have drowned due to storm surges
around the world ... However, most fatalities have oc-
curred in Asia, and the major hotspot for fatalities due to
storm surges is the Bay of Bengal." (386)
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“What we are witnessing is not an aberration, but rather a ‘curtain raiser’ on the future.

These events are not abnormal; they’re what I call the ‘new normal.’ The number of recorded

disasters has doubled from approximately 200 to over 400 per year over the past two decades.

Nine of out every ten disasters are now climate related. Last year, my office at the UN issued

an unprecedented 15 funding appeals for sudden natural disasters, five more than the previous

annual record. 14 of them were climate-related.” (382)

—Sir John Holmes, UN Under-Secretary General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator
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Photo: NASA, MODIS Rapid Response Team

Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: These infrared light-enhanced images from the

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA's Terra satellite

show the delta before (15 April 2008) and after (5 May 2008) Cyclone Nargis.



Cyclone Nargis: According to the Australian Govern-
ment Bureau of Meteorology, the "paths of cyclones are
often erratic, which makes it hard to forecast exactly when
and where [they] will cross the coast. This makes it difficult
to predict how high the astronomical tide will be when the
storm surge strikes, since the time difference between high
and low tide is only a few hours ... The worst impacts occur
when the storm surge arrives on top of a high tide." (387)

According to the Bureau's Coordinator of Tropical Cy-
clone and Severe Thunderstorm Warning Services, Alan
Sharp, "the majority – probably well over 90 percent – of
the deaths [caused by Cyclone Nargis] would have been
the direct consequence of storm surge ... The flat nature of
the delta region, cleared of mangroves for agriculture, of-
fers no impedance to the force of the storm surge, allow-
ing it to penetrate well inland ... I am led to believe that the
rainfall was not extreme, hence much of the inundation
observed from the satellite imagery would be due to pene-
tration of sea water." (388) Examining Terra and Aqua satel-
lite observations, researchers have concluded that
"Cyclone Nargis flooded about 14,402 square kilometres
in the Irrawaddy River Delta," an area equal to one third of
Switzerland. (389) According to the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), about 2,000 square
kilometres, or 16 percent of the delta's agricultural land,

were severely damaged in the Cyclone. Many fields suf-
fered severe salinity damage from the surge that swept salt
water up to 35 kilometres inland and will require "environ-
mental remediation." (390) Survivors who managed to stay
afloat during the storm often found themselves swept
many kilometres from their homes when the waters re-
ceded. Frank Smithuis, head of mission in Myanmar for
medical charity Médecins Sans Frontières, says the vast ma-
jority of the 140,000 people killed stood little chance: "We
saw very, very few serious injuries – You were dead or you
were in O.K. shape." (391) And Osamu Kunii, chief of the
health and nutrition section of the United Nations Chil-
dren's Fund (UNICEF) in Myanmar, says: "Only people
who could endure the surge and high winds could survive.
In one village with a pre-cyclone population of 700, all chil-
dren under 7 died." (392) There is widespread agreement
that climate change will exacerbate storm surge risk. The
"Natural Disaster Hotspots" World Bank Report states: "By
far the most certain aspect of climate change that will influ-
ence surge characteristics is global-mean-sea-level rise ...
The overall conclusion is that the surge hazard will evolve
significantly throughout the 21st century." (393) The Ger-
man Advisory Council on Global Change notes: "In most
cases the most destructive results of sea level rise will [be]
the increasing ocurrences of storm surges." (394)
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Irrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: Water is blue or nearly black, vegetation is

bright green, bare ground is tan, clouds are white or light blue, the Gulf of

Martaban is turquoise. Yangon is almost completely surrounded by floods.
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“Cyclone Tree Survivor”

Pont Pont is two years old, too young to know that her mother and youngest brother disappeared in a devas-
tating storm surge. She is also too young to realise that her 14-year-old brother saved her life when Cyclone
Nargis swept tonnes of saltwater through her village, drowning her family and leaving only Koko. “Koko”
means “big brother” in Myanmar – a fitting name as Pont Pont will one day find out... (396)

On the night of 2-3 May 2008, Myanmar's Irrawaddy Delta
experienced a phenomenon that the survivors will never
forget. After fueling energy over the warm waters of the
Bay of Bengal and veering off its original course, Cyclone
Nargis made landfall on the coast of the low-lying river
delta, releasing torrential rains and wind gusts of more than
200 kilometres an hour while pushing a terrific mass of salt-
water 3-4 metres high, many kilometres inland. The cy-
clonic surge left 140,000 people dead or missing, among
them Koko's family. He relates the events as they unfolded
in his small village of Kunthee Chaung in Bogalay township:

"Around four o'clock water came rushing up from the river. A

few minutes later the water was already up to my neck. As our

house began to sway I urged my mother to follow me and

climb up a tree. She followed me up the tree with my youngest

brother in her arms. From the treetop we watched as our

house was swept away by the raging waters. A neighbour

whose family had already disappeared in the floods was

perched on a higher branch. Not long after, my mother lost

hold of my four-month-old brother who fell into the rushing

floodwaters. Immediately she jumped into the water to rescue

him... I also wanted to jump in and save them but my

neigbhour screamed: 'Don't go after them, you will also

drown!' So I just sat there with my arms tightly wrapped

around my little sister. All I could do was watch my mother dis-

appear in the floods, clutching a large plastic water container

and hugging her son. I never saw her again – Heavy rains fol-

lowed, it hurt me like acid. We felt very cold at night. When

morning came and the water had receded, I just slumped

down from the tree and passed out. My arms were without

strength after hugging my sister and the tree for so many

hours. Thankfully, my neighbour helped me hold Pont Pont for

part of the night. When I came to myself I found that Pont
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Bogolay Township, Myanmar: 14-year-old Koko with his sister Pont Pont Photo: Ashley Clements

FOREST
MATTERS

“Trees can mean the difference between

life and death.” (395)

—Ashley Clements, World Vision Advocacy Advisor



Pont and my neighbour were the only people around. My ears

were full of blisters. We walked towards the river through the

debris of tree trunks, wooden poles and dead animals and

found a stranded boat. With no strength left and nothing to do

we got in and just drifted downriver, eventually landing at

Mawlgyun where my neighbour found some food for us. After

a few days at a camp we returned to our village where, thank-

fully, we found my grandmother alive. I still don't know what

happened to my father. On the day of the storm he left

Kunthee Chaung together with my ten-year-old brother. I

never saw them again. I don't want to believe my family mem-

bers are all dead... What will I do? Of course, I will farm the

land. And I will look after Pont Pont."

Koko says the place he remembers from his childhood
now looks like a haunted village. Some of his friends are
gone. Out of nearly two thousand people, seven hundred
are dead. Twisted trees and flattened buildings are vivid re-
minders of the destruction Nargis caused. With only Pont
Pont and his grandmother left, Koko is grateful for food,
clothing, tarpaulins and temporary shelter that organisa-
tions like World Vision provided for the villagers. (396)
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� Low Elevation Coastal Zone: This Ikonos Satellite

image (7 May 2008) shows the area four days after Cyclone

Nargis. The photo shows the combined devastating effect of

tree cover decimation and storm surge flooding.

� Low Elevation Coastal Zone: This Ikonos Satellite

image (14 December 2002) shows an area of agricultural

land in the southern part of Yangon Division before Cyclone

Nargis flooded and salinated it with seawater.

Yangon Division, Myanmar

Photo: Centre for Remote Imaging, Sensing and Processing (CRISP), NUS
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Yangon Division, Myanmar

Photo: Centre for Remote Imaging, Sensing and Processing (CRISP), NUS
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Photo: Amio AscensionGazipur, Bangladesh: Five-year-old Mohammad Mosharaf enjoys a glass of fresh milk after his family received a cow from World Vision

”

Should we start mainly from the
question ‘What can the economy
cope with?’ or from the question
‘What is needed to avoid disaster
and how can we make it happen?’
... The economics of wartime are
different from the business-as-
usual economics of peacetime ...
A General Mobilisation requires
governments to take the threat
seriously, to show leadership in
communicating to the public and
to industry what needs to be
done, and to make tough
decisions about how to do it.

—Make Povety History, See The Bigger Picture –

Act On Climate Change (397)

“



CONCLUSION:
LEADERSHIP MATTERS

The manner in which climate change has made its debut in the international

arena is reminiscent of what the German Philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer

(1788-1860) said was the inevitable lot of all truth. He said: "All truth passes

through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it

is accepted as being self-evident." (398) Over recent decades, climate change

gradually worked its way from ridicule and opposition to quasi-universal scien-

tific assent. The Fourth Assessement Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) which took 2,500+ scientists from 130 nations six years

to compile in four Nobel Peace Prize-winning volumes, can be regarded as the

final nail in the coffin of a protracted climate change debate: "Warming of the

climate system is unequivocal." (399) – The debate is over. Today, the biggest

priority for humanity is translating the scientific consensus into decisive political

action and comprehensive societal reform. Since systems, structures and markets

conspire to maintain the status quo and prevent change, unprecedented leader-

ship is needed to prepare coastal communities and the planet at large for the

future. As one of the world's leading development organisations, World Vision is

positioning to play its part in areas discussed in Planet Prepare – protection,

research, empowerment, partnership, advocacy, reinforcement and education.
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Courageous Leadership

“The climate change that the world is already locked into has the potential to result in large-scale develop-
ment setbacks, first slowing, then stalling and reversing progress in poverty reduction, nutrition, health, edu-
cation and other areas ... Hoping – and working – for the best while preparing for the worst, serves as a useful
first principle for adaptation planning.” (2007/2008 UN Human Development Report) (401)

Mitigation And Adaptation: Two predominant priori-
ties for action emerge: mitigation and adaptation. The
IPCC defines mitigation as "implementing policies to re-
duce greenhouse gas emissions and enhance sinks" (402)

and adaptation as "initiatives and measures to reduce the
vulnerability ... against ... climate change effects." (403) Miti-
gation and adaptation are two sides of the same climate
coin. Stated simply, adaptation deals with the effects of a
disease that can only be cured through mitigation. As this
report has shown, unavoidable climate change is locked
into the climate system from past emissions. Even stringent
emissions cuts cannot bend back temperature increases
until they peak in the 2050s. In other words, for the first
half of the 21st century the world is forced to adapt to
changes long locked into the world's climate "pipeline." As
this report has also shown, climate change is a one-way
ticket to poverty for millions of people who are increas-

ingly feeling the heat. Climate change is real, and it is hap-
pening right now: Islands are becoming uninhabitable, is-
landers are evacuating their atolls, coastal populations are
moving inland, coastal erosion is eating away properties,
agricultural land is being salinated, freshwater supplies are
being contaminated, a growing number of deracinated
people are on the move, climate disasters are on the in-
crease, "climate refugees" (a) are fleeing environmental de-
cay, etc. In simple terms, mitigation addresses the climate
change cause, adaptation soothes its effects. As one of the
world's largest development agencies, World Vision urges
unprecedented global action in the areas of mitigation and
adaptation if decades of development gains are not to be
lost. With regard to mitigation, World Vision urges policy

makers to demonstrate courageous leadership to cut green-

house gas emissions by 25-40 percent by 2020, and by

80-95 percent by 2050 (based on 1990 emissions). (404)
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“Courage is not the absence of fear –

it is inspiring others to move beyond it.”

—Nelson Mandela, Lessons of Leadership (400)

Photo: Ashley ClementsIrrawaddy Delta, Myanmar: The storm surge from Cyclone Nargis severely salinated many fields

WANTED:
LEADERSHIP



In the area of mitigation, industrialised nations – as
the main contributers to the climate crisis – carry
a moral responsibility to inspire, lead and finance
a global revolution of decarbonisation. Given the
immensity of this task, nothing short of a mobili-
sation commensurate to a wartime General Mo-
bilisation will suffice. In the area of adaptation,
strong leadership is essential on numerous fronts.
What follows is a summary of the main points
and World Vision's recommendation for urgent
action:

1. Protect Development: Emergencies are expensive
– preparedness pays. According to figures consolidated by
the World Bank's Independent Evaluation Group (IEG),
the present-day costs of disasters are "now 15 times higher
than they were in the 1950s – US$652 billion in material
losses in the 1990s." (405) Cumulative disaster losses now
often reach macroeconomic dimensions, especially in Small
Island States. (406) At present, only 4 percent of an esti-
mated US$10 billion in annual humanitarian assistance is
devoted to preparedness. (407) Failure to halt the vicious
circle of destruction and reconstruction continually drains
off all hopes of a better tomorrow for millions of disas-
ter-affected people. Since every dollar invested in disaster
preparedness saves many dollars in disaster losses, World
Vision recommends that donor governments allocate "new
and additional" adaptation financing in the form of grants to
help poor communities make adequate climate change
preparations. Present commitments fall short of future re-
quirements. World Vision recommends global adaptation fi-

nancing on the order of the post-WWII Marshall Plan. (408)

2. Research Priorities, Probabilities & Possibilities:
Professor Poh Poh Wong, Coordinating Lead Author of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Fourth Assessment Report paints a possibility-picture:
"Coastal communities face the inevitable and seem help-
less. But we should think and act more positively. Using the
Chinese art of war perspective, we should fight water with
water. A rising sea level means more area eventually
flooded by seawater which can be utilised for aquaculture
and related economic uses. The transition from dry land to
drowned areas should be fully investigated for opportuni-
ties to provide better livelihoods to the coastal communi-
ties. Some coastal communities know their coasts better
than the scientists. They have traditional ecological knowl-
edge of the coastal and marine environment that can be
further developed or adapted to a rising sea level. We
need to document and identify this valuable information
before it is lost ... If we think and act positively for the
coasts, coastal communities will have a better future." (409)

World Vision recommends a holistic approach to coastal zone

management and advocates that comprehensive research be

carried out with built-in livelihood linkages in view.
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� Yangon, Myanmar: Tim Costello, CEO of World Vi-

sion Australia, visits Myanmar in the aftermath of Cyclone

Nargis as Partnership Representative to assess the damage.

Photo: World Vision Myanmar
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3. Empower Communities And Women: Commu-
nities are the first responders to disasters. Community em-
powerment begins with development agencies viewing
the poor not as helpless victims to be pitied but as re-
sourceful entrepreneurs to be engaged. It succeeds when
poor communities are viewed as intrinsically powerful to
enact their own development and disaster preparedness.
Empowerment involves championing local level leadership
which creates dignity both for the communities and devel-
opment agencies partnering with them. Over time, trust
relationships yield resilient, resourceful, responsible and re-
sponse-able communities. Empowered women are at the
centre of disaster-prepared communities. World Vision calls

on governments to uphold and fulfill women's rights as set out

by the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimi-

nation Against Women (CEDAW). By encouraging and insisting

that women be consulted and engaged on disaster prepared-

ness at the community level, governments can enable women

to enjoy their human rights and contribute to the wider welfare

of their families and communities.

4. Partner And Network: The climate crisis calls for
unprecedented global energy partnership. Many of the
poorest countries struggle to provide stable electric power
supply and are pathetically circumscribed by all prospects
of human development. (410) Energy generation accounts for
40 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions with global
demand projected to double from 17.3 trillion kilowatt-
hours in 2005 to 33.3 trillion kilowatthours in 2030. (411)

Without comprehensive Carbon Capture and Storage
(CCS) capabilities coal-fired power generation is on
course to ignite a coal-carbon time bomb that will defeat
all hope of avoiding cataclysmic climate change. Notwith-
standing, the world needs more "light," not more "heat."
Recognising electric power supply as a necessary requisite to

human development, World Vision recommends the unprece-

dented global rollout of a low-loss energy grid that supplants

fossil fuels and coal in favour of clean renewable energies. Ex-

tending electrification to communities presently eclipsed is as

critical as leap-frogging polluting technologies. (412)

5. Advocate Justice And Change: Scientists estimate
that without a change in business as usual, "more than half
of the Amazon forest would be logged by 2030, releasing
20.5 billion tons of CO2 into the atmosphere." (413) CO2

emissions from firest fires in Indonesia alone amount to 2.5
billion tonnes annually. (414) Protecting forests and forest
dwellers is a matter of justice in line with Millennium De-
velopment Goal 7 ("Ensure Environmental Sustainability").
The Rights and Resources Initiative (RRI) observes: "Ironi-
cally, after centuries of serving the interests of others, for-
est dwellers and other rural peoples might hold in their
hands the fate of the wider world." (415) As forests thin out,
their protective cover thins out concurrently. Measures
are needed to strengthen the rights of ethnic forest dwell-
ers who are in the strongest position to steward their envi-
ronmental resources. Avoiding deforestation, accelerating
reforestation and promoting afforestation (b) are the three
legs of a solid policy tripod both for carbon sequestration
and coastline protection. World Vision recommends the cre-

ation of an international framework to strengthen the position

of forests and forest dwellers and advocates more interna-

tional debate about the question of who owns emitted or con-

served carbon.

Moreover, research indicates that sea level rise will render
millions landless during the 21st century. Researchers Sujatha
Byravan and Sudhir Chella Rajan conclude: "No matter
how aggressive future climate change mitigation strategies
may be, we can be sure that by the end of the century
there will be millions of 'boat people' from developing
countries looking for safer ground." (416) "Under interna-
tional law, refugees are strictly considered to be those who
have been forced to flee their homes as a result of war or
persecution and have the possibility of return when things
get better in the future ... But when a person's home, land
or indeed entire country is wiped out by a phenomenon
such as rising seas there is no hope or chance that the per-
son will ever be able to return home. Such individuals will
therefore essentially have become 'climate exiles' who will
have no legal status ... unless the international community
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develops early strategies to address their legal needs." (417)

World Vision recommends the coordinated development of a

new international framework to enshrine the rights of 21st

century "climate refugees." The clear onus is on countries with

high levels of emissions to show high levels of solidarity. There

is widespread agreement that states must make a "binding

commitment to assume responsibility for these people in line

with their greenhouse gas emissions." (418)

6. Reinforce Disaster Defences: Disaster reinforce-
ments encompass software and hardware, disaster pre-
pared mindsets and disaster resistant structures. By
necessity, the notion of "reinforcement" implies both the
assumption that a disaster will occur and the resolute re-
solve to end up on top of it rather than be toppled by it.
Two elements are critical: government leadership and com-
munity mobilisation. Strong government structures are nec-
essary to translate preparedness policies into infrastructural
measures like cyclone shelters, escape roads, early warning
systems, building codes, flood defences and other protec-
tive bulwarks. Macroeconomic policies can focus develop-
ment in safe areas and create incentives that attract people
away from vulnerable coastlines. The Hyogo Framework
for Action 2005-2015 and ASEAN Disaster Management
Plans are useful instruments to translate systemic responsi-
bility into sound protective systems that enlist the support
of civil society organisations. Community mobilisation is
the second supporting leg for a comprehensive reinforce-
ment strategy. Community-based leadership development
in the area of disaster preparedness can strengthen possi-
ble responses. World Vision recommends that governments

increase their investments to build additional structural and

non-structural capacity, giving priority to financial instruments

like microinsurance schemes, comprehensive early warning

mechanisms and more disaster shelters.

7. Educate Children: Children are both the hope for
the future and the most vulnerable population group dur-
ing disasters. By extension, empowering children requires
two distinct yet inseparable priorities for action: school

safety and disaster risk education. Tens of thousands of
schools worldwide are considered "unsafe." According to
the Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre, in India alone,
125,000 existing schools remain "unsafe and in need of ret-
rofit." (419) Moreover, the effects of climate change will be
borne disproportionately by future generations. By emit-
ting record amounts of CO2, today's adult generation is
leaving behind a large and looming carbon liability which
future generations will bear. Therefore, preparing today's
children for future climatic upheaval is a core responsibility
of today's adult generation. Teaching children disaster pre-
paredness is pivotal to raising up a new generation of resil-
ient people who can take cool, calm, calculated action in
the face of future climate disasters. Teaching children early
in life is the most opportune time to forestall the formation
of unsound attitudes and inculcate in society a wholesome
and equitable culture of safety. As a child-focused organisa-

tion World Vision recommends that schools be reassessed,

retrofitted or rebuilt to meet highest possible safety standards.

Moreover, World Vision recommends the mainstreaming of di-

saster risk reduction and climate change preparedness into

school curricula at all levels.
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� Tonggu County, Jiangxi Province: Third graders re-

ceive safety handbook after attending a "serious fun" World

Vision Child-focused Disaster Preparedness Workshop

Photo: Michelle Tam



Postscript

“Everything that has ever happened in all of human history has happened on that tiny [planet]. All the
triumphs and tragedies. All the wars. All the famines. All the major advances. It is our only home. And that is
what is at stake. Our ability to live on planet Earth – to have a future as a civilisation. I believe this is a moral
issue.” (Al Gore, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 2007) (421)

Picturing Tomorrow: Aristotle (384-322 BC) has said:
"The soul never thinks without a picture." Many people
have pointed to Cyclone Nargis as a mental picture of fu-
ture climate catastrophes. While it is true that Cyclone
Nargis provides a vivid image of the kind of disaster type
lurking on the threshold to tomorrow, it is worth remem-
bering that while natural disaster events are largely inevita-
ble, they need not evolve into humanitarian emergencies. If
communities prepare and steel themselves against disas-
ters, disasters need not steal progress made in human de-
velopment. Bangladesh lends itself as a hopeful example.
On 12 November 1970, Bangladesh's coast was ravaged
by what may have been the world's worst cyclone on re-
cord. With between 300,000 (422) and 500,000 people
killed, (423) the sheer scale of the destruction stimulated
the "building of robust shelters... as well as improvements
in warning systems." (424) Following the 29 April 1991

cyclone with 140,000 casualties, (425) Bangladesh made
further improvements in disaster preparedness, such that
when Cyclone Sidr struck on 15 November 2007 with simi-
lar force, fewer than 4,300 people were killed. (426) Bangla-
desh's preparedness programmes have proved time and
again that preparedness pays off. Trihadi Saptoadi, Na-
tional Director of World Vision Indonesia, says that to pre-
pare for tomorrow the two streams of relief and develop-
ment must be integrated. He says: "Disaster management
and community development are inseparably intertwined.
Holistic approaches are needed. Even as natural forces
converge on coastal communities, the world can converge
its defensive forces to prepare for the future and be one
step ahead of the next disaster. We should not allow the
future to dictate its terms to us. We have the power to
mold the future if we choose to be well-prepared. It lies in
our hands." (427)
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“When it comes to the future, there are three kinds of

people: those who let it happen, those who make it

happen, and those who wonder what happened.” (420)

—John Richardson

GOING
FORWARD

Photo: Christine BalderasLife is a Beach: Fostering a friendly future is possible
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The cynic says, ‘One
man can’t do anything.’
I say, ‘Only one man
can do anything.’

—John W. Gardner ”

“
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(The fraction of CO2 remaining in the air, after emission by fossil fuel
burning, declines rapidly at first, but 1/3 remains in the air after a century
and 1/5 after a millennium. (Atmos. Chem. Phys. 7, 2287-2312, 2007)
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WHAT I WANT
THE WORLD TO BE LIKE

As a child-focused organisation it is fitting to give the final word to a child.
Given that the effects of climate change will be borne disproportionately by
future generations, we urge today's leaders to hear from future generations
today. Emily is the little cover girl who is delicately balancing the Earth in her
hands. She makes her home in England and was happy to write an essay about
"What I want the world to be like" and say a wish for the children of Asia. (428)
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I would like there to be not as many bad things happening. Every time

my Dad watches the News on TV it is bad. It is always about bad peo-

ple and bad things happening in the world, like terrorists and bad

weather and earthqwakes and people getting killed. The fumes from

cars and factories have ruined the air and the sientists say that this is

making the weather bad. Sometimes when the bad weather comes

people loose their houses or die in the storms and that is our fault. We

should look after the world and take care of it so this does not happen.

The sientists say that the world is running out of oil and that it will be

bad when we don’t have any left because the cars will not be able to go

any more. Lots of people will not be able to make any money any more,

like petrol stations, when the oil runs out. I think this will be good as the

cars won’t be able to make any more fumes and the air will get better.

People should be interested in the world and not just money. That is

what I want every one to do. I want the world to be a much safer place

where there aren’t as many bad things happening around the entire

world. It would be a nice place from then on, to me it would be great. It

would be very good to live in a safe place. My wish for you children in Asia

is... that you all have a nice house to live in with clean water and enough

food to eat and that you all can be happy. (Emily Marie Willows, 8) (428)
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